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A Poweiful 19 Lessun Self-Study Program on one CD!
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FCC Exam Review Course
After completing this course you will be ready to •ake the FCC
examination for a General Radiotelephone Operator License.

UfatfOMWS
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The General Radiotelephone Operator License is required to
adjust, maintain or repair any FOG licensed radiotelephone
transmitters in the aviation, maritime and international fixed
public radio services. It is issued for the lifetime of the holder.
Through the years Cleveland Institute of Electronics (CIE) has
been able to compile a great amount of information concerning
the types of questions that the FCC include in their examinations.

$4Q95

Because of the extensive FCC sample questions in this course,
you can took forward with confidence to passing the FCC exam
particularly if you heed the funts given throughout the course.
Here's what you'll get!
19 FCC Lessons on CD ROM
Every lesson is presented in a clear and easy-to-understand
format which makes learning this material fun and easy. After each
lesson you'll take an exam. You can take it on-line or fill out one of
the anower sheets we provide and mail it. After you finish the 19
lessons we'll send you a Certificate of Completion from CIE
CIE Instructor Assistance:
Use our toll-free hot line to access our faculty and staff if you ever
need assistance with your course work.
Priority Grading:
Your exams will be graded and sent back to you within 24 hrs.
Certificate of Completion;
Earn a Certificate of Completion that's suitable for framing.
Why is an FCC License so valuable?
An FCC license is an excellent credential for career advancement
because it's proof of a certain level of electronics know-how.
Because it is a federal examination, the FCC license with its
implied knowledge is accepted by industry nationwide.

LessonTop'cs include:
• Modern Modulation Methods
• Receiving Equipment
• Batteries, Control Motors &
other Power Sources
• Digital & Data Commun.
• Frequency Modulation
• Transmission Lines &
Wave Guides
• Transmitters
• Antennas & Wave
Propagation
• Monochrome & Color TV
• Microwave Comm. Systems
• Tuned-Staged Operation

Motor
Learn
PC Repair

v:

imm
• PC Diagnostic Video
^i
• 200 + Page Training Manual
• PC Assembly & Configuration Video
• Micro-Scope Diagnostic Software (LE)
• CD-ROM - contains videos and manual
02-020
$99.95

Controls

=;i@i

101
This CD ROM trainer uses pictures,
sounds, animations & interactive circuits
to teach you the basics of motor control.
A Certificate of Completion may be
printed on your printer if you achieve a
passing score on the included test.
02-050 (not a CIE certificate)
$99.95

Suppressed - Carrier
Modulation and Single
Detection & Frequency
Conversion
Lasers in Communications
& Industry
Communications by
Fiber Optics
FCC Review Lessons Pt 1
FCC Review Lessons Pt 2
Pointers & Practices lor
Passing FCC G.C. Exa1^ Pt 1
Pointers & Practices for
Passing FCC G.C. Exam Pt 2

More G1E Certificate Courses
AC/DC Electronics Course with Lab
03-introb (39 graded lessons w, cert $225
Intro to Web Site Design
01-M410 (10 graded lessons w ce-' S245
Sodiering Course with Lab
01-SD01 (3 graded lessons W; cen
$95
Programmable Controller Courae
01-SD01 (1 graced lesson v, ce$65
Digital Data Ccmmunications with cab
01-DO01 (11 graded lessons ■'cart S245

CIE Bookstore: i776 E.i7th,Cleveland,OH44!i4 • 800 32I-2I55 • www.ciebookstore.com
Shipping & Handling: $0 - J 30 $2.75, $30.0 i - $50.00 $5.25, $50.01 - $100.00 $11.75, $i00+$l5J5 CA, Hi & OH resident: rs: izc szi zs tax.
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FEATURES
AN INTRO TO MIDI
Learn the basics of Musical Instrument Digital Interfacing.
VIRTUAL GRAFFITI: CREATING YOUR OWN MUSIC ON A PC
Turn your PC into a digital-audio workstation.
THE MAPPERS, PART II
Construct an accurate cable tester for your networking needs.

will Romano

24

Edward B. Driscoll, Jr.

30

.Dave Wickliff

35

PRODUCT REVIEWS
GIZMO®
Looking for a home-theaier system, or how about a sleek flat-panel monitor?
HANDS-ON REPORT
Analyzing the isoPod: The world of controllers is about to change.

4!

DEPARTIVP«-NTS
COMPUTER BITS
Read up on a tune-up for Pro Tools, the latest on spintronics, and the tightening of cyber security,
SURVEYING THE DIGITAL DOMAIN
See where to turn foi reliable facts when researching on the Web.
ALL ABOUT
Wrapping up modulation theory with a lesson on Frequency ivlodulation.
Q&A
This month: fledgling help, finding parts, fixing forklifts, and figuring fonts.
P1C-TRONICS
Add some sound to your train set with this PIC-controlled project.
SERVICE CLINIC
Wasfe not, want not: salvaging flash units from disposable cameras.
BASIC CIRCUITRY
Experimenting with the LM339 quad comparator.

Peter Pietromonaco

11

Reid Goldsborough

14

William Sheets and Rudolph F. Graf

18

Dean Muster

45

TJ Byers

46

.Sam Goldwasser
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Electric Entertainment

What was your first form of electric entertainment? Can you
remember, or have you been told of a time, when you were
first perched in front of a television and allowed to bask in its
radiation? Or was it a radio that was broadcasting drama
and news invisibly through the air? Sometime in the near
future a child will receive his first dose of electric entertainment from a Multi-Media Center. The Center is a hodgepodge of electric entertainment devices crammed into a neat
package weighing less than twelve pounds and it takes up
less space than the dog. At night, the Center can play an
audible lullaby accompanied with a shimmering light show
that radiates from a plasma screen above the crib. Stay
tuned...technology is about to become part of the family, if
you let it.
On a lighter note...it's 2003 and I think we should all adopt
Barry Manilow's "Looks Like We Made It" as a global theme
song. Any takers? Well, leave all your troubles outside and
take a look at this special issue in your hanos. Our main
topic is electronic music. We'd like to refresh and introduce
our readers to different topics, such as MIDI and home
recording. Also in the mix is Part 2 of the MapperS construction article, as well as fine installments by our columnists.
Please note: Prototype will return in a new tormat and a possible audio column is on the horizon. Let me let you in on
another scoop: Coming up in June, we will present our 95th
Anniversary Issue. That's right...95 years of Hugo-inspired
innovation. It's going to be a very special issue. You'll sea.
We've been sorting through the archives and cleaning the
dust off the history-laden warehouse in order to bring a retrospective to our readers. Now, I have to get back to work on
February's magazine, so open up the rest of this wonderful
periodical and enjoy!
Happy New Year,

VISIT US ON THE INTERNET AT:
www.gemsback.com
or www.poptitfnics.com

Since some of the equipment and circuitry
described in POPTRONICS may relate to or be
covered by U.S. patents, POPTRONICS disclaims
any liability for the infringement of such patents by
the making, using, or selling of such equipment or
circuitry, and suggests that anyone interested In
such projects consult a patent attorney.

Chris La Morte

For more information go to page 80A
NEW SEAR
USE THE FREE INFORMATION CARD FOR FAST RESPONSE

or e-mail: axtvertlsing@gernsback.com

Multircedia RF Video Generator
Audio Analyzer
Portable and lightweight, the Mu,
RF Video Generator
Offering a real-time, sound-pressure
S:495) delivers HDTV,
level meter, with energy-time graph
NTSC, and computerabihties and reverb-decay
#». I
display video signals.
time acoustic measureTne battery-powered
ments, the SP295 SoundPro
- ■f.s.
unit accurately aligns front
Audio Analyzer, Contractor's
and rear projectors, moniVersion ($2495) is ideal for
tors, direct-view displays,
commercial analysis. The
and video walls—in all
instrument assesses line-perating modes. It also
level input signals from
provides patterns for black
external microphone pre1
svel, white balance, focus,
amps, mixers, and audio
and convergence alignment. Some other
processors. Additional features include a
fratures include component-video and
sound study graph; signal-to-noise ratio;
DC
RGB-video output, 4:3 and 16:9 aspect
impedance, amphtude response, and
Power Supply
ratios, and ATSC HDTV and stansine wave sweeps; monitor amplifier;
.ard-definition formats.
Using a standard I i J-V.y outand time-code tool functions.
SENCORE INC.
let as a [tower source, ■he Digital
SENCORE INC.
'200 Sencore Dr.
3200 Sencore Dr.
DC P' :er Sapply, i/lodel ln35A
Swix Falls, SD 51101
Sioux Falls, SD 51101
($399) provides high
15-339-0311
605-339-0311
accuracy and precise
siiKsencore.com
www.sencore. com
control with its dual highCIRCLE 60 ON FREE
CIRCLE 62 ON FREE
resolution, 4-digir readINFORMATION CARD
INFORMATION
CARD
outs. Ideal for educational,
service and maintenance,
and manufacturing applications, it features excellent
load and line regulation, : coarse
and fine voltage controls, low ripple, and copSolder Paste
stant-vc uagc or -current operation.
Made with synthetic poly
B&K PRECISION CORP.
adducts, this no-clean Solder
22820 Savi Ranch Parkway
Paste
(call supplier for price) is
InscriftisTcol
PbrbaPstMa,. CA 92881
ideal
for in-circuit testing of
Equipped with a hard and wear114-921-9095
fine-pitch
solder joints. Offering
resistant point, the Tungstenwww.bkp-ecision.com:
improved compatibility
rbide Tip Scriher ($5.60, or $7.20
CIRCLE 61 ON FREE
with OSPs (organic rolderv ith magnet) is great for fine-preciINFORMATION
CARD
abihty preservatives), it
lon marking on materials
also works with all no^ch as hardened steel, glass,
lead formulations,
-ramie, hard plastic, and
including tin/silver/copercuit board. The scriber
per alloys. With up to
is a S'A-inch, knurled han18 hours of stencil
- with a convenient pocket
1
life, the paste requires
p, and it is also available
no refrigeration; and
i a hardened-steel or diait's available in jars,
nd point.
cartridges,
springes,
.MOODY TOOLS, INC.
and cassettes.
F.-ompton give.
AMTECH, INC.
Greenwich, RI02818
15
Schoolground Rd.
-866-5462 or 401-885Brmford, CT 06405
*911
800-435-0311 or 203-481-0362
trrtr. moodytools.com
www.solderproducts.com
WSCLE 63 ON FREE
CIRCLE 64 ON FREE
=ORMATION CARD
INFORM \TION CARD

Autoranging Multimetei1
Rugged and compact, the True
■ <9
RMS Autoranging Multimeter,
;
Model 22-816 ($99) provides
accurate readings of distorted
AC voltage and current waveforms. It measures AC/DC
voltage, AC/DC current, resistance, capachance, frequency,
temperature, and duty cycle.
Added functions include diode
and continuity tests, data and
range hold, relative zero, and
auto power off. The meter also
features an oversize, backlit
LCD display; offers fuse and
overload protection; and is bundled with a rubCanmlng
ber holster, test leads, and a probe.
EXTECH INSTRUMENTS CORP.
Scale
285 Bear Hill Rd.
Able to weigh and count small
Wtltham,
MA 02451
parts to 0.01% (FS) accuracy, the bat781-890-7440
tery-operated Counting Scales, Models
www.extech.com
160212 mA 1602'75 ($599) feature direct PC
CIRCLE
67 ON FREE
connection via the RS-232 interface.
INFORMATION CARD
Counts and weights can
be transmitted directly to a printer or PC,
and the printout can
include an ID/reference
number. Weight: capacity-—6
lbs. (model 160272) and 15
lbs, (model 160275)—is displayed with 0.005 lb. and 0.001
lb. resolution, respectively, or a-, net/gross. The disVFO
play is easy to read on the bright LCD window.
EXTECH INSTRUMENTS CORP.
Ciraill Kit
285 Bear Hill Rd.
Designed with the amateur-radio
PowerPeck
Waltham, MA 02451
enthusiast in mind, the VFO
Providing 300 watts of portable AC
781-890-7440
Circuit Kit, 80-1410 VFO ($15.99)
power, the XPower Powerpack 300
www.extech.com
replaces the crystals in transmitter
Plus
($129.99) is perfect for jumpCIRCLE 66 ON FREE
and receiver circuits. In addition to
starting a car, truck, or
INFORMATION
CARD
providing a precision oscillaLor that is
boat. In addition, it has a
also a switching-power-supply clock refbuilt-in air compressor
erence, the kit can also be a fixed-cryswith a nozzle adapter to
tal oscillator replacepump air into tires or
ment. A circuit schematic
small inflatable sports
for a forty-memr, fiveequipment. Built with a
watt CW
20-amp-hour battery,
transmitter is
the unit provides 300
included, as
watts of household
well.
electricity—enough to
DATAK
power a cordless phone for up to 40 hours and a laptop
MANUFACTUP.ING
computer for six.
CO.
XANTREX TECHNOLOGY, INC.
P.O. Box 6386
161-G South Vasco Rd.
3660 Publishers Dr.
Live-more, CA 94551
Rockford, IL 61125-1386
925-245-5400
800-645-2262
www.xantrex.com
www.philmore-datak. com
CIRCLE 69 ON FREE
CIRCLE 68 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD
INFORMATION CARD
Probe Set
c
These 10-mil Precision Probes (551~84) ($37.44) have
stainless steel tip8
and hex-shaped non
roll aluiiiinum handles. Designed for
fine-pitch applications below 25 mil,
the probes allow lead
straightening, testing, and cleaning of
solder joints. They come with tip protectors and are packaged in PVC tubes
for protection.
MOODY TOOLS, INC.
60 Crompton Ave.
East Greenwich, RI02818
401-885-0911
www. moodytools. com
CIRCLE 65 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD
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DSP W Deai-lime

Systems
Ironies, Inc.
1%
by
Robert
Oshana
-iS6 Redwood Hwy.
CMP
Books
- JB-N
¥
1100 Fourth St.
R/ifael, CA 94903
Berkeley, CA 94110
MkQd -5:4-5164 or
4 # f-v
800-188-3123
- 5-491-4600
www.
cmpbooks. com
wwwJiobotSm-e.com$49.95
Free
Ji
Serving
as
a
practiirfal and comcal
guide
to
the
ct, this catalog
technical
and
man^rers over 300 robotics kits,
agement processes for developing
iks, electronics, videos, and more. Just to
:
DSP
applications
in real-time and embedded
e a few-there's the AIBO ER5 220, Nano
Technical Guides
systems,
this
book
covers both software
.jscles, a CMUcam vision system, and
and
hardware
issues.
These issues
trom
Cooper
ns saucers. Also featured are robot
include DSP architecture, algorithms,
nsors and brains, motors, drivers,
Electronic Teclmologles
optimization, the use of development
• ils. and batteries-everything neces3601 Quantum Blvd.
tools, integrating and testing, and
iry for robot assembly and creation,
Boynton Beach, FL 33426-8638
project management. The accome Web site offers information
561-752-5000
panying CD-ROM contains many
nstructions on many products,
www.
cooperindmtries.
com
useful DSP design tools.
schools and groups can
Free
tjtive a discount on bulk orders.
Three guides are available. The 136-page guide
for the line of Bussman electronic fuses aids
engineers in the selection of over-current protection solutions. The
84-page guide for the
H
Coiltronics inductors
ft
has more than 700 difEcliaom's Outline Of
ferent part numbers for
Eectric Circuits,
various requirements
and configurations.
feS-A- Magoehcs. lOvercttrfSitt Srefectissis. ensi C>vtErvo'Ea-3e
Ftvtli Edition
PTtSscfibr; Catafegs cSfargd by Csspcf Sieciroiirc Technoiogi!
Finally,
the 16-page
Applimi Electronic Design
5la mood Nahvi and
guide
to
SurgX
by D. Joseph Stadtmiller
wh A. Edminister
overvoltage
prodPrentice Hall
Jraw-HiU
ucts presents information on how
One Lake St.
Plaza, 12th Floor
to protect sensitive electronic
Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458
AVr York, NY 10121
circuits from damage
800-282-0693
FO-2MCGRAW
due to ESD.
www.prenhall.
com
— w.hojks.mcgraw-hill.com
$56
S^S 95
An excellent reference for entry-level
listed to cover the latest
electronic design engineers, this
it analysis course
*
book presents complete discussions
rements, this edition
•A
of the design process and issues
Wi
ammm
s readers a thorough
relating to a wide range of electronmimm
^tdation in the theory
ic applications. It focuses on the
Deration of electric
concurrent engineering setting,
ts. It combines brief
Mi including manufacturability, qualinations of theory
jjllll
ty service, and customer criteria.
astrative examples,
*
Chapters cover printed circuit
- Ived problems, and
board design, component selecemental problemstion, oscillators and signal generators,
gether providing a
and control circuits.
.rcr. effective tool for learning.
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Conpoents Oaiaioy
irom Jameco Electronics
1555 Shoreway Rd.
Bdmmt, CA 94002
81 1-831-4242 or
650-592-8097
znvtc jameco. com
=3!
Free
There are over 390 products
Saiue
in this 192-page catalog,
Bevond The
including power components, test equipment,
network accessories, computer products, memory microprocessors,
programmable devices, and breadboards. An ideal resource
for everyone from hobbyists to professionals, the catalog features products from Power One, Digital
Power, Volgen, and Integrated Power
Designs, among others.

Mnduction
Andiies Engelbrecht
r
■ TVUaf & Sons, Inc.
I 'i-r7c Crosspoint Blvd.
Liauinapolis, IN 46256
"-762-2974
vrcra.-iviley.com
r
S55
Can a computer |
I'M
-■Cnk? This text I
m
examines the question, defining the term as
adaptive mechanisms chat enable intelligent behavior in complex and changing environments. The book ranges from the fundamentals, such as in-depth treatments of freSound
quently used techniques, to recent develRecording Advice
opments. Complete algorithms in
by John J. Volanski
pseudo-code for easy implementation
Pacific Beach Publishing
are featured, making it an ideal refP.O. Box 90471
erence for computer science stuSan Diego, CA 92169
dents.
www.jobnvolanski. com
$19.95
A complete reference for the home studio owner,
this book covers everything from buying
the right recording
equipment to understanding technical concepts.
The
author
explains in detail how to
m set up mikes, mix down
Hnw To Build A Small
multiple tracks, build
Budget Recording
simple pieces of equipment, troubleshopt,
Studio if om Scratch,
and more. He also
w
includes hundreds of
Third Edition
Coiip:ep
tips on how to save
by Mike Shea
time, money, and
McGraw-Hill
Ppoducts Catalog
effort in the
2 Penn Plaza, 12th Floor
from
TigerDirect, Inc.
home studio.
New York, NY 10121
7795 W Flagler St., Ste. 35
800-2MCGSAW
Miami, FL 33144
www.books, mcgraw-hill. com
800-888-4437
$24.95
.com
Planning to build or remodel a
F ee
recording studio on a budget?
Find everything you need for
This reference will guide you
your
computer-hardware,
through building an efficient,
software, cables, add-ons, and
budget
fully-functional studio-with no
more-in this four-color 112ttpffto It It G
special training or knowledge
m
page catalog. Featured items
of acoustics needed. It proinclude advanced servers,
vides 12 tested and proven
world-class gamers, MP3
recording designs, valuable ■■
players, notebook cases, PC
IBi
information on acoustical
kits, digital cameras, mothmaterials, the latest in com- j
erboards, and networking
puter-controlled audio test
accessories. All products
equipment, and new techcome with exphcit descriptions and
niques used to isolate and control vibration.
color illustrations
□

For more information go to page 80A
or e-mail: advertising@gernsback.com
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Ultimate

Paper
Game Plrv
The innovative e-Reader
Easy to pick up and play,
($39.95) turns paper tradNFL Fever 2003 ($49.99)
^4
ing cards into electronic
for the Xbox video game
games. By connecting
system delivers all the
to the Game Boy
action and excitement of
Advance via the carreal football. Gamers can
tridge slot, it uses dotcreate, play, and control
code technology to read
the "perfect" football team,
optical data imprinted on the
with highly-detailed player models that
card. When slid through the e-Reader,
reflect the size and physique of real proDynamic
the trading cards allow players to
fessional players. The momentumexperience games in a number of
based motions provide realistic
Performance
ways—the e-Reader cards hold
animation, while the dynamic lightDelivering a full complement of bass
complete video games playable
ing, dramatic shadows, and playclarity, midrange definition, and treble clarity
on Game Boy Advance,
by-play commentary add to the
and extension, the Signature
enhance game play on
real" experience.
SOS Loudspeaker $(1750) is a
Nintendo GameCube, and
Microsoft, 825 Eighth Ave.,
widely-accepted standard for
expand play of the tradiMew York, MY 10019:212high-end audio and home-thetional
trading
card
245-2100; www.xbox.com.
ater systems. Advancements
games.
CIRCLE 52 ON FREE
include a more powerful bass
Nintendo, 4820 150t'1
INFORMATION CARD
driver, a tweeter with extended
Ave. N.E., Redmond, WA
response, and improved bottom-end
98052; 800-255-3700;
detail.The exterior is a hand-rubbed
www.nintendo.com.
grey
or red veneer.
CIRCLE 50 ON TREE
B
&W
Loudspeakers of America,
INFORMATION CARD
54 Concord St., North Reading,
Satellite
MA 01864-2699; 800-370-3740
or 978-664-2870;
r
Eve ythlng
Radio
www.bwspeakers.com.
CIRCLE 51 ON FREE
Music
lovers
can
enjoy comBut The
INFORMATION CARD
mercial-free jazz, bluegrass, classic
rock, contemporary, classical, and
Popcorn
more, with the Kenwood Music Keg
This unique and attractive HomeSatellite Radio System SSR-FM! ($229.95)
Theater-ln-A-Box DHT-I000DV ($1199)
featuring
the
Sirius
promises everything you need for an
Satellite Radio Broadcaster
ultimate movie experience—except the
($ 12.95/month). The
I
ITH£ l.'.uLT snacks. It features a high-performance comhardware unit connects
bination DVD-playto most car audio syser/audio-visual
tems through the FM
receiver, a centuner, and allows users to access 100 channels of music,
ter-channel
news, sports, and entertainment nationwide via satellite.
speaker, four
Sirius Satellite Radio Inc., 1221 Avenue of the
satellite speakAmericas, New York, NY 10020; 212-584-5100;
ers, and a subwoofer.
www.siriiis.com.
Denon Electronics, 19 Chapin Rd., P.O. Box 867, Pine
CIRCLE 54 ON FREE
Brook, NJ 07058-9777; 973-396-0810; www.denon.com.
INFORMATION CARD
CIRCLE 53 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

gizmo

The Beiit Of Everything
True
ThanKS to its universal format capability, audiophiles
no longer have to choose
Colors
batween a DVDAble to deliver true digAudio or SACD—
ital-TV images from any
the DV8300
source, the 32-Inch HTCombination Player
34A ProFlat High Definition
($1499.99) has it all.
Direct-View Monitor/NTSC
Along with two-channel and multi-channel DVD-audio
Receiver ($3000) boasts
capability, the player offers compatible playback of DVDsuper-fine aperture-"ideo
video, CD, CD-R/RW, MP3, video CD, and super-video
processing and advanced
CD discs. In addition, it includes built-in Dolby Digital
fine scanning modulation for a crisp image and conand DTS surround-sound decoding, and a full
centrated picture detail. It also features a builtselection of digital and analog audio and
in, six-speaker, three-way system with two
video outputs.
Easy
tweeters, two midrange speakers, and
Marantz America, Inc., 1100
dual subwoofers, along with a
Maplewood Dr., Itasca, IL 60143;
Spatializer 3D sound system.
On The Ears
630-741 -0300; www.marantz.com.
Proton Corp., 13073 East 166 St.,
CIRCLE 55 ON FREE
Do you love to sing, but afraid you are
Cerritos, CA 90703-2201; 562INFORMATION CARD
tone deaf? The On-Key Karaoke
404-2222; www.proton-usa.com.
Player ($79) offers a solution co
CIRCLE 57 ON FREE
the tonally challenged—the
INFORMATION CARD
system can alter the singer's
voice to match the pitch of the
original recording. All of the
electronics and the music are
built in to the microphone, so
all the singer has to do is connect it to a TV, where song
lyrics and background
■
images will appear on the
screen. The sound is played
through the TV's speakers or
the audio portion of a stereo
Sound
system for better quality.
IVL Technologies, 6710 Bertram Place,Victoria,
Solution
BC, Canada V8M IZ6; 250-544-4091; wv/w.ivl.com.
Whether it's the roar of a train
circle 56 on free
Cutting-Edge
or a classical melody, the
information card
Acoustimass 16 Speaker System
Cinema
($1498) delivers sound with clarity
and life-like performance. Its
Turn your family room into a
patented technology elimitrue movie theater with
nates audible distortion,
the DT-200 Home-Theater
faithfully reproducing
Projector
($3499.95).
speech, music, and
^
^H
Weighing just over 7'/i
other sounds. The
pounds, the DT-200 is engisystem includes a
neered to provide high-resolucenter-surround channeltion imagery, ultra-high contrast ration, and
speaker array with six
convenient installation. It also features a short-throw
direct/reflecting cube speakers,
lens requiring minimal set-up space, and 2D-keystone
three
S'A-inch
high-excursion
correction that enables the user to position the prowoofers, and proprietary signal-processing.
jector almost anywhere without picture distortion.
Bose Corp.,The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701;
Sharp Electronics Corp., Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, NJ
508-879-7330; www.bose.com.
07430; 201 -529-9620; www.sharpelectronics.com.
CIRCLE 58 ON FREE
CIRCLE 59 OM FREE
NFORMATION CARD
INFORMATION CARD

®

Go "Live"
Cyber Shot
Communicate on-the-go with
Featuring a ^.U-megapixel resolution and 3X-optical
the Mobile Connect Web Camera
zoom, the DSC-P9 O/ber-shot Digital Still
($79.99). Its high resolution
Camera ($599.95) is ultraoromises quality digital photos
jh
„
compact, weighing in
and video clips, and
at 7.5 ounces. The
t.. ir
users can send
camera also boasts
video messages
3-area multi-point
to family and
auto focus, multifriends virtually
pattern
metering,
anywhere. The
Memory
Stick
media
camera's
small
recording, and 3 MPEG movie modes with audio.
design allows for easy
A rechargeable battery, AC adapter/in-camtransport. Included in the
era charger, and A/V and USB cables, are all
package is a brushed-aluminum travel
included.
Mobile
case, mobile-connect CD-ROM, an
SONY, www.sony.com.
18-inch USB cable, and an easy-toCompanions
follow user's guide.
Veo, www.veo.com.
Sleek and compact, the Tbera Pocket
PC ($999) can transform any place into a
virtual office by enabling high-speed wireless
Internet access, wireless voice communications, and other Windows
applications. This user-friendly
pocket
pal
integrates
CDMA2000 IX wireless voice
and data capabilities, and is powered by an Intel Strong ARM
206-MHz processor.The size of
a 3 x 5 index card, the device
boasts full-color displays and
features a built-in voice
recorder, headphone jack, and
limitless
a touch-screen with handwriting recogniBrilliant
tion, as well as an on-screen keyboard.
Power
Audiovox Communications Corp.,
Display
Offering speed, precision, and stawww.audiovox.com.
Designed to accommodate a
bility, Sonar XL 2.0 ($739) provides a
wide range of users, the Ultra
complete software-based music producSharp I5Q4FP 15-Inch Flat Panel
tion environment with
Color Monitor ($449) displays
unlimited creative potensharp images of text and
tial.With support for realgraphics with a maximum
time effects, soft synths,
resolution of up to 1024 x
and hardware controllers,
768 pixels. Its wide viewing
Sonar XL 2.0 integrates
angle allows users to view the
multi-track
recording,
■;
screen from various positions
editing, mixing and delivwithout compromising picture quality. Fast
ery of audio and MIDI.
Other highlights include 24-bit/96-kHz audio
response times provide superior clarity for moving
hardware support, internal MIDI precision of
images, while a high-contrast ratio and premium bright960 PPQN, unlimited undo/redo, and endless
ness generate crisp, richer images.
Dell, www.dell.com.
mixing capabiblities.
Cakewalk, www.cakewalk.com.
ES
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bP 450—$12.99
How to expand and jpgraoe
your PC
This book provides advice and guio
ance on the popular forms of internal PC expansion, and should help
to make things . sasonably straight
forward and hopefully painless! The
book covers such topics as memory
upgrades; adding hard and floppy
disc drives; display adaptors and
monitors; ports; keyboards; mice
and graphic tablets; DIY PCs, etc.
EfFseginners 0 Intermediate Q?Advanced

BP 484—$12.99
Easy PC troubleshooting
If you have some knowledge of PCs
and take a logical approach, then
with the help of this book, many
faults can be icentified and then
rectified quickly and easily. This
book shows you how to: test various parts of the system, diagnose a
wide range of faults, check cables
and connections, deal with the
BIOS, and more.
Ei Beginners Ei Intermediate 0 Advanced

BP 501—$12.99
XHTML and CSS explained
If you know HTML, then you
aiready know 85% of XHTML. This
text will teach you how to create
Web pages us;ng the new language.
XHTML uses Cascading Style
Sheets (CSS) as the presentation
language to format the content.
Consequently, much of this text
explains how to create and use
style sheets.
Ei Beginners [^Intermediate E Advanced

JP 479—$i2.9t
How to ou'ld your own PC
Takes the reader through the
process of assembling a PC from
freely available and relatively inexpensive component parts. Topics
covered include: buying the right
components, simple anti-sta':ic precautions, configuring the motherboard, fitting the i rccassor and
memory modules, mechanical
assembly and cabling, a id more.

i

Beginners □ Intermediate □ Advanced

BP 494—$12.99
Basic Internet skills
This book is intended to help you
make maximum use of the Internet. It
concentrates on the core skills needed
to fully exploii three of the main Internet features: electronic mail, search'nr
for invomation using a Web browser
and creating and publishing your own
Web site. Practice exercises and selfassessi ier. checklis+s are included
throughout the book.
IL Beginners E' I ntermediate □ Advanced

BP 5C7—$12.99
Easy Internet troubleshooting
With the aid of this book you can
tackle all sorts of problems related
to the Internet. Virtually 9"ery
aspect of using the Internet is covered and you do not have to be a
computer expert to follow most of
the procedures. All you need to
have is a very basic unoers landing
of the Windows operating system.

.

Beginners E Intermediate E Advanced
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PRO TOOLS 6.0
For those of you into electronicmusic recording via the computer,
DigiDesign is premiering their latest
version of Pro Tools for the Mac. Pro
Tools 6.0 has added a powerful set of
new features and improvements.
First and foremost, the package
promises improved organization.
Usually, in the past, the larger your Pro
Tools session, the more difficult it was
to navigate around all the elements it
contained. Media files could be located on different drives, both internal
and external; and if you're working on
multiple projects with different media
sources (external drives, effects CDs,
etc.), there's a good possibility of confusion.
Pro Tools 6.0 now includes a new
file-management
utility
called
DigiBase to help you keep it all
straight. DigiBase is similar to Mac's
Finder or Windows' Explorer, as it lets
you manage all of the files on your
system. Moreover, DigiBase allows
you to view complete file information
including duration, timestamps, and
two user comments fields. Display layouts can be customized so you can
focus on just the information you need.
Another enhancement is that you
can audition files and view their waveform thumbnails before importing into
Pro Tools, regardless of file format or
sample rate. When you've decided on
a selection, the one-step drag-anddrop process from DigiBase to your
session timeline includes automatic file
copy and conversion, guaranteeing

compatibility with your project.
Also, Pro Tools 6.0 handles
many tasks such as copying,
conversion, and fade creation
in the background so that you
can continue to record and
edit without interruption. A new
Task Manager feature enables
users to monitor and manage
background processes.
Pro Tools 6.0 incorporates
enhanced MIDI functionality,
including full support for Mac
OS X's Core MIDI Services.
MIDI Time Stamping (MTS)
support provides sample-accurate
MIDI with Pro Tools-compatible software synths and samplers, eliminating
the possibility of compromised sync
and drift issues. Also, you can take
advantage of up to sub-millisecondaccurate MIDI with Digidesign's MIDI
I/O and other supported MTS-capable
interfaces.
The new MIDI capabilities allow
extensive manipulation of rhythmic
content through powerful groove creation and modification tools. The
Groove Quantize feature incorporates
intelligent BarjBeat adjustment as well
as support for the new 960-ppq
DigiGroove templates.
With Pro Tools' Beat Detective tool
you are able to extract and generate
DigiGroove templates based on audio
performances and utilize both the timing and the dynamics of passages
elsewhere in your composition. These
DigiGroove templates are also compatible with new Feel Injector templates from Numerical Sound.
The software's MIDI implementation features a new Restore
Performance function, enabling you to
return to an original MIDl-based performance at any time. This feature lets
you experiment with the assurance
that you can always recover from any
changes made during the course of
your project. When you are finished
arranging, the Flatten Performance
feature solidifies any edits and gives
you a new, permanent basis from
which to proceed.
Additional new features include a

Relative Grid option, a keyboard snortcut for temporarily disabling Grid
mode, and definable note duration
when drawing notes (the Pencil tool
now also trims notes). The Trim tool
now trims notes in Velocity view, MIDI
Operations and Tempo/Meter Change
are easily accessible floating windows,
and Pro Tools now supports up to 256
MIDI tracks, more than ever before.
The mixing environment in Pro
Tools TDM 6.0 offers new efficiencies,
and among those is the ability to
import any track attributes from one
session into another (TDM systems
only). You can choose to import any
combination of track data including
audio playlists, MIDI playlists, mixer
automation, routing assignments,
plug-in instances and settings, and
plug-in automation. Plus, you can
choose to replace or overlay the data
in relation to your existing session.
MachineControl option enhancements (TDM only) are also included in
Pro Tools 6.0, allowing an even higher
degree of streamlining the workflow. A
new Machine Profile utility enables
you to create deck configuration profiles for controlling any Sony 9-pin controllable deck, and includes support for
custom track name entry in each deck
profile, for even easier operation when
remotely track arming. 9-pin deck
emulation operation now includes a
"Remote LTC Mode" allowing you to
chase LTC while receiving 9-pin
record and track-arming commands.
The result: support for higher track
counts and faster operation when in
deck emulation mode. You are also
able to generate timecode while emulating a 9-pin deck.
Lastly, a new Offset setting for
MachineControl, chasing timecode,
and MMC enables you to compensate
for minor differences in source tape
versions. You can create a single session with multiple VOs and then quickly offset Pro Tools compared to the
tape for each layback performed.
Additionally, the Set Timecode
Position function allows you to select a
location in your timeline and re-enter
its timecode position, relatively resetting the enure timeline.
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ProTools 6.0 includes many new MIDIcapabilities.
THE SPIN ON PLASTIC
What do you get when you combine the quantum theory behind spintronics and plastic magnets? You get a
fast, Inexpensive computer that
responds instantly and offers ultimate
protection
against
crashes.
Spintronics, or spin electronics, is the
study of the role played by the electron's spin in solid-state physics, and
devices that could specifically exploit
spin properties. Spintronics technology has actually been around for several years. However, there is still much
research to be done, and it holds a lot
of promise.
The real news here is the use of
plastic incorporated in spintronics
technology. Arthur Epstein, a professor
of physics and chemistry at Ohio State
University, and his colleagues reported
the use of a magnetic field to make
nearly all the moving electrons inside a
sample of plastic spin in the same
direction. This is an effect called spin
polarization, and it is the first step in
converting the plastic into a device that
could read and write spintronic data
inside a working computer.
"It's another level of function that
opens up a whole new way of doing
circuitry," said Epstein. "On a regular
desktop it can take several seconds or
longer to boot up because it has to
retrieve, out of the magnetic memory,
information for the computer's settings
and then put it onto the RAM. A spintronic-based computer would boot up
instantly because, with a magnetic
control drive, the information would be
stored right in the RAM."
Wiiy the big deal about spintronics? Here are just a few reasons why

many researchers are excited about
this technology:
• Presently, normal electronics
encode computer information
based on a binary code of ones and
zeros. With spintronics technology,
the direction of a spinning electron,
either "spin up" or "spin down,"
could be used as data also. This
would enable computers to store
and move twice as much data per
electron.
• Data could be stored oemnanently
without the risk of being lost due to
a computer crash.
• Complex Information would be
instantly available at any time. In
today's computers each bit of information in a silicon chip consists of
thousands of electrons. With spintronics technology, one bit can be
reduced to only one electron. The
direction of the electron's spin
would determine whether it's a one
or a zero.
• Plastic spintronics would weigh and
cost less than traditional electronics.
There's a lot of information out
there on current issues and trends in
spintronics. The U.S. Dept. of
Defense recently spent millions of dollars on spintronics research, so it's
obviously a hot topic. We'll cover it
again in upcoming issues, and maybe
go into a little more depth on exactly
how it works. For now, see the illustration for details.
SECRECY OR SECURITY?
Due to heightened threat le"els, the
United States government has taken
vast measures to tighten security
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within its borders-both physically and
virtually. The question, however, is
this: Is the secrecy of important information helping or hindering our safety
and security?
Back in January of last year, government officials issued a 'confidential
memo" to all agencies regarding sensitive information. Agencies were
instructed to restrict certain sensitive
information, making it unavailable to
the public on the Internet, except what
was required by law to be accessible.
Among the agencies to comply
were the Agency for Toxic Substances
and Disease Registry, the Bureau of
Transportation Statistics, and the
Dept. of Energy. Now, the general public was probably not affected by this
restriction, as most citizens aren't normally in desperate need of international nuclear safety information or reports
from the Los Alamos National Lab.
However, researchers and scientists are also being barred from a lot of
information necessary to their studies
and experiments. They fear that this
effort to protect national security could,
in essence, hurt the public. For
instance, researchers at the University
of Michigan are in the middle of a
three-year study of hazardous waste
and its effect on humans and the environment; but they have been denied
access to some vital databases needed to conclude their research.
g

MULTIMEDIA
on the PC!
What is Multimedia? What can
it do for you? It can do lots
of nice things! This 184-page
book helps you create your own
multimedia presentation. Multimedia applications by people like you can
revolutionize educational and business applications as
well bring more FUN FUN, FUN into your leisure
computer activities.
^/lail coupon to:
I Electronics Technology Today, Inc.
I
. P.O. Box 240
I Pnassapequa Park, NY 11762-0240
I
| Please send me my copy of Multimedia on the PC I
(PCP120). I enclose a check or money order for $18.45 to
| cover the book's cost and shipping-and-handling ex- I
Ipenses. NY state residents must add local sales tax.
I
Name
I
| Address
- I
_State.
| City
-ZIP,
I
I All orders must be paid in U.S. funds only. Sorry, no .
orders accepted outside of USA and lanada Please allow |
^-8'weeks for delivery.
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A PEEK INTO THE GERNSBACK ARCHIVES
1900
Dateline: January 195? (50 years ago)
This is Radio Electronics' 6,:'1 Annua!
Television Issue, featuring an editorial on new
developments in television and its impact on radio
broadcasting, Hugo Gernsback reports "the first
closed-circuit telecast of the Metropolitan opera is
about to be shown in a number of theaters in the
U.S." Some other trends in the television industry;
21-inch sets are priced under $200 for the first
time, technological advancements are paving the
way for color TV and magnetic tape could soon be
used to record television programs.
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Dateline: January 1973 (30 years ago)
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Read about the latest in color-television technology in this Special Color TV Issue of Radio
Electronics. Articles discuss new circuits, automatic color controls, color test jigs, and AFPC detectors.
Future predictions include wall-sized pictures with
projection screens and frame snatchers that capture
and hold a single-picture frame. The "Equipment
Report" infroduces the B&K model 501A transistor
curve tracer, the newest lab instrument to turn up
on the service bench.

SFCTUGHTON home theme

Dateline: January 1993 (10 years ago)
Popular Electronics explores the technology
behind on-board navigation systems for your car,
including satellite positioning, roadside beacons,
and other advancements. Construction articles feature building an aviation receiver, a dog-bark
inhibitor, and a telephone lin^in-use indicator. Also,
learn all about microprocessors and makes these
powerful chips tick; and the history of code and
code-sending gear from the early days to presentday computerized equipment.
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Say you're writing a report and need
to double check a fact or two. Or say
you just heard something on the radio
and want to make sure it's correct.
What do you do?
In the past, you either reached for
an almanac or headed to the library.
Today, in the Age of the Internet,
these facts are as close as your
computer screen.
FINDING FACTS FAST
To check a fact you might be
tempted to fire up Google, at
www.google.com, the best generalinterest Web search engine. Despite its
sophisticated search technology that
helps you home in on relevant information, Google can still be too scattershot
an approach when fact checking.
Nothing beats an almanac for quick
facts on everyday items, and nothing
beats lnfoPlease.com, at www.infoplease.com, as a source for free online
almanacs. It offers a range of almanacs
on world and domestic issues, history
and government, business, society and
culture, biography, health and science,
arts and entertainment, and sports; not
to mention a dictionary, concise encyclopedia, and atlas.
For more meaty material, you
should surf to a full-fledged online
encyclopedia. Britannica Online
includes the full text of Encyclopeedia
Britannica, at www.britannica.com, the
world's best encyclopedia, along with
a dictionary, thesaurus, atlas, audio
and video clips, and links to other Web
sites. You can raad the first few sentences of encyclopedia articles for
free, with full access costing $10 per
month or $70 per year.

Encyclopedia, com, along with providing free
encyclopedia articles, includes links to eLibrary,
a compilation of articles from thousands of newspapers, magazines, and TV and radio transcripts.
Otner excellent online encyclopedias
include
MSN
Encarta,
at
www.encarta.msn.com,
and
Encyclopedia.com, at www.encyc/opedia.com. Encarta, however, can be
overloaded and slow, and some of its
articles require you to have bought the
CD-ROM version. Encyclopeda.com,
along with providing free encyclopedia
articles, includes links to eLibrary, a
compi.ation of articles from thousands
of newspapers, magazines, and TV and
radio transcripts, with a subscription
costing $25 per month or $125 per year.
The best biographical encyclopedia
on the Web is Biography.com, at
www.biography.com, with more than
25,000 articles on both current and
historical figures.
WORDS ON THE WEB
If it's word wisdom you're after,
Dictionary.com, at www.dictionary.com may have it. It offers a dictionary and thesaurus as well as
translation tools for Spanish, French,

German, Italian, and Portuguese. Tne
site also includes links to foreign language, medical, science, and other
dictionaries. An even more comprehensive
translation
site
is
AltaVista's
Babelfish,
at
world.altavista.com/tr. It handles the
above languages plus Russian,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean.
Say you come across an acronym
that you can't make sense of. Acronym
Finder, at www.acronymfinder.com,
offers definitions of more than 242,000
acronyms, abbreviations, and initialisms. If it's technology related,
CMP's
TechEncyclopedia,
at
www.techweb.com/encyclopedia, may
be an even better choice, with definitions of more than 20,000 acronyms
and other terms related to computers
and the Internet.
Sometimes you want to know in detail
how something works. The appropriately
named site HowStuffWorks, at
www. hows tuff works, com, p ro vi d es
descriptions, diagrams, and photos of
more than 2,500 devices and processes in categories from automotive and
electronics to health and money.
If it's a statistic you need, check out
Statistics.com, at www.statistics.com.
You'll find numbers from government
and other sources on a range of different topics, though you'll be more
likely to find regularly-published data
there than private-market research.
Another good site is the University of
Michigan's Statistical Resources on
the Web, at www.lib.umich.edu/govdocs/stats.html.
Two excellent sites for checking
general health information are Harvard
University-affiliated InteliHealth, at

words, crunched numbers, and to AOl "It seemed to me that since
cruised through cyberspace. Now it's this computer helped me, it could also
getting long in the tooth and slowing help someone else, maybe a senior
you down. Time to upgrade to a new citizen or school who couldn't afford a
machine—but what should you do with new computer."
Cohen's e-mail message was foryour old warhorse?
This was the dilemma that Steven warded to the United Way office closCohen of Blue Bell, Pa., faced recent- est to him, and the United Way's Steve
ly. He had just bought a spanking new Rockwell e-mailed him back, asking
Dell Dimension Pentium 4, and he did- about the computer's specifications.
n't want to just trash his old AST Then Rockwell gave Cohen an
RxList fwww.rxlist.com) provides information Pentium. So he asked around and address near him where he could drop
about brand name and generic pharmaceutical learned of a couple of Web sites off his machine. Individuals have to
drugs, as does the National Library of that described other options— drop off donated machines themMedicine's Medicine Plus Drug Information PEP Computer Recycling at selves, but organizations with ten or
'www.nlm.nili.gov/medlinfcplus/druginformawww. micro web. com/pepsite/Recycle/ more machines to donate can have
tionJitml).
recyclejndex.html and UsedComputer them picked up.
Rockwell heads up the local United
vww.mayocIinic.com.
RxList,
at .com at www.usedcomputer.com/nonWay's
Teaming for Technology proprof.html.
www.rxlist.com, and the National Library
He wound up e-mailing the United gram, which is similar to other computof Medicine's Medline Plus Drug
Information, at www.nlm.nih.gov/ Way. "1 wanted to donate it to a good er recycling programs around the counmedlineplus/druginformanon.html, both cause," says Cohen, a recent retiree try. Working with other organizations,
provide information about brand name who used his home computer for work the United Way places donated comprojects, keeping track of personal puters with local non-profits, at comand generic pharmaceutical drugs.
finances,
letter writing, and connecting munity technology centers for people
A number of sites compile links of
reference materials. The best overall
POINT AND CLICK
's the University of Michigan's
Internet
Public
Library,
at
MSN Encarta
vww.ipl.org. There you'll find links to AltaVista's Babelfish
www.encarta.msn.com
wortdMita vista, com/'cr
almanacs, calendars, dictionaries,
style and writing guides, quotations, Biography.com
National Library of Medicine's sviedMne
biographies, encyclopedias, atlases, www.biography.com
Plus Drug Information
www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/
books, magazines, and newspapers,
CMP's TechEncyciopedia
druginformation.html
among other materials.
www. techweb. com/encyclopedia
Another good general reference
PEP Computer Recycling
site
is
Researchville,
at Computer Demanufacturing Suppliers
www.microweb.com/pensit^/Recycie/
www.researchville.com. It conveniently www. powersourcing. com/se/
recycle_index.html
computerdemanufacturing.
htm
lets you do "meta searching" of multiple sources at once with just a single Dictionary.com
Researchville
query, though it doesn't combine www. dictionary, com
www.researchviUe.com
■•esults on a single page. You can
search multiple almanacs, encyclope- Encyclopedia.com
RxList
www.rxlist.com
dias,
dictionaries,
newspapers, www.encycIopedia.com
newswires,
magazines,
health Encyclopaedia Britannica
Statistics.com
sources, education sources, govern- www.britannica.com
www. statistics, com
ment sources, and discussion forums.
Google
Finally, you nrght think that
YourDictionary.com
www.google.com
UselessKnowledge.com, at www.usewww.yourdictionary. com
essknowledge.com.. is fairly useless; Half.com
University of Michigan's Internet
but this whimsically named site is a http-J/ha!f.ebay.com
Public Library
great trivia resource, letting you
www.ipl.org
HowStuffWorks
nr
among oihar things search for arcane www.howstuffworks.com
University of Michigan's Statistical
nformation by keyword.
g
Resources
InfoPlease.com
rv>
www.Hb.umich.edu/govdocs/stats t tml
o
www.infopiease.com
SOME USEFUL
8
UsedComputer.com
KNOWLEDGE
-□
InteliHealth
www.
usedcomputer.
com/nonprof.Mml
■ao
Let's take a look at a specific www.inteliheaith.com
o
research challenge; What to do with
UselessKnowledge.com
MayoCIinic.com
your old clunker of a PC. You've gotten www.mayociinic.com
www.uselessknowiedge.com
good use out of your computer, putting
it through its paces, it has cranked out
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who can't afford home computers, and
in the homes of low-income people.
But first it refurbishes old systems,
utilizing at-risk youth and weifare-towork adults, who pick up job skills in
the process. Computer professionals
provide training and do quality control.
Low-income individuals can obtain
free refurbished PCs for their homes,
but they first have to go through a
training program to ensure they'll be
able to properly use the machines.
Like similar programs, the United
Way's program can't use all PCs. It
prefers newer computers, those with
Pentium II or faster chips, though it
will accept 166-i\/iHz or faster
Pentium I machines.
If you have an even older machine,
say a 486, you still don't have to consign it to a landfill. If it's still working,
you can hand it down to a family member, relative, or friend. Some companies regularly shuffle computers this
way, buying new and more powerful
machines for those who do processorintensive work such as computeraided design or video editing and
upgrading other employees with the
computers that are handed down.
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CASHING IN
You can also sell your used computer. Some computer stores specialize in
handling used machines—check your
local Yellow Pages. The advantage
here is that you can simply take your
computer to the store instead of having
to deal with and ship to a buyer directly.
You'll usually get a bigger bang for
you buck by selling the machine directly to another individual. You can buy a
classified ad in your local newspaper,
or you can use the Internet.
Lots of used PCs deals take place
through Web sites such as Half.com at
http://half.ebay.com. Still others take
place through Usenet discussion
boards such as misc.forsale.computers.pc-specific.systems, if you're selling a PC, and misc.forsaio.computers.mac-specific.systems, if you're
selling a Mac.
To minimize the risks involved in
buying and selling over the Internet, it
can make sense to send the system
COD (cash on delivery), recommends Daniel King, who put together
a "Frequently Asked Questions"
archive about buying and selling on
the Internet.

One further option is to have your
old computer "de-manufactured." The
process involves first salvaging usable
parts, such as monitors and hanj drives, then isolating from the rest metals
such as copper, aluminum, steel,
stainless steel, nickel, and brass. In a
landfill, these and other substances
can potentially leech into soil and
groundwater.
There are many companies that
recycle old computers this way.
Check out the Web site Computer
Demanufacturing Suppliers at
www.powersourcing.com/se/computerdemanufacturing.htm to find one
near you.
Some companies charge small fees
to take a computer or computers off
your hands even if you deliver it yourself, which they say are needed to
recoup the costs of sending components out to be de-manufactured.
States such as Delaware provide funding to eliminate these computer recycling fees.
Reid Goldsborough is a syndicated
columnist and author of the book
Straight Talk About the Information
Superhighway. He can be reached
at
reidgold@netaxs.com
or
www.netaxs.com/~reidgold/column. □
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The use of frequency wzoduktdon
(called FM) is another method of adding
intelligence to a carrier signal. While
simple on-off keying (as used in Morse
Code) and amplitude modulation were
the first methods used to modulate a
carrier, the use of FM had to await the
availability of stable RF sources with a
narrow-frequency spectrum. The vacuum-tube oscillator was the first RF
source that could be frequency modulated. FM broadcasting started out before
World War 11 as a means of obtaining
"staticless" radio transmissions and better audio fidelity. Early FM broadcast
stations used the 42-50-MHz band for
their FM transmissions.
At that time, 42-50 MHz was considered ultra-high frequency. The elimination of amplitude modulation enabled
the receiver to utilize high gain, so as to
deliberately overload the amplifier
stages in the IF circuitry, which had the
effect of limiting (clipping) the received
signal amphtude. This effectively suppressed AM-noise spikes, and FMdetector circuits could be also designed
to reject AM signals to some degree.
The fact that much man-made noise
is AM in nature, and that natural atmospheric-static levels are lower at 42 MHz
than at AM-broadcast frequencies,
allowed very quiet reception with little if
any static. Also, it was feasible to transmit a wider band of audio frequencies as
larger amounts of spectrum space
allowed wider signal bandwidths.
Additionally, the bandwidth limitations
of modulation transformers used in AM
transmitters at the time could be circumvented.
A number of FM receivers were made
for 42-50 MHz, and some surviving sets
can still be found in forgotten attics and
in antique-radio collections. However,
after WWH, the FM band wa11 relocated
to its present location at 88-108 MHz.

There is still some FM broadcasting
around 68 MHz in the former Soviet
Union, and additionally, 76-88 MHz is
also used in the Far East. Narrow band
(±5-kHz deviation) FM is also widely
used for TV audio and for 2-way VHF
and UHF communications.
FM Signals
An FM signal is simply any RF signal
that is modulated Ity changing the frequency of the signal in accordance with
the modulation. Since frequency is measured in cycles per second (Hz), and
cycles per second can be thought of as
the number of times a sine wave goes
through a complete cycle (0 to 360
degrees) in one second, one can consider frequency as the rate of change of
phase (degrees) of a sinusoidal waveform
per unit time (second)—^mathematically
speaking, dq/dt, or the rate of change of
phase angle with respect to time.
Similarly, the reverse relationship says
that total phase change in a time period
equals the frequency multiphed by time.
Frequency Modulation
Frequency modulation is therefore
related to phase modulation. Phase
modulation is that modulation in which
the relative phase of a carrier wave, with
respect to a reference, is varied in accordance with a modulating signal. In order
to change the phase of a signal, there has
to be an instantaneous change in frequency. As an example, if we want to
change the phase of a carrier from 0
degrees to 180 degrees, we must
"reverse" one cycle (See Fig. 1). This
would involve raising or lowering the
frequency for a very short instant so the
relationship of the phase with respect to
the original phase could change.
If we want to vary the frequency of a
signal, the instantaneous phase of the
signal must continuously change. For

Ididetifln

example, suppose we want to sweep
from 100 MHz to 101 MHz in one second. This implies a frequency change of
1 MHz per second, (or 1 Hz per
microsecond). In one microsecond, the
100-MHz carrier will go through 100
cycles. In this brief period, 1 cycle must
be added so that after one second, one
million cycles per second has been
added. This can be done by advancing
the phase of the carrier 1/100 cycle, or
3.6 degrees, every cycle, so that after 1
microsecond, 101 cycles will have been
gone through, and the new instantaneous frequency will be 100,000,001
cycles (100 MHz + 1 Hz) per second.
Notice that a constant rate of change
of phase has been introduced to produce
a "sliding" frequency. If this rate of
change of phase is kept up indefinitely,
the frequency would continue to sweep
upward by 1 MHz per second, so that at
t=l second the carrier frequency would
be 101 MHz, at t=2 seconds, 102 MHz,
etc. If we retarded the phase by the same
3.6 degrees, we would have produced a
decrease in frequency of 1 MHz per second (in this example). If you did not follow this, or cannot understand the concept, simply remember that a change in
frequency implies a phase change, and
vice versa.
The deviation of an FM signal is the
component of change in carrier frequency that the modulating signal produces.
Note that, in general, the frequency of
the modulating signal is NOT the same,
nor necessarily related, to the deviation.
In the US, EM broadcast stations by law
are permitted +75-kHz deviation, which
is defined by the standards for FM
broadcasting as 100% modulation. Both
a 20-Hz audio signal and a 20-kHz
audio signal can produce 7 5-kHz deviation. The amplitude of the modulating
signal (program audio) produces tire
deviation. If one volt of audio produces

P = Deviation / Modulation frequency
= Modulation Index
A) UNMODULATED CARRIER WAVE

B) CARRIER WAVE WITH TWO STEPS IN FREQUENCY, MODULATED BY STAIRCASE WAVEFORM

Note that deviation and modulation
frequency are in the same units of frequency (KHz, MHz, etc).
In general, the higher the value of P,
the better the signal-to-noise ratio of an
FM system compared to an AM system.
In a typical FM broadcast-transmitter
situation, with a l-kilz audio signal at
50% modulation (37.5 kHz deviation):
P=

C) PHASE MODULATED CARRIER WAVE, SQUARE WAVE MODULATING SIGNAL

PHASE
DiFFERENCE
'A

ORIGINAL
UNMODULATED
CARRIER

PHASE >
DIFFERENCE

PRASE
DIFFERENCE
180 DEG
r\

\l

U D

CARRIER FM MODULATED WITH
SA'VTOOTH WAVE
NOTE GRADUAL FREQUENCY
INCREASE AND CONSTANT
CHANGE OF PHASE WITH
RESPECT TO UNMODULATED
CARRIER
D) RELATIONSHIP OF FREQUENCY AND
PHASE CHANGES

37.5 KHz
1 kHz

=37.5

FM is often done by applying audio to
a frequency-deterrnining network component whose value is voltage dependent, such as a varactor diode. This is
called Direct FM, since the frequency of
the oscillator is being directly controlled
by the modulating signal.
Related matheraadcally to FM is PM,
or ^hase ?wodulation. In this case the
phase of the RF carrier is modulated by
the applied-modulating signal. Phase
modulation is generated by passing an
RF signal through a phase-shift network
whose characteristics are modulated by
the modulating signal. It can also be
generated indirectly using a balanced
modulator and RF-carrier phas^-shift
networks (See Fig. 2). From this system,
FM can be generated by simply integrating the modulating signal.

Modulating Signals
In practice, an R-C circuit can be
Fig. 1. Here is a visual reference for studying the relationship between frequency- and phase-mod- used to integrate the modulating signal.
It must be stated that this system is praculated waveforms. The original unmodulated carrier is a sinusoidal waveform.
tically suitable for only small amounts of
phase deviation, about 10-15 degrees of
+75-kHz deviation, then one-tenth of a
This is related to receiver bandwidth. phase shift. (0.2 radians or so). Using
volt would produce +7.5-kHz deviation. There is no theoretical reason why our this method to generate FM is called
Deviation and modulation frequency are FM stations could not have used 100- Indirect FM. To get practical amounts of
kHz, or even 1-MHz deviation, other deviation when indirect FM is to be
independent variables.
than needing more spectrum space. used, a frequency multiplier usually is
Deviations
However, greater receiver sensitivity is needed.
Note that much wider deviations are possible with narrower bandwidths.
Often the degree of modulation
possible. An AM transmitter has definite Wider deviations are commonly used at requires a large multiplication factor.
physical limits on modulation (over-mod- microwave frequencies for data and What is done here is that the signal is
ilation will cut off the carrier and clip on video transmission. Satellite-television multiplied mixed down to a much lower §
sitive peaks as the modulator is power transmission uses 10- to 15-MHz devia- frequency and multiplied up again. The ^
juted). An FM transmitter has no such tion for the video signal, with a receiver deviation produced by the modulator is ^
nnd of physical limits. The limit of mod- bandwidth of 30- to 36-MHz.
also multiplied by the multiplication fac- pa
The ratio of deviation to modulation tor, but unaffected by addition and sub- J
aiation is set as that which results in
excessive modulation non-linearity frequency is called the modulation traction. Therefore, if one starts out
nstantaneous frequency vs. modulating index. The Greek letter "b" (beta) is with a 1-MHz modulated signal, muln- 2.
tage) in the modulation, or in how usually used to represent this quantity. It plies it by a factor of 64, then mixes the m
ch frequency deviation the FM receiv- represents the maximum pnase shift of resultant 64-MHz signal down to 1
MHz again using a 63-MHz oscillator -ig
r vdll accept before it distorts the signal. the carrier wave.

and mixer, the new 1-MHz signal can be
multiplied by say 96 to get 96 MHz, in
the middle of the FM broadcast band,
with an effective inultiplication factor of
64 x 96 = 6144. This would allow a modulation index of 1228. This would allow
full 75-kHz deviation with an audiomodulation frequency as low as 61 Hz, a
situation that practically would seldom
arise. One must start out with a highquality and low-phase noise RF signal,
as any FM noise on the original carrier
would get multiphed by this 6144 factor
as well.
Without going through the derivation, the signal-to-noise ratio improvement gained by using an FM system as
compared to an AM system of the same
bandwidth is related by the FM
improvement factor:
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S/N = 3P

This is valid as long as the FM system
is operating above a threshold le^el
which is typically 8- to 10-dB carrier-tonoise ratio. The receiver must have a
certain minimum signal for this to happen. Otherwise the advantage of FM
over AM is rapidly lost for weaker signals. For a typical 2-way EM-commuruCations system with a 13-kHz bandwidth, the noise level (assuming a 3-dB
receiver-noise figure) would be around
-128 dBm, slightly less than 0.08 microvolts mto 50 ohms.
The carrier level would have to be
about 8 to 10 dB stronger, or about 0.2
microvolts to achieve threshold. This is
a typical-rated sensitivity for many 2way FM-communications receivers,
such as used for public service and amateur FM. A stereo receiver with 250kHz bandwidth would need a signal of
about 1 microvolt at threshold, and you
would probably not want to listen until
the S/N ratio exceeded about 30-dB
minimum. This increases rapidly above
threshold, and about 2 microvolts Or so
would do.
Receivers are also specified in dB quieting. which is a measure of how much
the receiver noise decreases on receipt of
a carrier. This can be misleading as it
does not take into account anything to
do with the modulation. A measurement
called SINAD (ratio of signal/(noise +
distortion) is often used; and 12-dB
SINAD, the often used standard ratio
corresponds approximately to 20-dB
quieting for many FM receivers in practice. This is done by adjusting the carri-

INDIRECT FM
MODULATOR

Fig. 2. Looking at these two block diagrams, notice that the integrator unit is what makes the
difference between these phase-modulating and frequency-modulating networks.
er level from an FM-signal generator
feeding the receiver until the audio signal out of the receiver is 12 dB above the
receiver output when the modulation at
that carrier level is reduced to zero. This
is about minimum signal level for reasonably intelligible speech output.
Note that, for constant-modulation
signal level, P increases at low-audio frequencies, and decreases at high-audio
frequencies. Thus the signal-to-noise
ratio of an FM system is poorer for
high-audio frequencies than for low frequencies. This is the reason pre-emphasis is used in FM broadcasting, so as to
boost the modulation index at the high
end of the audio spectrum.
It mms out that, additionally, the noise
spectrum of a detected output in an FM
receiver has a rising noise vs. frequency
characteristic. If we employ de-emphasis
at the receiver, we not only correct for the
pre-emphasis at the FM broadcast transmitter (which would make the audio
sound "tinny"), but also pickup additional signal-to-noise improvement at the

receiver as well. Pre-emphasis and deemphasis are used in both broadcasting
and commercial FM two-way radio
(which usually uses +5 kHz deviation) to
materially increase signal-to-noise ratio.
This gives FM its excellent quality and
"clean" sound. Since most static is AM in
nature, very little static gets into the system. An FM receiver dehberately limits
the incoming signal to a constant level
before detection, further reducing AMstatic rejection.
Bandwidth
The occupied bandwidth of an FM
signal, at first glance, appears to be
simply the peak-to-peak deviation.
However, this is not generally true. A
75-kHz deviation FM-broadcast signal
requires somewhat more bandwidth. It
is necessarv to know this required bandwidth for various reasons, among them
channel spacing, necessary receiver
bandwidth, and signal-to-noise ratio
considerations.
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IWlwFig. 3. There is a direct relationship between deviation and bandwidth, as shown by the diagrams
above. Notice the indirect relationship between deviation and carrier amplitude.
For very high modnlation indices, the
necessary bandwidth is very close to the
peak-to-peak deviation. As an example,
this would be true for, say, a 100% modulated FM signal (7 5 kHz in commercial
broadcasting) with a low-audio frequency modulation (i.e., 20 Hz). Howrever,
the situation changes for low-modulation indices. At a modulation index of 10

the bandwidth required would be about
2.8 times 75 kHz, or 210 kHz. At a modulation index of 5 (for example IS-kHz
audio, with 75-kHz deviation) about 3.3
times 75 kHz. or 24'7 kHz bandwidth,
would be required. (See Fig. 3).
This bandwidth change is due to the
sidebands generated in FM. The sidebands, as in the AM case, are separated

by the modulation frequency from the
carrier. However, depending on the
modulation index, the sidebands vary in
amplitude. They appear, reach a maximum, then, at higher modulation
indices, some sidebands disappear. In
fact, the carrier disappears at a modulation index of 2.4. This means that if we
apply a tone of about 31 kHz to an FM
transmitter and adjust the level of this
tone to produce a deviation of 75 kHz,
the carrier will actually null out.
Of course, the FM signal has not disappeared. All of its energy is now contained in sidebands spaced 31 kHz from
the carrier, at +31 kHz, +62 kHz, +93
kHz, etc. (This is somewhat like what
happens in an SSB signal, where all the
energy is in one sideband, with the carrier and other redundant sideband
being suppressed.) As a matter of fact,
the null of the carrier at a modulation
index of 2.4 can be used to measure the
deviation of an FM transmitter, using a
spectrum analyzer. See Fig. 3 for a typical FM-signal spectrum.
The sidebands vary in amplitude in a
pattern that can be expressed mathematically by Bessel functions of the
first kind. A given sideband N, where
N is the order (carrier N=0, first sidebands N=l, second N=2 etc.) of the
Bessel function. We will not discuss
this further, except to state that Fig. 3
is an approximate illustration of how
these functions appear. Further discussion would require the reader to have a
background in analytic geometry and
integral calculus. We cannot assume
this, and instead refer the interested
reader to a more advanced text on
modulation theory.
As a rule of thumb that works out in
practice, the required bandwidth is
approximately twice the deviation plus
the highest modulating frequency. This
figures out to about 240 kHz for an FMStereo receiver, and bandwidths of 230
to 280 kHz are used in practice. Note
tnat the FM detector must be very linear
over this bandwidth to reduce distortion
on the recovered audio and to maintain
good stereo separation. As another
example, commercial 2-way FM radio
used for police, fire, taxicab, etc., and
also 2-meter amateur radio FM, use ±5kHz deviation with audio resmicted to 3
kHz (3000 Hz). These receivers use 12to 13-kHz bandwidth IF filters. This is
twice the deviation plus the highest modulation frequency as is seen from the figures given. The various components of
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Audio baseband 0-15 kHz.
This is comprised of the
sum of left and right audio
channels, and is the basic
program audio a monophonic FM radio would
receive.
Stereo baseband (19 kHz
and 23-53 kHz). This consists of a pilot carrier at 19
kHz, and a DSB (double
sideband) suppressed carrier AM signal centered at 38
kHz. The 3 8-kHz carrier is
suppressed, and a low-level
pilot carrier at 19 kHz is
used to regenerate the 38kHz suppressed carrier. In
this way the 3 8-kHz DSB
AM signal is recovered and.
detected. It has the difference of left and right channel audio. This difference
signal is zero for mono
transmission.
SCA and RDS subcarriers
at 57, 67, and 92 kHz with
up to 7.5-kHz deviation.
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an FM-broadcast (stereo) signal are as
follows:
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Adding this up, twice the deviation
plus the highest modulating frequency
would be twice 75-kHz plus 92 ± 7.5
kHz, or about 250 kHz.
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We have tried to present some of the
basics of FM without going into the
mathematics behind it. For more information on FM theory and practice, the
reader should consult a good textbook on
communications, and be prepared to go
into the mathematics behind it all.
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WILL ROMANO

MIDI, You may have heard about it, Maybe you
even heard it being used. Maybe you
even know a little about it, but could
never figure out how it works. Relax—you're
not alone. For the better part of the last two
decades, MIDI has been a great source of
both joy and frustration to "techies" and
professional musicians alike.
Though MIDI has come a long way
from its clunky beginnings, the basic
laws remain intact. Even in today's hiSv
tech digital world, MIDI can be used
in any number of applications. With
this in mind, we thought we'd give a
general overview of the basics of
MIDI—what MIDI does, and how it is
used.
When reading this piece, bear in mind
that this is only an introduction to the principles and concepts of MIDI, You'll
undoubtedly have to do more research on
your own.
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Is MIDI Magic? MIDI, or Musical /nstrument Digital
/nterface, can literally let you hear music played by
musicians who are not present. MIDI can make lights
flicker while the road crew is sleeping backstage.
Sounds like magic, doesn't it? In a way, it is.
In the early 80s, MIDI was designed and developed
by a few major musical Instrument manufacturers that
saw a way for musicians to control sound from a
remote location, giving performers the power to piay
one keyboard and have others ring out with similar or
different sounds. Why is this important? Think of the
economics and ergonomics of a live stage show. You
could have just a handful of people doing the job of a
full orchestra.
A common MIDI misconception is tha4' MIDI is a
sound medium in and of itself. It isn't, MIDI relates diglfal data regarding one snippet, one patch of sound,
from one place to another. That patch or sample
eventually manifests in a tone or noise.
Think of MIDI this way. You get a signal coming into
your cable box, which is then translated into an image
on your TV screen, MIDI, in a way, is the medium
through which the signal on your TV is being transmitted; it is not the image you see on your screen. MIDI is
what carries the message your electronic instruments
receive in order to make noise.

How Does It Work? MIDI allows musicians to play one
keyboard (or another MIDI-compatible musical device)
24 to achieve the sounds of a second, MIDI literally allows

you
to play
two
or
more keyboards
(and other devices) at once. I will describe this in more
detail in a moment, but simply put, you can press the keys
on one keyboard and have one or more ring out without
ever touching them.
Let's use two electronic musical devices, such as a
couple of synthesizers, in an example. (As you will see,
any two devices such as computers, VCRs, basic MIDI
modules less actual keys to press, recording machines,
lighting panels, mixing boards could be used.) Synth 1
is currently programmed for a harpsichord sound. You
also want Synth 2 to play in the same key, but with a
ditterent texture,
How do you play a note on Synth 1 and have that
same note ring out from Synfh 2? To answer this, first
let's consider the physical aspects of MIDI. In order for
MIDI data to be transmitted and received, both
machines (or however many you want to use) must be
MIDI-ready, meaning these modules must have MIDI
ports. On the back of any number of keyboard synthesizers is a MIDI jack. Some keyboard instruments
have what is known as a MIDI in and/or a MIDI out jack.
Some also have a MIDI thru, but more about that later.
The MIDI out of Synth 1 (or what we'll call the
"controller" keyboard) is linked via a male DIN connector to Synth 2's MIDI in, thus enabling the transfer of
information from Synth 1 to Synth 2. Remember, the
transfe'- of messages allows sound to be generated.

Important MIDI Messages
As we have seen, MIDI messages
are what is carried via MIDI cables
from one device to another.
Let's take a closer look at some
of MIDI'S channel and system
messages,
I

The Surface One virtual MIDI controller receives user input via a fiber optic-based, touchsensitive " smart fabric" that was developed by the Canadian Space Agency.
The sound is then heard with your ears through an
amplifier and speaker setup.
The MIDI message being carried is called a "command." in each command is the signal for a note to
ring out or to stop. These MIDI commands, and all others, have a byte sequence. (Mote; there are a number
of different commands, whose function and execution
are quite complicated. More about those in the
Sidebar.) The byte sequence includes a signal for note
on, which tells a second synth what note to play, in
what pitch, and at what volume, note off simply stops
sounds from being generated. Automatically as a
musician presses a key on Synth 1, a note on MIDI message (and all other messages sent from Synth 1, including what note to play) is transferred to Synth 2,
Sound modules communicate through MIDI'S 16
channels—numbered 1 through 16. A musician can
determine on what channels to send and receive
information for each keyboard. Synths will respond to
all 16 MIDI channels in a mode called omni on via an
omni on MIDI channel message. (An omni off channel
message tells the receiving device what specific
channel is to respond.)
Let's say that Synth 1—our "controller" keyboard—
sends a command that is assigned to the machine's
Channel 1. The musician then sets the second instrument, Synth 2, to respond to Channel 1. Once the
modules are set to the same channel, a MIDI event
can occur. In other words, you'll hear the note you
want. Think of channels, if you will, as if these machines
are CBs locked into the same frequency. You can't
hear the other party unless he/she is on the same
channel. If you play a note on on Channel 1 on Syn+h
1, but Synth 2 is not programmed to listen on Channel
1, you hove a non-event. Nothing happens.
Now, to complicate matters, what if you have
three MIDI devices? You have to complete what is
called a daisy chain. To daisy chain three MIDI- compatible instruments (or pieces of gear) one or more of
the modules needs an extra port (a MIDI thru port). The
MIDI thru port essentially reolicates the data that is

coming in from
the Synth 1 's out
port and passes
It
along
to
another
device. Note:
Not all units
have MIDI thru
ports. Synth 1's
out is connected to Synth 2's in
via
a
MIDI
cable. Synth 2's
thru port (if it has
one) is then connected to Synth
3's in jack. Any
sound the third
device
would
make is being
controlled via
the first keyboard. When all
three machines
are on the same
channel,
all
three keyboards
could be playing
the same note.
What if you
want a particular
note played by
Syn+h 1 to be
repeated
on
Synth 3, but not
Synth 2? Simple.
You would assign
Synth 2 to a different channel. In
this way, Synth
3—which is pro-

note on: This channel message is
transmitted from a controller
keyboard to a receiving keyboard/module. This data tells the
module how fast/hard, and on
what channel a specific noted
was played. Each key on the keyboard is assigned a number and
that number is part of the "Note
On."
note off: Simply put, it registers
when a note is stopped. Also measures the speed at which a kev
was released.
After-Touch: This message registers
the pressure at which keys are
struck.
Program Change: When you
access different patches from your
keyboard sound memory banks,
that change in sound is registered
as a program change message, in
this way, the receiving keyboard
recognizes the data being transmitted concerning this sound
patch. Remember: the patch
number is sent across, not the
actual sound.
Continuous Controllers; To recall
the dynamic sounds of vintage
synthesizers, the MIDI system uses
conbollers (sliders, wheels, foot
pedal for volume) to provide a full
range of performance options to
musicians, Each control device/
method corresponds with MIDI'S
128 control numbers. Those numbers are what is transmitted from
machine to machine.
System Exclusive Message A
coded message corresponding to
a specific manufacturer. Sys-ex
messages are commonly used to
communicate data concerning
the instrument's "patch" banks.
Musicians can manipulate these
codes to customize their sounds.

MIDI WCNDORS-
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Neal Morse has been an avid user ofMIDt technology for composing and peifoimance. Here he is seen
taking a breather in the studio.
grammed to receive a message on
channel 3, let's say—Is the only
device that recognizes the data
being sent by Synth 1 on channel 3.
Meanwhile, Synth 2 remains silent. It
will also work in reverse: if you want
Synth 2 to ring out, but not Synth 3,
just set Synth 1 to transmit on channel 2 and program Synth 2 to
receive on channel 2.
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Sequencers, Samplers, And One
Man Bands. This writer's first experience with MIDI was with Simmons
electronics drums—those hexagonal playing pads (that looked like
Stop signs)—that were to make traditional acoustic drum kits obsolete. For a while it looked as though
they would. These hard plastic
drum surfaces started popping up
everywhere, on stage and on
record, and their characteristic
clanks and fabricated noises could
be heard on a number of popular
80s tunes.
Through an electronic device
referred to as a brain, Simmons
drums stored prefabricated sounds
in digital format, Each drum pad
could be assigned a separate
sound/noise/timber. Every time Pad
1 was hit, it would garner a timbale,
or bell, or whistle noise. How was
this possible? When the pad was
struck with a hand or a stick this

motion was picked up by a trigger,
which sent data to be processed
by the brain. The brain then sent
out the info in the form of sound via
a PA system, amplifier, or out
through your headphone jack into
your headphones.
Add-on features were available,
and the Simmons drum brain could
be connected to a number of MIDI
compatible devices, such as a
sampler. Since most of the
Simmons' drum brains had a MIDI in
and/or MIDI thru jack, the brain
became part of a chain and any
number of sounds could be produced. The brain's MIDI out could
be connected to the sampler's
MIDI in and any other devices were
added using the MIDI thru portal.
Bill Bruford, the former drummer
of Yes, King Crimson, and Genesis,
threw hmseif headlong into new
technology and soon gained a
reputation as a pioneering electronic drummer. Bruford went on to
lead his own jazz band Earthworks,
in which he used preprogrammed
keyboard sounds and samples to
play whole notes right from his
drum kit. He was literally playing
music on his drums, Bruford eventually upgraded, and went off the
deep end of cross-fading and
touch sensitivity.
As he once told Modern

CONTROi KHYBOARDS
MIDIMAN Keystation 49 MIDI controller Connect this baby to your
computer (via USB), instail its software and you are all set. No MIDI
interface needed. With 49 keys you'll
have plenty of options. It can be
used with Windows 98, ME and 2000
as well as Mac 8,6 in conjunction
with Opcode's OMS MIDI Manager
which is included in this package.
And it's portable too, (It is powered
by 6 "C" batteriee or included power
source.) The Keystation offers full
control of all modern MIDI parameters, such as control cnanges, modulation, pitch-bend, MIDI volume.
MSRP: $229.95
Roland's ED PC-300 USB (a 49-note
velocity-sensitive controller keyboard
that uses Cubasis software for
Macintosh or Windows.)
MSRP: $159,99
CONTROL SURFACES
AKAI MPDI6 USB Midi Pad Control
Unit. Equipped with 16 pressure sensitive pads, the Akai MPD 16 is
designed to be a p.ogrammable
drum machine Connects via USB
and/or MIDI (port) to computers and
sound engines such as the Akai Z4
and Z8 samplers.
List Price: $299.99
MDIMAN's Oxygen S. (see main crtfcie.)
No MIDI interface is needed for this
hands-on control device which features eight MIDI-assignable knobs. Its
25 keys send all kinds of MIDI messages that soeak directly to your computer. Powered by USB port, 6 "AA"
batteries, or included power supply.
MSRP: $179,95
Encore Electronics' Knobby
Programmable MIDI Control Service
This certainly puts the power back
into musicians' hands
'With so many mouse-friendly
devices on the market these aays, i
think musicians want to actually put
their hands on something and really
'eel themselves creating +he sound,"
says Encore owner, Tony Karavidas
Karavidas developed the "Knobby"
which interfaces with current, obsolete, and future MIDI equipment.
Programmable Sys-ex messages;
compatible with your PC.
MSRP; $240

Drummer magazine, "(Hitting) the
What has helped to orchestrate New York band Black Tape For A
pad, and how hard you hit it, are many a musicians' compositions Blue Girl.
both read and the subsequent was the advancement of polyUsing the many patches and
sound is controlled accordingly. phonic keyboards, A polyphonic stored sounds from a sampler, it
You can also have cross-fade sam- keyboard plays more than one didn't take long for musicians to
ples. This means that you can note at a time (some Keyboards realize that they could be one-perassign several samples to the same offer up to 64 voices), in our exam- son bands. "You could be a onepad, For example, your child's ple above, we were sending man band before the advent of
voice can turn into a bell, which basic, or monophonic, information MIDI, thanks to multitrack recordcan turn into a gong—all cross- across only one channel. In theory ing, but you had to be able to play
faded so you don't notice the we could send information about all the instruments in real time,"
joins."
a number of different notes across explains jazz violin great Jean-Luc
As the technology progressed, so a number of different channels Ponty, who has been using MIDI
since the early 80s. "Now we can
did the sonic options. Drums, of simultaneously.
course, were not the only instruYour sound palette can be play different instruments thanks to
ment making leaps and bounds in augmented through the use of a the combination of MIDI and sound
the 80s. Today, all MIDI modules sampler, A sampler is essentially a samples, On my 2001 record. Life
Enigma, I added
have 128 stanpercussion
and
dard-note voicdrums to the song
ings that are
Lonely Among All,
assigned
num
right from my
bers. This is known
keyboard. I did
as General MIDI.
the whole thing
(Note: In recent
myself."
years. General
Thanks to the
MIDI Level 2 was
pioneering
efforts
developed to be
ift
JL
of Richard McClish,
an extension of
who co-founded
General
MIDI
Zeta Music in the
Level 1, GM Level
early 80s, Ponty
2 ups the ante by
uses a Zeta 5-string
increasing
the
violin with a MIDI
number of sounds
pickup
under
available to musieach string. When
cians. All GM2
n
Ponty plays his viodevices are comi
lin, the MIDI mespatible
with
sage is sent to a
General
MIDI
Zeta VC-225 conLevel 1.)
troller, which interThink of these
■ -• ■
prets the comvoicings as stored
digital-sound Jazz violinist Jean-Luc Ponty has been using MIDI since the 80s. "...I added percussion and mands and sends
them out to a
patches includ- drums to the song Lonely Among All, right fimn my keyboard."
synthesizer of his
ing bits for instruchoice where he
ments such as
horns, bass, drums, woodwinds, digital warehouse, a library of has programmed a range of differetc. From MIDI machine to MIDI stored textures, "I'll use my Alesis ent colors. The digital information is
machine, each sound family is QuadraSynth with a MIDI sampler then amplified via a sound system.
"The violin can be played alone,
grouped together. So, strings are which has some vintage sounds
all grouped together in your MIDI like a mellotron," says Neal Morse, as a blend with a synthesizer, or
machine's
memory
banks, ceative force behind the neo- muted so one can only hear the
Percussion instrument samples prog rock band Spock's Beard. "1 synthesizer," says Ponty. "I run my
form another cluster. Keyboard use a mellotron sound sparingly, so violin through a Zeta VC-225 MIDI
samples form yet another, Get it? having tha+ programmed keeps controller, then I use a Proteus 1,
It's a kind of universal code to me from lugging an old vintage Kurzweil, or my Synclavier keyboard, depending on what sound I
make
the
recording
and piece of equipment."
"I have one keyboard where want,"
exchange of digital information
Both Morse and Ponty have
easy between musical equipment one key could be assigned a horn,
experience
with
made by different manufacturers. or percussion, or whatever—a extensive
Sequencers
are
To play these sounds, you'd go into cricket sound if I want—and every- sequencers.
your instrument's memory banks thing I need is in that one key- devices that can "record" a single
board," says Sam Rosenthal, of the performance and then play it back
and program a sound source.

rrruC1" like /ou would with an analog recording machine. Why are
sequencers important? Think of it
+h's way, you can perform seeming./ endless performances and
weave them together. All of those
"tracks" can be played from the
sequencer while you are off playing a completely different melody
line. Once again, you can be a
one-person band.
Note: Some computer software
programs are actually sequencers.
Using internally stored sound information, known as a sound card,
these sequencers generate a preordained passage. If you've ever
pushed play on a Windows
Multimedia Player, you've experienced playback MIDI files in
action.
You may want to add another
device—a sound module with an
array of keyboard sounds. To do so,
you'd hook up Synth Ts MIDI in to
the sequencer's MIDI out, then the
sequencer s MIDI out to the sound
module MIDI in. To complete the
chain you'd send a MIDI cable
from the module's MIDI thru to
Synth 1's MIDI in. This is called a
"patch through" and gives you
access to the sound sources and
the ability to record with the
sequencer.
One final note: once your performance is recorded, you can
change the sound quality of each
performance by changing the set
sound on your multitimbral module.
Keyboards that are capable of
playing more than one note on
more than one MIDI channel simultaneously are called mutlltimbral.
Since the sequencer records the
performance (meaning the action
of your hands on certain keys—not
the actual sound), you can access
different tones and change the
feel by switching channels. For
more about sequencers check
out "What's MIDI?"—see Sidebar

back of sorts.
SOFTWARE
Today, MIDI is
»
being used in
T.\" - ■ ? \ ' Vt 1.) edirol Hyper Canvas HQ,
conjunction with
GMS Software Synth—The
any number of I
Hyper Canvas, a virtual
synth and sound source,
musical and nonhas 256 sounds, 9 virtual
musical devices.
drum sets ana over 500
"Lighting comtone variations (128 varipanies got hip to
able drum sounds) that helps
the fact that music
you play jazz and rock with studio-quality
instrument sounds. It runs on Windows 98 (128MB RAM,
and visual effects
100 MB free disk space with Windows audio interface
can go together,"
and CD-ROM drive; or Mac OS 8.6.1, 256r MB RAM, 100
explains Timothy
MB free disk space with Mac audio inte face and CDChen, project manROM drive.) MSRP- $199.00
ager at MIDIMan, a
Also Available:
leading manufacEdirol Super Quartet. The Edirol website {www,
turer of MIDI-ready
edirol.com) notes: "The ultimate Plug-In Software
products. "You can
Synthesizer set of four contemporary music instruments play a C sharp
Piano, Guitar, Bass, and Drums."
And, the Edirol SoundCanvas VSC-MP1 Virtual Sound
on your piano
Canvas Multi Pack; it puts all the sounds of a modern
and instead of a
day symphony orchestra at your fingertips.
C sharp being
heard, a red light
2.) Voyefra Digital Orchestraior Plus—This package lets
you create multi-track MIDI recordings of your own music
goes on."
or
modify prerecoraed MIDI songs as well as edit and
"How?" continr
ecord audio files. It allows the user to compose songs
ues Chen. "Let's
step-by-step by entering notes with a mouse or MIDI keysay you have a
board, then edit every detail on the PC screen. You can
lighting
system
cut andf paste whole sections of music (as well as MIDI
notes o any length) and import .WAVTiles (driim samples
that accepts MIDI
and effects). You can also record multiple MIDI tracks,
control. You can
rearrange the song structure with copy, move ana
connect a MIDI
delete functions. Also includes virtual audio mixer which
device like the
allows you to control tempo, volume, panning and other
Surface One into
features. The Orchestrator Plus will also convert MIDI
data into standard music notation so you can print sheet
the lighting panel
music on any Windows-compatible printer,
and you are set
MSRP: $39.95 (as a download at www.voyetra.com)
to go. On the
Surface One are
3.) Cakewalk—As the name implies, Cakewalk sotrware
systems nave always been user-friendly, low-maintefour main slider
nance programs for recording music in the comfort of
"pads" that are
own home, According to Cakewalk's website
controlled
by your
(www.cakewalk.com), its Home Studio 2002 is the toptouch. If you slide
selling home software recording package in the world.
your fingers down
With these features, it's no wonder why. Users can record
and ploy back unlimited tracks of audio and MIDI,
on this touch-sensiimport WAV, and MP3 files (and more), use synth plug-ins
tive pad, you can
to add hundreds of high quality instrument soi mds, edit
shut off the lights. If
and print notation, and more. $49 for registerea
you slide them up,
Cakewalk customers; regularly $129.
you turn them on
4.) Steinberg's CUBASIS VST—The VST turns your Mac or
at full power. The
PC into an 8-track studio with effects, drum loops, and
other cool thing
riffs for sound designing. You can record both MIDI and
about it is, if you
digital audio, compose scores and soundtracks for
video. Mac requirements: 6100.66MHz minimum, 16MB
push down on
RAM minimum —24 recommended, CD-ROM drive, 2nd
these pads, you
level cache, MacOS System 7,5 or higher. Windows:
can make the
200MHz Pentium processor, 32MB RAM, Windows 95/98,
MiDI In Another Dimension. lights flicker or spin
MME or ASIO compliant sound card, and CD-ROM drive,
Throughout the 80s, the uses of MIDI or flash. Really, you
MSRP; $99.99
were varied. However, by the time can make those
Also Available: Steinberg's CUBASIS VST 2.0 for your Mac
the mid 90s rolled along, many lights do anything
with 48 audio channels (WAV and MP3), 64 MIDI
people had labeled MIDI as an you want. It is all In
Channels and editing, mixing capabilities. And CUBASIS
"outdated" technology; this was a the way you map
VST 3,0 for your PC to compose songs, edit sound, print
scores, produce videos and burn CDs with surround
mistake. With the rise of home- it." Note: To map a
sound, Cubasis VST is the perfect tool for making your
based and laptop computer device is to take
music: on your computer or over the Internet,
information
recording, MIDI is making a come- the
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coming into a MIDI unit and reconfigure it to achieve a completely different sound.
You can dim the lights yourself when you want to have a
slow number, or shine them
brightly for a heavy number.
The Surface One, and other
units like it, offers endless oossibiiities,
"You can control the parameters of the sounds like the pitch as
well as the variables like LFOs and
filters," says Chen. "You can mac
this to percussion and ploy hand
drums with it. I know a tabla player
who wants to get his hands on this
because he wants to map it to
fabla samples on his computer and
play a multitude of sources. He
wants to be able to play two or
three different drums at his lap.
How it works is the musician will be
using the pads as triggers since the
pads are touch sensitive. At the top
of the pads you could have samples of a high-pitched tabla and at
the bottom maybe sounds for big,
deep sounding tabla. You could
play ail this with your fingers."
Because the touch-pad fabric of
the Surface One can read movements in all directions—up/down,
left/right, as well as how hard you
press—it can send multiple messages simultaneously to control a
number of actions.
"You can control your guitar rig,
what's happening with your software for your software synth samplers, video, all at the same time,"
says A1 Schnier of the rock group
moe, who has used a number of
MIDIMan products.
Schnier used the sister to Surface
One, the Oxygen 8, on stage when
he toured behind his solo record,
alone. "The Oxygen 8 is a small
keyboard with 25 veiocity-sensitive
keys," says Schnier. "I didn't need a
large keyboard because I would
be playing some simple lines. The
eight knobs could be assigned to
anything I needed them to be in
the software I was running. What
was great about it was I could
have a MIDI controller playing a
part on the computer and 1 would
have one of the knobs on the
Oxygen 8 be assigned to a particular voice or patch. I could be playing a piano part and as I scroll the

knob back and forth it could go
from piano to electric piano, to
Wurlteer back to piano."
Computers And MIDI. Thanks to
the advent of computer-based
recording, MIDI has found another
life inside the virtual world of PCs,
Schnier's al.one was primarily written, arranged, recorded, and
composed on a G3 Lombard
PowerBook Mac. From a computer
with a 400-MHz processor, 256Mb of
RAM and an 8-G hard drive,
Schnier melded MIDI and high-tech
recording.
"My controller keyboard hooks
up to my computer via a USB
cable," says Schnier. "I was running
a MIDI program on my computer
called
Reason
mode
by
Propellerhead. Reason is a virtual
rack of audio gear that Includes
software synths, samplers, drum
machines, mixers, EQs, and compressors—anything you need to
make a record. The only thing you
are limited by is the handling
capacity of your computer. I could
record 128 tracks if I wanted to."
Because of ease and portability,
Schnier began creating music for
this record from the back of
moe.'s tour bus. "With the MIDI
controller and laptop you have an
unlimited number of voices you
can produce," says Schnier. "You
can pull a cello sample up and
tweak the parameters until it doesn't sound like a cello anymore.
That Is something new you have
created. You can also bring in
other sounds from other sources or
use your own sampled noises and
plug them. You can even loop
that sound with a loop player if
you want. For instance, I can
record my kid's crying if I want to
and then play it back on my keyboard and script it into a song.
There are so many options with
MIDI—I'm so excited about tlje
prospect of things to come."
q
BE A TEACHER.
A HERO.
Call
1-800-45-TEACH.
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Paul McCartney's first solo album, completed just
before he left the Beatles in 1970, was recorded
entirely in his Scottish farmhouse, and yielded
Maybe I'm Amazed, a gorgeous hit song. In between
big-budget studio albums, Bruce Springsteen recorded Nebraska, a collection of stark, personal tunes,
entirely on his Fostex four-track cassette recorder. Phil
Collins' first solo album contained songs such as In the
Air Tonight, which began life in his home studio, but
were completed in a professional studio.
With today's PC-based home recording technology, you can join them (OK, we can't guarantee the
same level of chart-topping success, but you never
know!). It's easier than ever to create your own music
at home—even if you don't play an instrument—using
a PC, some software, and if you really want to get into
it, some additional hardware. We'll tell you how.
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tech-house. I write songs occasionally for other acts on
the small-record label 1 run with my brother and a
friend, Wonderdog Records. I've written some tunes
for the Nebraska Guitar Militia and the Defenders of
the Faith, for example."
How does Reynolds find time to record music as well
as juggle his day jobs? "The key," he says, "is to use
your time well. There are a lot of wasted hours in most
people's days."
That's another advantage of home recording.
Unlike a professional recording studio and hourly
charges, once the basic software and equipment is
paid for, home studios are free. Want to spend six hours
tuning your guitar? Go for it! Five hours getting a riff
absolutely perfect? Knock yourself out. Three days (off
and on) on lead vocals? Fire away.
Which is also why many professional musical acts
often record at home and then complete those tracks
in a professional recording studio,

Who Is The Typical Home Recording Enthusiast? Bill
Park, a Sysop of Compuserve's MIDI and Home
Recording Forum, thinks that most home- recording Sound-on-Sound. While superstar musicians have
enthusiasts are average fellows over 30 with some been able to afford home- recording equipment for
music experience. "Once
decades (or in the case of
you get past that age,
pioneering electrical guitarist
there is enough income for
PC-has^d btum^ recording
Les Paul, they designed and
some discretionary spendbuilt the gear themselves), it
rmmlwtmmzed tbt mdepemdemt
ing, and there is the need
wasn't until the 1980s that
for an outlet." And by that
m usic sceae.
home-recording was availage, with the combination
able for the masses. That was
of a steady job, a family,
the decade when "fourand responsibilities it becomes harder to be in a track' cassette decks, using technology adapted from
band. "But the creative urges are still there. The school fhe failed quadraphonic sound systems of the 70s,
teachers, accountants, and other typical adults are began ro be sold by companies such as Fostex and
finding that with a modest investment they can still Tascam, to offer any musician with a spare $1000 or so
make music without all of the hassles involved in keep- (often much less) the ability to record demos. These
ing a band together and end up with a CD that they machines provide the basic building block of mulfican inflict on their friends."
track recording: the ability to record sounds on indiOne person who seems to fit that bill perfectly is vidual tracks, and to manipulate one track without disGlenn Reynolds, a forty-something University of turbing the other. Thus, a single musician can record a
Tennessee law professor, whose constantly-updated drum machine, then play bass, then play guitar, then
Weblog of news and opinions, www.insfapundif.com, sing a vocal, and "write" a song by using his four-track
is a hugely popular stop on the Net.
cassette recorder. The results, however, tended to be
In between teaching law, writing books, and run- somewhat limited production values, a somewhat limning his own Web site, Reynolds also records techno- ited song, and a very laborious process.
dance music under the name of "Mobius Dick"
However, tape-based recording has largely been
{www.mobiusdick.com). Reynolds describes the music rendered an anachronism by PC-based systems.
as "tech-core, tech-energy, with a bit of 2-step and Beginning in the 90s, the combination of rapidly falling
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p ess
c^d equally
have had a leg up on
ropki ncreases in comother musicians in this
pLT^g
cower,
has
area, cecause in the
a owed the PC to
as
early 80s, synthesizer
become a powerful
manufacturers invented
ecord'ng tool, capable
a
common language to
of perr'orrning tasks that
allow equipment made
n the past required tens
by a variety of manuof thousands of dollars
facturers to talk to each
wonti of professional
other, and be controlled
studio gear to achieve.
by computers. This lanr tin wen win.
Today, simple homeiguage was named
recording
software
MIDI, shoh for "musical
allows anyone to com/nstrument digital interpose and record music
face." The online music
1=
entirely from within his or
forum. Harmony Central,
her own PC. Many
has an extensive collecentry-level
programs
tion of faqs, links, and
are automated suffiother material in their
ciently to allow even
Midi section (www.harnon-musicians to assem- Cakewalk's Sonar2 XL is a digital audio/MIDI sequencer for the PC platform monycenfral.com/
that
allows
users
to
produce
professional
recordings
from
the
comfort
of
home.
ble and record personal
MIDI/).
compositions.
A MIDI-equipped keySo why record on a
board allows you to
PC Instead of a dedicated recording programs, such as Acid, input directly from your keyboard
recorder? Chris Rice of Cakewalk by Sonic Foundry (www.sonic- into the computer. The digital infor(www.cakewalk.com), a leading foundry.com), utilize pre-recorded mation can then be manipulated
music software publisher, says that loops, which can be assembled, on the computer, rather than on
a big reason is "a dedicated mutated and modified into a the keyboard.
recording deck does not give you seemingly infinite variety of permuIt has only been in more recent
any visual representation of the tations by a PC user with absolutely years that software and hardware
music. And for you to go and try to no previous music knowledge. For interfaces have been developed
edit what you've recorded is quite many people, these loop-based to allow such easy input from guilaborious and quite painful. You programs are all that they need to tars (and other instruments). We'll
often have to go back and just begin to make their own music.
discuss those a little later.
punch-in, and record over."
To go beyond loops, it quickly
Rice describes the difference as becomes necessary to record your Bringing Music into the PC. For
significant as the equivalent of typ- own sounds. Keyboard players more complex home-recording
ing on a typewriter, and
applications, there are
using a word processor.
several options, includtt ■
^ ji
Seeing the music on
ing sophisticated multiI $3 Hi M
the screen makes it
track recording propossible to move an
grams that will record
instrumental part that's
dozens of MIDI and
slightly
ahead
or
audio tracks to a PC.
behind the beat, cut
With some programs,
out a muffed note or
there is no fixed numphrase, change the
ber of tracks—the only
pitch of a phrase, or
limitation is how much
insert or delete whole
the PC can handle
bars of a song. Very
without crashing or
much in the same way
slowing down.
*5
that a word processor
Sonic Foundry's top
allows words to be
home recording promanipulated, a homeiiUuliJUltiilJiiJiUi gram is called Vegas
recording
program
Audio. Cakewalk's is
does the same for
ac T» cal ed Sonar XL. These
music.
This screen capture shows the track view of Cakewalk's Sonar2 XL. Each color are very sophisticated
bar represents a different audio input that can be altered and manipulated via programs that comWhat's Out There? The the GUI.
bine loops, digital multifirst level of hometrack recording, MIDI,

when it comes to commmmmum
puter-based record- mmm
ing, several recent
K^
products make it easy
for guitarists to record
using PC-based sysSBC
tems, without having
to place microphones
■
in front of amps turned
MM .,y v '
up to #11 (nothing like
having the police
ffmmmn p
show up on your
■SSL..
doorstep at midnight
while you're trying to
record).
One such product is
Line6's
GuitarPort,
Line6 (www.line6.com) Sim Synth, available from www.fruityloops.com, is a virtual
has manufactured a synthesizer that allows the user to create loops for audio projects.
line of amps and
effects boxes for guitarists which recreate
the vintage sounds of the 50s and hundred preset sounds synced to a
60s vacuum-tube powered amps built-in drum machine whose
beloved by electric guitarists for tempo can be controlled via MIDI.
Spanking the Plank, 21st Century their warm tone, and when over- (Linn is famous for the LinnDrumStyle. While keyboard players defi- driven, their "musical" distortion. the drum machine that was on
nively have an easier time of it Now the company has created an seemingly every hit record of the
interface and accompanying 80s.)
It has an astonishing amount of
software that essentially allows
any electric guitarist to plug the sounds, ranging from screaming
SOURCE LNFORiyiA'TNi
quarter-inch output jack of his Marshall Amplifier-style tones to
instrument's cable into the USB synthesizer-like sequencers and
Cakewalk
envelope followers (ala Pete
port of his computer.
www. cakewalk. com
Professional electric guitarists Townshend's guitar solos in several
and serious amateurs spend years songs by the Who from the early
tormony Central
crafting the tone of the Instrument, 70s, such as Going Mobile and
www, harmony-cen tral. com/MIDI/ and most would probably say that Relay). While both GuitarPort and
a vintage amplifier sounds better the AdrenaLinn have some great
Jnefi's (Sultcr^orl
or more authentic than Line6's guitar amplifier sounds, the
www Itne6.com
computer-driven
recreations. AdrenaLinn can also make some
However, to my ears, the sounds of very m-guitarlike sounds. It's almost
w<idlnnan
the GuitarPort are pretty darn a guitar synthesizer in a box.
www. midlman, com/oroducfs/ good, and amazingly diverse. The
midiman/oxygenS.php
78 or so other presets run the Start Me Up. For many, the biggest
gamut from 1950s style small amps challenge of home recording is
Vlobius Dick
perfect for B.B. King and Muddy getting started. The first time one
www, moblusdick. com
Waters style blues leads, to shred- looks at a program such as
ding
heavy-metal
buzz-saw Cakewalk's or Sonic Foundry's variioger Linn's AdrenaLinn Box
sounds and all points in between. ous choices, the amount of virtual
vww rogerlinndesign.com
And of course, all of the unit's sim- buttons, controls, and options may
ulated amps, speaker cabinets, seem overwhelming.
Sonic Fonnary
The easiest way to learn how to
and effects can be tinkered with,
www sonicfoundry.com
assembled and dissembled for manipulate them may be to simply
lay down 24 or 36 bars or so of
even more tones.
Wndblnster's live! Card
A similar product, while it lacks drums (whether from a loop, an
www.soundb/osfe/. com
the hipness of a USB input, and existing drum machine, or prothus requires being plugged into gramming the drum machines
oscam's US-428 Mixer
either the computer's soundcard sounds built into most sound cards),
www fascam.com/producfs/us42 or a mixing board (more on those then either put some loops of other
&/ind&x,pho
in a moment) is Roger Linn's Instruments on top of them or play
AdrenaLinn box (www.rogerlin- a rhythm track of whatever is your
ndesign.com), which combines a primary instrument. Then record a

sophisticated audio effects, and
lots of room for expansion. Thinl< of
them as being much like a professional recording studio in a box.
Chris Rice says, "Let's go back to
the standalone multitrack recorder.
OK, you've got a multitrack
recorder. You're a guitarist. What
about the other parts? What are
you going to do? You've got a
drummer to come over? You've
got a singer to come over? You've
got some horns?"
With programs like Sonar and
Vegas Audio, between prerecorded loops and the ability to "write"
music right Into the program via
MIDI programming, "all that's built
in," Rice says. "You can put together the other parts yourself if you
want to, or you can bring your
band in, and you can all record
right into the PC. It just offers you so
much flexibility."

'"■Wftk 1 SI solo above them, or sing
...
something on top of them.
i
This will teach the basics of
I
recording. Then, depending
•
upon the features of the indiRob Uhira of Sonic Founcky says that, to make TracKS j^fn^ loop- based pro
grams such as Aon, fhein ail i^od reai'v > -.eea is a dHceit com^. ute. say over vidual program, try duplicating the whole thing, and then
200 VIHz, a sound card a aecent monitor to see ev'ervitiing on the screeh
cutting up the phrases in the
and that's ir—you'ip oole to create music or your PC ■Beyond mat vcu may
second
solo, move them
\A/ant a Cf ourret. so that yon can burn the track to CD once vou re done."
Mom soohislcated recording programs such as Vegas Audio and Sonar around, play them backwards, put effects on them,
require same fairly potent computer naraware +o work. "This is a persbndi
etc.
bias/ Uhira says, "because it realty depends on what you're doing, but I
Finally, mix the whole thing
watldrfl begin-a home studio without a PC wth a minimum of a 400--MHZ
down to an NP3 or Windows
processor, and a 7200-RPM hard disk arlve, wnich pretty much is on everyMedia
program.
Again,
thing) tnese days "" Arso some programs, such as Sonai, require much fas+ei
depending upon the features
prbcessors (at leasr a gigahertz, in Sonars case) ana are hapofest running
of ihe program, try putting a
under Windows 2000 or XP rather than Windows98 or WindowsMe,
pinch of reverb on the various
For programs such as Vegas Audio, Uhlra suggests that dual monitors
tracks, a little echo on the
(which most versions of Windows suaporh can be very handy aeccuse "you
lead instrument, and some
can undock the windows in Vegas, and maybe you'd want to move your
compression.
mixer to the left moniror, and then everything else to your right monitor"
That's it! You've jus! comYou also need a soundcarc and there are numerous ones on the market
pleted your first multitrackdesigned for home lecording, Some of the under $100 caras such as
recorded tune! Bigger and
Soundbloster's Live! card, (.www.soundblasfer.com) have become increasbetter things await, with Just a
ingly sophisticated, do a marvelous job of supporting software synthesizers
bit more practice and learnand may be all that's necessary for a single musician tc record multlhack
ing to manipulate the home
demos.
recording program. Think of it
However, soundcaids have limitations At some point, some sort of sepalike the Beatles did—as an
rate mixing board provides much more flexibility, allowing the recording of
instrument in its own right!
multiple tracks, the use of multiple micropnones and the ability to record
multiple musicians simultaneously. AH of these are made much easier by the
Music Meets Technology.
use of a sland-alone mixing board, Here, the choice is between a co^venWith
the right software, comtlonai professional audio-mixing board, ana one designed specitically for
puter hardware, a few microcomputer use
phones and pieces of outOne exampfe of the latter product is Tascam's US-428 mixei, connecting to
board gear. Bill Park says that
the PC via its USB port (www.tascam.com/broducts/us428/lndex,php). it
today's
musician has access
adds to a computer not Just two XLR microphone inputs, two baianced and
two unbalanced A-tnch Inputs, S^DJF digital inputs and outputs and four to better technology in his
channels of audio n and two out simuitaneously vie USB, but perhaps more1 basement "than the Beatles,
Pink Floyd, or Lynyrd Skynyrd
importantly, physical controls. There are physical, knobs that can be ndjust1,
had access to when they cut
ea. Pqaers raised and lowered. Play, record, rewind and tas forward buttons
The US-428. comes bundled with a custom version of Sreinoerg's Cubasis their best work."
Park says that "in the end it
VST audio reeordir.g'MtDi sequencing software However, on Tascarns Web
is all about the music, not the
site are drivers that wlit allow ft to work with a variety of other home recordtechnology." But technology
ing programs, including,varying degrees of suppob for the aforementioned
interacting with music in a
(fegas and Sonar (See www.fascam.com'products/us428, downloads.cfm
f
home studio can be a poweror n regularlv uodated list of suDDor+eo Drograms)
ful force—or at least a wonFor a small, handy keyboard (the musical as opposed to the QWERTY
derful hobby.
Q
kind), the M-Audio (perhaps be+tei known by their previous name, MidiMan)
OxygenS may do the trick. It's a 25-key keyboard which measures 16.5 by
9 35 bv 3 inches, and allows for two octaves of range (with an easily toggfed
button to raise and lower which octaves are currently being played) and
the ability to plug into the Midi ins and outs of a soundcard, as weif a? a
compuier's USB cable See www.midimar com/producfs/midiman/ oxyNAVY
gend.php for more oetails.
1
So how much will a ! of this set you back? Uhira says, "you pretty much can
YOU AND THE NAVY.
gel fell this, including a microphone, for less than $2500, so you can oretty
much be on vour wov" That mav sound Hke a lot of money, but the basic
FULL SPEED AHEAD.
zomnonents can oe purchased siowly over time and basic recording and
ornctice car be accomplished even before all of the gear is assembled
1-800-USA-NAW
'
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Used by master
to synchronize
bit timing

Uniquely identifies
the remote

Uniquely identifies which
wire the remote sent the
message on

Fig. 10. Message bit format. Three bits are used to encode the remote unit's ID, and eight bits are used to indicate the wire number.
Message) Protocol. When a
remote unit is attached to one end
of the cable and turned on. It
begins looking for request pluses
from a master unit. When the
remote receives a request pulse on
a particular wire, it responds by
transmitting a coded message
back on that wire. Each message is
composed of a wire ID field and
the remote's ID, Messages sent
back on wire 1 have the first bit of
their wire ID field set to 1, messages
sent on wire 2 have the second bit
set, and so on for each wire. See
Fig. 10 for the message-bit format.
Three bits are used to encode the
remote unit's ID, and eight bits are
used to indicate the wire number.
On the other end of the cable,
the master unit sends out a request
pulse on each of its wires and looks
for response messages. By noting

the wire number (from the master's
perspective, the near end of the
cable) and the wire ID in the messages (wire numbers on the far end
of the cable), the master unit can
determine
the
connectivity
between the two units. For example, if on wire 1 the master receives
a message with the eighth bit of
the wire ID field set, then we know
that wire 1 on the near end is connected to wire 8 on the far end of
the cable.
Another example would be if on
wire 1 the master receives a message with both the seventh and
eighth bit of the wire ID field set,
then we know that wire 1 on the
near end is connected (or shorted)
to both wire 8 and 7 on the for end.
Finally, if on a given wire the master
receives no messages, we know
that rhe wire is not connected

(open) to the far end.
As it scans through all eight wires,
the master records which messages it receives on which wires—
building a map of connectivity
between the far and near ends.
Once the master completes this
scan, it compares this measured
connectivity map to the selected
reference map. if they match, the
master unit indicates a pass; otherwise it indicates a failure.
Note that master and remote
units are Independently powered
from separate 3-volt supplies. As
such, they do not have a common
ground reference between them.
The units drive a request pulse or
message out one wire at a time,
only. Holding the remaining wires
high by the PlC16LF872's I/O pins
sets up a reference between the
two units through the master unit's
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Fig. 11. Message protocol example.
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Fig. 12. Master Unit Foil Pattern. A finished size Fig. 13. Remote Unit Foil Pattern. A finished
of 3.15 inches by 1.97 inches will allow the size of 3.15 inches by 1.97 inches will allow the
board to be used as the cover of the case speci- board to be used as the cover of the case specified in the Farts List.
fied in the Pans List.
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Fig. 14. Master Unit Pans Placement Diagram.
Solid outlines indicate where components are
surface mounted and soldered to the trace side
of the board. Dashed outlines indicate where
through-hole components are mounted on the
opposite side.

PARTS LIST FOR THE MAPPERS
PIASTER UNIT

REMOTE UNIT

SEMICONDUCTORS
1C1—pIC16LF872-I/SO, Microchip surface-mount microcontroller (programmed with master unit software!
D1-D8, Did—Light-emitting diode, Tl, red
D9-D12— Light-emitting diode, Tl, yellow
D13—Light-emitting diode, Tl, green

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1—PJC16LF872-1/SO, Microchip surface-mount microcontroller (programmed with remote unit software)
Dl-DS—Light-emitting diode, Tl, red
D9, D10—Light-emitting diode, Tl, yellow

RESISTORS
Rl, R2—10 000-ohms, i 206. snfface-motint
R3-R6-—82-olims, 4-uiiit resistor network (DigiKey
744(2083820)
CAPACITORS
Cl—22-pF, 1206, surface-mount
02—0.1-pF, 1206, surface-mount
ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
SW1—^Momentary pushbutton switch (Mouser 10PA332 or
similar)
SW2—6-mm momentary tact switch
.11—8-pin modular jack (AMP 556416-1 or similar)
PC board, case (Mouser 400-5043), battery holder for two
AA-cells, two AA batteries, wire, self-adhesive Velcro,
hardware, solder

RESISTORS
Rl, R2—10,000-ohms, 1206, surface-mount
R3-R5—82-ohms, 4-unit resistor network (DigiKey
744C083820)
CAPACITORS
Cl—-22 pF, 1206, surface-mount
C2—0.1 pF, 1206, surface-mount
ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
SW1—Push on/off switch (Mouser 10PA432 or similar)
SW2—6-mm momentary tact switch
Jl—8-pm modular jack (AMP 556416-1 or similar)
PC board, case (Mouser 400-5043), battery holder for two
AA-cclls, two AA batteries, wire, sell-adhesive Velcro pans,
hardware, snider
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Fig. 15. Remote Unit Parts Placement Diagram.
Solid outlines indicate where components are
surface mounted and soldered to the trace side
of the board. Dashed outlines indicate where
through-hole components are mounted on the
opposite side.
microcontroller I/O pins. Therefore,
there must be at least two separate electrical paths (wires) connected between the two units to
be able to test a cable.
Another consideration is short circuits between wires, To avoid having the push-pull I/O drivers conflicting, the master first tests for
shorts to a given wire before it drives out the request pulse. If a short
to the wire under test is detected,
then each shorted wire is also driven with a request pulse. The
remaining non-shorted wires are
actively driven high. The same
request puise and subsequent
response message will appear on
all of the wires in the shorted group.
See Fig. 11 for an example of the
short tests, request pulses, and
response messages.

Norer The fotiowing items are
cvattable from A and T Labs,
P O Box4884, Whearon, IL £0189;
"teb. www,a-and-f-iabs.com:
t-mail: info'Sa-ancl-t-lobs.com,
Rhone. 630-668-7870 Fax: 630008- 7870:
A complete' kit of parts fo the
master unii consisting of ait hems
listed in the parts list, foi $39
(specify part KIOMCFO.Thot
includes an etched, soidermasked, drilled PC board
screened with parts-placement
on one siae and fegena on the
other side, case, preprog'amrned microcontroller, at
resistors, capacitors, and ail miscellaneous parts Afso Included
is- a detailed theory, assembly,
test, and operation manual;
Master PC board only, for $ 15
(specify
pad
KIOMPCBL
Preprogramnea master microcontroller only, for $10 (specify
port K10MCPU)
Building the rVlapperB. You can
moke your own PC boards for the
MapperS master and remote circuits; foil patterns for the master
and remote units are provided in
Figs. 12 and 13, respectively.
Because some small surfacemounted components are used, a
professionally fabricated board
with a solder mask will make the
job of soldering much easier, You
can purchase PC boards ana parts
kits from the source given in the
Parts List,
The PC boards serve both as
interconnects for the components
and as the cover for the plastic
cases that house the boards. The
PC board traces and various surface-mounted components go
inside the case; while components
that must be visible or accessible

A compieve kit of pafts for She
remote : unit consisting aN an
items listed In the pans Is4 to1
$39 (specify part K10RCK). mat
inciuaes an etched, sciaer.masked, drilled PC ooord
screened with parts-placement
on one side and legend on -the
other side, cose
preprogrammed microcontrgfier, aU
resistors capacitbrs, and.ah mis
celloneous parts A'so Included
is a netaiiec theory, assembly
tesJ and; operation manual
Remote PC board only; for $15
(soeuh
oan
fOORPCB);
Preprogrammed empte microcontrotlet only for $10 (specify
part K10RL.PJ)
i:■: i,' - - - c Add $5 shipping for oil orders L
residents pease add 6.75% to
+
he price of each item Check,
MC and VISA are occeprod

are mounted on the other side of
the board, which ends up being
the outside cover of the case. The
"outside" component leads go
through the holes in the PC board
and solder to the traces on the
"inside" of the board.
To solder surface-mount components, use a low-wattage soldering
Iron (15 to 25 watts) with an extrafine tip. Be sure to keep the tip
dean. Tin one PC board pad for the
surface-mount component and
carefully place the part so that its
leads are centered on and squarely aligned with the PC board pads.
Hold the part in place using the tip
of tweezers or a dental pick, and
then tack solder the one lead of the
part. If the part is not correctly positioned, reheat the soldered lead
and reposition the device. Once

A
Original switch

Leads bent and installed

Fig. 16. Bend the four leads of SW2 as shown and surface mount it to the "inside" of the board.

Schematic Symbol
anode

1

cathode

LED Device

PCB Placement
Symbol
anode

anode
cathode

o

O
cathode

Flat side of the body '
and/or short lead
indicates the cathode

Fig. 17. LED Lead Identification. The flat side of the LED body and/or the short lead indicates the cathode.

the part is properly positioned, solder the remaining leads.
Parts-placement diagrams for the
master and remote units are in Figs.
14 and 15, respectively. Solid part
outlines indicate where components ore surface mounted and soldered to the trace side of the
board. Dashed part outlines indicate where through-hole components are mounted on the opposite
side and soldered on the trace-side.
Install the surface-mount components first. Before installing IC1,
make sure it has been programmed with proper MapperS
software. You can program the two
microcontrollers using hex files
available at www.gernsback.com.
Pre-programmed microcontrollers
are also available from the source
given in the Parts List.
To install SW2, carefully bend its
leads so that it can be surface
mounted to the board as shown in
Fig. 16, The switch must be mounted on the board's "inside" with the
switch's push-post passing through
the board such that it does not
bind. After the surface-mount components are soldered on to each
board, install the remaining components. When installing the LEDs,
make sure they are installed with
the proper orientation; a flat side
on the body of an LED and/or the
shorter lead indicates the cathode,

The power switch (SW1 on both
boards) is installed and secured to
the PC board using a lock washer
and nut, The switch and battery
holder must be connected using
short lengths of wire. You can
secure the battery holder to the
bottom of the case using selfadhesive Velcro. This will keep
everything from rattling around
and make it easy to replace the
batteries in the future.
Testing the Tester. The testing procedure for both the master and
remote units is more or less identical. Before installing the batteries,
check for proper component
placement and good solder joints.
Inspect carefully for solder shorts
between the small surface-mount
components. Now install the batteries in the holaer and apply
power; the software will perform a
quick test of each LED, If none of
the LEDs light up, recheck the connections to the microcontroller,
especially around IC1, Cl, Rl, and
R2, If one or more LEDs fail to light,
recheck the solder connections
associated with the LED as well as
the polarity of the LED, If several
LEDs light up simultaneously, check
for solder shorts around the associated resistor and pins of IC1,
Now check out the Prog switch
(SW2) on each unit. Using the pro-

cedures outlined in Figs. 2,3,5, and
6, try changing the reference map
and mode of each unit.
Finally, using a cable that is
known to be good, select the reference map on the master unit that's
appropriate for the test cable. Turn
the remote unit on and place it in
remote ID mode. Connect the
cable between the master and
remote units. Press and hold the
master's test button and let it run
through the test phase as outlined
in Fig. 2. At the end of the test, the
Pass LED should turn on, If the test
fails, use the information displayed
during the readout phase to help
locate the problem (see Fig. 3).
Also check for solder problems
around the jack (Jl) and the associated pins of IC1. On the remote
unit, you should also check for solder problems around resistors R6
and R7. As a last resort, make sure
that the known-good cable is actually good,
After everything checks out,
install the boards In the cases and
the MapperS is ready for action.
It's easy to moke adapters for
other types of cables; simply
attach appropriate connectors
to 8-wire modular plugs and you
have it. Then map a good cable
as previously outlined, and it'll be
a snap thereafter to test batches
of the cables.
□
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IsoPod

The IsoPoTs hardware, which integrates just about every
capability you'll ever need, is coupled with a language
that was created with behavioral robotics in mind.
MIKE KESSLING

I hate to waste time. In today's
competitive market, I don't have
the luxury of taking my time, 1 take
pride in my reputation of designing
imaginative and profitable equipment. I have been a mechanical,
software, and electronics engineer
in the motion-picture industry for
twenty years. My computer-controlled lenses have been instrumental in making many of the motion
pictures you've probably seen,
such as Saving
Private Ryan and
Minority
Report.
In
2001,
the
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences recognized my accomplishments with an
Emmy Award.
A Controller of
Legends
If 1 am going to
do something, I set
a goal, and identify the things I need
to accomplish it,
and get after it.
Every day I look for
better ways to achieve my goals. 1
have spent many years looking for
the one mythical controller, which
might solve all my hardware and
software needs. Now that I have
the IsoPod ($99.) from New Micros,
Inc. (NMI), I feel I have come much
closer to finding that dream (see
www.robogeeks.com for projects
involving the IsoPod). Let me tell
you how I learned about the
IsoPod.
I have been a client of New
Micros, inc. for about a decade
now, having used a number of their
products. The "Squishy Lens" mentioned in the Emmy Award used

several
boards
from
NMI.
Occasionally they develop special
hardware for my projects, and
sometimes they help work through
various software problems. Back in
2001, the President of New Micros,
inc. Randy Dumse, approached
me with an idea. He had found this
ultra-powerful processor about to
be released and he was very excited about it. Mr, Dumse wanted to
work his particular brand of magic

I SO

m

New Micros #

on it—making a controller board
with an embedded high-level language designed with robotics and
motion control in mind. When I
looked at the specification sheet, I
went out of my skin. Here was a
chip that screamed motion control, and it had the processing
power of a DSP, Now you can see
why he was excifed.
Since that time, I have had plenty of opportunity to give my input
on NMl's new design. In fact, I have
spent many hundreds of hours
advising and tailoring this developing product's capabilities to the
needs of robotics and motion con-

trol, This was like a dream for me.
I'd tell Randy Dumse my wish list,
and he would ruminate over it, and
then implement the practical
ideas, The result is New Micros' new
product, the IsoPod. The IsoPod's
extensive features list is going to
carry me a long way towards being
creative with my product's abilities,
rather than wasting time integrating many bits and pieces. To understand why I'm so excited to have
the IsoPod as a
tool, we should discuss how a typical
development project might run its
course.
Aneccofe
Let me present a
scenario, a fictitious development
cycle, and see if it
rings true to what
you've
experienced: You have a
problem to solve,
so you turn to your
bag of fricks—
a collection of
embedded processors you are familiar with, as well
as the language tools to match
them. Maybe you're after power,
maybe it's speed, or I/O that you
are after. Invariably, you find yourself in a sifuation where you're wishing for just one more this or that,
one more "insert capabi'ity here."
This could be another channel of
PWM, quadrature input, A/D converter, parallel port, another I/O
pin, etc, So, you add I/O
expanders. Perhaps you add a coprocessor to handle floating point
or drive radio-control servos on a
serial channel. Maybe you opt for a
serial LCD display on another
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expander,
and
then add a stamp
here, a PIC there;
maybe even an
A/D converter on
an SPI. Finally, you
try to integrate
them. To make
matters
worse,
you are adding
overhead to your
quickly dwindling
RAM and ROM on
your main processor. You spend
more time making
the pieces talk
than you do making the pieces do
their jobs, You
have tested the
various components, and have
tied up a big portion
of
your
resources.
But
hey! Don't quitsome of it works
already.
The point is you
find that more
and more of your
time and creativity is spent making
a viable solution.
The more time
you spend on this
solution, the further from your
goal you are. The
more you think
adding
something will get you
to your goal, the
less certain you
are of making any
real
progress
towards a final
solution.
Sometimes you
even
delude
yourself into thinking this is educational.
So far, this scenario has just
been about the
hardware
end.
Think about the
software tricks you
go through to
make this mass of
hardware func-

tion, You have invested a lot of time
and effort just getting this tangle
into one clump, and you are
proud. It really doesn't matter what
hoops you're jumping through;
you've invested yourself this far, so
you tell yourself, "Let's just keep
trudging along, it'll all work out,
right?" To add insult to injury, you
might even be programming delay
loops into your poor, over-taxed
processor, while you wonder how
to simultaneously get function A
and B done. Sounds pretty bad so
far, huh? Did I mention the endless
compiling (including UV erasing),
downloading, and debugging
cycles? Once you get lost on a
road, you forget about the journey.
The point is to get to point B, and
you are too invested in time and
hardware to bock up now. You are
running In a constrained mode of
operation. I suspect you recognize
some of my experiences as your
own, right? You get so busy doing
what you have to that you seldom
have time to stop and dream of
what would be better.
Fantastic Features
So, let's do some dreaming, Let's
think about things a different way
by using a series of "What if?" questions. We'll use motion control as o
context.
What if you had a small computer board that was designed for
motion control? What if that board
could perform two-axis control
(even using DC brushless motors),
as well as controlling each and
every transistor in a three-phase Hbridge? What if you could handle
six-axis of DC servomotors or even
over twenty axes of control using
PWM output to R/C servos?
Sounds cool, huh? Bear with me
though, because I'm not done.
That's just a little portion of the
board, and all that can be done in
hardware. Yes, I said hardware. We
are talking about true "set and forget" hardware; no software followup service routines are needed
every time a phase change is
required for the next cycle to go
out, and no interrupts,
That's enough on motion control.
Let's take a look at the big picture.
Add to the hardware list eight
channels of 12-bit A/D, true RS-232,
RS-422, SPI, and CAN BUS voltage

cated that the system was running
better Itian 37,000 floating point
operations per second. That is fast!
On a later project, I threw together a three-legged robot for kicks. In
about three to four hours, 1 finished
my chassis, and had it doing the
"paint shaker gait" on my desktop.
On my first real project with the The addition of feet on the end of
IsoPod, I wanted to break it, Tnot is, the legs allowed me to easily con1 wanted to run it hard and fast. So, trol it. 1 had all nine servos running
1 dug up six R/C servos and built a simultaneously. The robot was
routine to cycle all of them back doing robotic Tai Chi: balancing on
and forth on a sine-wave profile. one foot, setting down and raising
The project involved lots of floating the others first under manual conpoint math. I did this intentionally, trol, and later under program conIsoMax: The Language
The IsoPod's hardware, which and without regard to efficiency. trol, It was able to walk in a backintegrates just about every capa- The IsoPod was able to run through ground task, and interactively send
bility you'll ever need, is coupled a chain of state machines at 50 Hz it commands in the foreground. The
language is extensiwith a language that
ble by nature, so you
was created with
can build little tools,
behavioral robotics in
A;. V-1V.
as you need them,
mind. Randy Dumse
iiiii
The ease with which I
created IsoMax for
am able to tackle the
robotics and similar
Avjn v - i?
projects has inspired
applications based
me to work on a
on his thirty years
totwenty-servo hexaexperience
doing
PSfll
pod, a holography
real-time program>
exposure
meter
ming. IsoMax is a
BO mii
shutter/interferomestate-machine based
ter/diode-laser stabilanguage,
which
?lsw tfioros
i
v
lizer, a mini-sumo with
exhibits true multiimage processing, a
tasking capabilities.
traction-control
There is exciting work
processor for my batin robotics using state
tlebot, and a robot
machines to give
that balances atop a hard
"intelligence" to robots, so
rubber ball.
they have clearly defined
What if you had a small computer board
behavior.
Wrapping-Up The Review
Interestingly, one of the
that was designed for motion control?
As a recap, we have supekey ideas in the language
rior integrated hardware
that makes this new style of
programming work is that the lan- without breaking a sweat, so to capabilities and a language that
guage has no backwards-branch- speak. After oil, R/C servos really has been purpose-built for control
ing words. This keeps all programs can't refresh faster than 50 Hz, so I systems, making it ideal for robotflowing forward toward your goals, decided to work in the native ics. What more can you ask for?
rather than wasting time doing mode of the hardware. Not killing Well, for one thing, the IsoMax lanbackward branches, Isomax is the controller bugged me, so 1 guage requires a bit of thinking
notoriously efficient, and that is kicked it up a notch by setting the ahead. You should probably get a
how so much real-time program- machine chain to execute at 500 fairly clear idea of what it is you are
ming can be done with this proces- Hz, and then 5000 Hz. This increase trying to do before you tackle the
sor and new language. Do an finally bothered it. Bear in mind that programming aspect. Secondly,
Internet or library search for "finite this is true multi-tasking running in IsoMax programming is completely
state machine" and robotics, and the background. There was no re- unlike anything you are using, or
compiling to be done, I just told it have used so far as programming is
read on, and on.
Isomax is also extremely English to go faster. The IsoPod didn't have concerned. You have to get past
like. Here Is a typical piece of code, time to parse all of the serial ins and the idea of sequential programthe description of a transition from outs that it was being asked to do, ming, it's like reaching for a cup of
As a result, the foreground failed. coffee: You tell your body to reach
one state to another;
Mind you, the servos were still doing with your upper and lower
their beautiful dance, though arm, shoulder, wrist and fingers.
IN-STATE
extremely fast. My calculations indi- Most people program how a
FOUND-LEFT-EDGE?

regulation, along with more than a
dozen uncommitted General
Purpose I/O lines. All this with a 40
MIP's DSP core, beyond 2,000,000
high-level instructlons-oer-second
execution speed, and 16,000 highlevel instructions In memory, To top
it off, this can all be had in a true
multi-tasking environment that is 1.2
inches by 3 inches. This is the new
product from New Micros, Inc. 1
had the opportunity to give implementation advice on it. It's called
the IsoPod.

CONDITION
LEFT-EDGE-SENSOR OFF?
CAUSES
REDLED ON
THEN-STATE
FOUND-RIGHT-EDGE?
TO-HAPPEN

pantomime robot would grasp for
a cup of coffee: first the upper arm,
then the lower arm, then the wrist
and fingers.
All of this power and flexibility
comes at a cost, however. The
more serious issues ore:
•

•

The sheer number of connectors is daunting. There are 148
pins on this beast. Most of its
physical geometry is devoted
to connectors. These ore
broken up into logical
banks, including a "stamp"
legacy connector, four comm.
Connectors, one bank of R/C
servo connectors, and two
more for various other functions like A/D, timer pins, and
quadrature decoding.
The language is in a state of
flux. I have version 0.2, which
will be vastly different from version 0.3. 1 suspect version 0.4 or
0.5 will be available when this
article is published.

he ■ :
.mc Goldmine
incredible prices on: W50Q rtemi
semiconductors • LEDs online*
motors • relays • caps
soiar items • kits • tools

types of projects could benefit
from a logical programming language that facilitates breaking a
task into manageable pieces. By
having a language that simplifies
hardware interfacing and behavior, and a huge assortment of inputs
and outputs, 1 am guaranteed to

Please give blood.
There's a life to be saved right now.
Call 1-800 GIVE LIFE

be able to devote my time to
creative ends. Like I said, I hate to
waste time.
Want more information? Contact
New Micros, Inc.; write to New
Micros, inc., 1601 Chalk Hill Road,
Dallas, Texas 75212, or visit
www.newmicros.com
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Being a completely new language, there isn't any documentation (except that which
is provided by New Micros,
inc.) that covers IsoMax at the
syntax level,
Because of the sheer number
of connectors, interfacing an
extensive project will involve a
lot of wires. I am in the process
of "twisting" the folks at NMl's
ccllective arms to build a version with two high-density connectors on the back of a carrier chip. A series of mating
boards would be purpose-built
to accommodate different
types of projects, allowing
them
to
accommodate
unique connector issues.

The IsoPod will surely lend itself to
a huge variety of motion-control
projects—particularly ones that use
R/C servos, more than one input or
output, DC motors, brushiess
motois, multiple processors, multitasking, extensive floating-point
math, or anything with a lot of
inherent complexity. All of these
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Readers' questions, Editors' answers
CONDUCTED BY DEAN MUSTER

the lift, assuming that you're the expert center of the distribution was well off the
on the subject and have already run all center value! The moral is: although the
the possible channels. As an alternative, manufacturer is obligated to ersure all the
it may be that we have some readers who resistors fall within tolerance, he has no
are professional forklift technicians who obligation to center the dinrihution in any
might be able to provide you with given hatch.—D. H.,via e-mail
replacement parts sources just for the
extra information even though you're A I'll bet a dollar to a doughnut (which
may not be an attractive wager these
contemplating the electronic-module
substitution. I assume that the manufac- days) that the center of the distribution
turer is either out of business or has long was high. Those resistor values were
ago ceased support for this model. You probably on-target when they left the
might try posting a request for a parts manufacturing line and moved aftersource on the "Everyday Practical ward. If that's the way they came from
Electronics" forum just to see if you can the factory when new, they were already
obtain some "fallback" positions for the well on the way to becoming out-of-tolfuture. EPE is an electronics hobbyist erance before their time. It's questionpublication in the U.K., similar to able that you were working with resistors that were relatively fresh from the
Poptronics.
My choice would be the MOSFET manufacturer, considering that schools
modules if I had to select. They'll have back then weren't known for having the
lower "on" resistance, giving you more most up-to-date equipment or the limitefficiency for these high-current, bat- less resources that some schools appear
tery-operated items. It appears that to have these days.
As I reread October 2002's "Q&A"
you're considering commercial modules,
so as along as they're designed for appli- column, where I discussed those crawlcations such as yours and you select ing resistor values, I seem to indicate
them to handle the starting current of that as the values of a batch shift, they
the motors, they should handle the volt- would fall into the standard bell curve of
lUeeil a Lift, Buddy?
value distribution. Odds are they would.
age spikes without a problem.
I don't know the size of your busi- I am just not sure that a particular resisQPve been involved in maintaining a
British Coventry Cliinax forklift, circa ness, but all nostalgia and operator love tor would hold its position in its original
1950\ for 8 years. It's a prime example of aside, it might be in the company^ best curve against all the other resistors on a
excellent British workmanship, mechanical- interest to retire the lift anyway. Does a curve 10 years later, each resistor shiftly sound, and the drivers love it. What killed lift made in the 50s meet current ing by the same percentage at the same
it is the lack of electrical parts, especially the Occupational Safety and Jfealth time. Also, I would expect the shape of
contactors and/or contact kits for the contac- Administration (OSUA) safety require- the curve to change, flattening out
tors. I've exhausted all sources of parts ments? If not, keeping the lift in service somewhat with the age of the compoknown to me and I'm thinking to replace all could be inviting some liability issues to nents as the values begin to get a little
of the contactors with transistor modules. visit you. As you know, modem lifts wilder.
Back in those days, you and I had to
Considering what we paid for the last set of have roll bars, safety cages, safety
contacts, it's a bargain either way. But I switches, back-up alarms, warning trudge through the labor of rebalancing
have a dilemma: Should I go for MOSFET lights, and other gizmos that may be that Wheatstone bridge for each resismodules or stick to plain Darlingtons? We're part of an OSHA-required safety pack- tor. One of today's 4-terminal digital
talking about 36 volts at about 100 amps, age into which the old lift cannot be multimeters would have made that lab
experiment a fifteen-minute task rather
one main 5-hp drive motor plus a 1-bp grandfathered.
than a four-hour ordeal:
pump. Price difference is irrelevant. I'm just
: ' and an automated test set-up would have shortened
worried about inrush-starting currents and
it to five minutes and provided a printvoltage spikes. Which way shotdd I go?— Resistive Physics
Qln a physics lab back in the 60s, I had the out and full analysis of the results (if
M.J., via e-ftiuil
task of measuring a batch of 5% resistors you don't include the programming
A I wouldn't presume to be able to find using a Wheatstone bridge. The result was time). Although most folks trust modother sources of replacement parts for the classic bell-shaped curve; however, the ern digital equipment to a fault, it's a

MM fl "+-Watt?"
I try hard to proof my copy so that oddball things don't happen between my
screen and the magazine page. I nse
WordPerfect 8 so that I can ha^e a good
idea how the final copy will appear, but
it has a few quirks that I have to watch.
For instance, if I type the standard fraction '"A," WordPerfect will sling it into a
single character that looks great on the
page, but falls out to a "+" in my conversion to ASCII to send to the Mother
Ship where the editors live. So, in the
October 2002 column, whenever you
saw "+-watt", it was really supposed to
be '"A-watt." I always run the column
through WordStar 6.0 for my final conversion to ASCII since I can't seem to
get a lot of the WordPerfect "fluff" out of
the data when I save the file using its
ASCII conversion. Maybe I should write
the column using WordStar (the all-time
world's greatest word processor) to avoid
all the hassle and not worry about what
the column might look like.
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fact that a Wheatstone bridge is still
used by standards labs for comparing
standard resistors because of its greater
accuracy and precision.
Tach-Plus Parts Search
QI would like to know where I can get some
of the parts to build the Tach-Plus Digital
Tachometer in the September 2002 issue. I
canh find the 82-mH metal-encapsulated
coil, the LCD display, 1R emitter, and IR
detector at any of the normal suppliers I deal
with.—TP., via e-mail
A I contacted Robert Dee, the author of
that article, who graciously supphed
me with sources for those parts which
were inadvertently omitted from that
article. The LTR-516AD IR detector is
Digi-Key part number 160-1032-ND
and the OED-EL-8L IR receiver is
Digi-Key part number 67-1000-ND.
The 82-mH chokes were procured from
Mouser Electronics, their catalog number 434-02-82 3J, as was the LCD display, catalog number 628-L167100J.
Robert also mentioned that the computer piogram that he uses to build the
code for the processor is AVR Studio,
which is a free download from the Atmel
Internet site. Once on the Atmel home
page, click on "Software & Shareware" at
the left side, then click on AVR 8-bii RISC
at the right on the next page. The AVR
chips are programmed using Atmel's
STK500 board. The complete starter kit
is available from Digi-Key, their part
number ATSTK500-ND for $79.00.
Robert also mentions that some
builders had trouble finding the
RadioShack case. Their part number for
that case has changed from 270-213 to
270-0213. He says that you can also use
Pac Tec # K-HP-9VB or Mouser number 616-62006 for a case.
Robert now has a complete kit of
parts for the Digi-Tach available for
$69.95 + $7 shipping. Digi-Key is at
www.digikey.com, Mouser is
at
www.mouser.com, and Atmel is at
www.atmel.com.
Stale Chips
Q Have you heard of a ULN3701 integ!-ated circuit? I found the IC in a schematic,
but am having trouble locating the part. I
tried going to the IC Master Web page and
even that came up with nothing.—S.IL., via
e-mail

I have some specific questions about the
A No, I haven't heard of it. For that
matter, considering that there are a amplifier circuit. What changes in the outhalf-billion different chips out there, the put from the amplifier are necessary to
ones that I've heard of don't even scratch change the 8-ohm speaker to a4- or 16-ohm
the surtace! It appears that it's an older one, or to use a headset like the ones used on
part that's either no longer manufac- po"table cassette players? I haven't tried this
tured or just not carried by the mainline since I could blow them out! There seems to
distributors. I looked in one of my cross- he capacitors all over the place, and they seem
references and found that ULN3701Z to be for purposes other than preventing DC
has a cross-reference to a replacement from passing. Note for example back-to-back
semiconductor,
the
NTE1232, C1 and C2 in the circuit. Is there any at
ECG1232 or SK3852. NTE parts are least pa'tial explanation for their copious
available from several sources including use?
Also, I am interested in getting deeper
ABRA Electronics; their part number is
NTA1232 for $7.76. ABRA can be con- into projects of this type, but nowhere can I
tacted by phone at 800-717-2272 or via find any educational material on the
"wherefore and whyfore" on these circuits. I
the Internet at www.ahra-electronics.com.
According to the NTE book, the chip have many textbooks on digital and inteis an 8-watt audio-power amplifier for grated circuits, as well as many project and
car-radio applications. IC Master is okay circuit books that have some circuits but no
for newer parts, but when all else fails, explanations. I would really like to start my
often you can at least find a substitute future endeavors with gaining the knowlusing one of the replacement semicon- edge of how these circuits work and where to
find more sophisticated circuits.
ductor companies.
Do you know of any books, more or less
primers rather than engineering texts, that
might be helpful? Being out of print doesn't
niRwhie Help
QPm a retired mechanical engineer and matter, as there are so many good used-hook
have taken up electronics as a serious sources on the Web. —W.C., Walnut
hobby. I have taken three courses on the sub- Creek, CA
ject at our community college. I have a
'scope, fimction generator, cabinets full of A Rest assured that we're all newbies in
ICs, resistors, caps, etc., and am enjoyitig
this hobby. There's so much out there
myself.
that we can't know it all, so we hobbyists
I recently became interested in micro- tend to speciahze. You'll note that I
phones and their amplifier circuits. Using an don't mess around with PICs in this colinexpensive electret-mic capsule, I built this umn, but I love the digital and analog IC
pre-amp and amplifier fi'om a published circuits.
source. It works reasonably well, but is prone
You have the right start on books for
to oscillation if the input to the amplifier is your new hobby. Textbooks on specific
too high.
subjects and the project books are
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Fig. 1. This "generic" microphone pre-amp and output-amplifier circuit uses capacitors
generously throughout the circuit for varying reasons.

course were also pubfished as Sams up a chip that you don't know anything
books and vou still may find those about and start reading about it, buy a
somewhere. I believe Berlin wrote the few, and play with them. It has been pretfilters course and Walt Jung wrote the ty much the same with analog electronics
for me. And never throw away a data
timers course.
Contact several of the IC manufactur- book. Although they go out of date as far
ers and get the data books they have for as current production devices go, they
their general-purpose linear devices and still cover a lot of what is being sold in
digital chips. The data books not only the hobbyist arenas and what you'll find
have the device specifications, but also a on older equipment that you procure.
There are several magazines that you
lot of circuits and tips for making the circuits work. I learned nearly all of what I can subscribe to for free, but they're tarknow about digital from National geted to electronics professionals. You
Semiconductor data books. %u just look may qualify if you "fill out the cards
right," if you get my drift. One of my
favorites is Electronic Design published by
HOW TO GET IN^ORii/IATION ABOUT ELECTRONICS
Penton. Other magazines will cost
you—you've already found this one. A
On the Internet: See our Web site at 12162, Hauppauge, NY ■'1788; Tel; 631-592competing magazine to Poptronics is
www.poptroni6s.corn for information and files 6721. To ensure receipt of the correct mater- Nuts and Volts where TJ Byers has a s'mrelating to Poptronics and our fotmer maga- fa! readers must supply complete Information
ilar column to mine. He's a lot smarter
zines (Electronics Now and Popular on the article or 'ssue that they wish to buy.
than I am, but I'm a heck of a lot cuter.
Electronics) and links to othei useful sites.
To discuss electronics with your fellow Poptronics and many other magazines If you want to pay the shipping costs,
enthusiasts, visit the newsgroups sc/.aec are indexed in the Reader's Guide to there are several English language magironies, repair, sci. electronics, components, Periodical Literature, available at your pubazines from the U.K. and Australia. I'm
sci.electronics.design, and rec.raaio.ama lic library. Copies of articles in other magagoing to have an upcoming item on that
'eur.homebrew. "For sale" messages are zines can be obtained through your public
in a future column after I pull together
perrrvtted only in rec.radio.swao and misc library's interlibrary loan sen/ice; expect to
pay about 30 cents a page.
industry, electronics, marketplace.
all of the resources. Several publishers
Many electronic component manufachave
sent me copies of their magazines
turers have Web pages; see the directory Service manuals: Manuals tor radios,
so
that
I can give you first-hand coverat www.hitey.com/chipdir/, or try address- TVs, VCRs audio equipment, and some
age
of
their
style and content.
computers
are
a<'a.iable
from
Hpwani
W.
es such as www.ti.com and www.motoro
Your circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Since
la.com (substituting any company's name Sams & Co., Indianapc'is, IN 46214; (800or abbreviation as appropriate). Mary IC 428-7267). The free Sams catalog also lists
it came from copyrighted sources, but is
data sheets can be viewed online: addresses or manufactr era and parts dealgeneral enough in design to be public
www.questlink.com features IC data ers. Even if an item isn't listed in the catalog,
domain, I've eliminated the component
it
pays
to
call
Sams;
they
may
have
a
schesheets and gives you the ability to buy
values since all we're discussing is why
many of the ICs in small quantities using matic on fiie which they can copy for you.
Vlanuals lor older test equipment and
a credit card. You can also get detailed IC
certain components are there. The
information from www.icmaster.com, ham radio gear are available from Hi
amplifier is pretty forgiving of changes
which is now free of charge although it for- Manuals, PO Box 802, Council Bluffs, !A
merly required a subscription. Extensive 51502, and Manuals Plus. 130 N. Cutler in load impedance. I don't know that
you'd have to go as low as 4 ohms for a
information about how to repair consumer Dr., f Salt Lake, UT 84054.
speaker since the small ones that the
electronic devices and compute's car be
Replacement
semiconductors:
found at wviw.repair taq.org
amp is capable of driving are usually 8
Replacement transistors, ICs, and D'her
ohms. The cassette player headsets are
vooks: Severa good introductory elec- semiconductors, marketed by Philips
usually
32 ohms and the circuit should
ECG,
NTE,
and
Thomson
(SK),
ars
availtronics books are available at RadioShack,
able through most parts dealers (inciudmg
drive them just fine.
including one on building power supplies.
An excellent general electronics text- RadioShaok on special, order'. The ECG,
Every single one of the caps in the
book is The Art of Electronics, by Paul NTE, and SK lines contain a few hundred
circuit
is for blocking DC while letting
Horowitz and Winfield Hilt, .ava/Jable from parts that substitute for many thoi isands
the
AC
pass. C3 is the input-coupling
of
others;
a
directory
(sunplied
as
a
large
the publishet (Cambridge University Press,
cap and keeps the low DC resistance of
800-872-7423) or on special order through booK and on diskette) tells you which one
the dynamic microphone from wrecking
any bookstore. Its 1125 pages ars full of to use. NTE numbers usually -natch ECG;
informat'on on how to build working cir- SK numbers are different.
the DC bias on the transistor base.
Remember that the "2S" ir. a Japanese
cuits, with a minimum of mathematics.
Capacitors C1 and C2, originally 10
Also indispensable is The ARRL Hand- type number is usualiy om'tted a transismicrofarads each, are put in the circuit
tor marked D945 is actually a 2SD945.
nook
for
Radio
Amateurs,
comprising
over
1
in this way because the designer has the
000 pages of theory, radio circuits, and readyHamfests (swap meets) and local orgato-build projects available from the American
idea that it creates a non-polarized
Radio Relay League Newingtor C"1" 06111, nizations; These can be located by writcapacitor from two electrolytic caps. I
ing to the American Rado Relay League,
and from ham-'adio equipment dealers.
don't see the point of needing a nonNewingtor. GT 06111; (www.arrl.org). A
polarized cap here anyway because the
harafest
is
an
excetlenl
place
to
pick
up
3ack issues; Copies of back issues of and
base of Q1 will be about +0.7 volts and
past articles in Electronics Now, Popular used test equipment, older parts, and
Electronics, and Poptronics can be other items at bargain prices, as weli as to
the positive end of the microphone will
ordered on an "as available basis" from meet your feltow electronics enthusibe much higher than that. I'd eliminate
asts—-both
amateur
and
professional.
Ctaggk, inc.. Reprint Department, P.O. Box
C2, connecting the positive end of C1
directly to the junction of the mic and

wonderful. If you're interested in hunting down out-of-print stuff, I would
suggest you try to find copies of
Heathkit courses, especially their
"design series." Heath no longer publishes any of those. Specifically,
"Operational Amplifiers" is one of
their best. It was written by Howard
Berlin as "Operational Amplifiers
with Experiments" published by
Howard W. Sams. I think it's still in
print. Also, the Heathkit "Active
Filters" and "1C Timer" courses were
good. The filters course and timers

Rl, and then change the value of C2 to
4.7 microfarads. Capacitor C5 decouples
the power supply. Not only does R4
provide current limiting for the LED,
but it also is part of the decoupling circuit with CS, forrtiing a low-pass filter
that keeps fluctuations from either the
pre-amp or the output amp from interfering with each other. Capacitor C4
couples the audio across to unlike DC
levels between the collector of Q1 and
the input to the output amplifier.
Capacitor C6 isolates the low DC resistance of the speaker from the output of
the amplifier which probably sits at half
of the supply voltage. A direct connection there would allow DC to run
through the speaker.
You'll find that a lot of these audio IC
amplifiers will have a few extra capacitors around them. Without the caps or
with caps of the wrong value, they're
often unstable and will oscillate.

Disappeaping
Optoelectranics
Ql'm in need of a T1L32 photodiode and
TIL78 photofransistor for the Heathkit
1D-^001 weather station. I have been
unable to find these parts.—L.F., North
Platte. NE
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A Both Texas Instruments, the maker of
the TIL series, and Motorola have
stopped making all of those wonderful
optoelectronics components, and I don't
know why. TI has sold the bulk of their
line, but their Technical Support department has told me that there is an
Internet page you can check out to find
out to which company each part number
was sold. It's at www-^mkt.sc.ti.comHnternal/docs/MSP/opto/licensed.htm. Watch
out for that hyphen (vs. a period) after
the "www."
Since you're working with a Heathkit,
check out Tom's Heathkit forum on the
Internet at http://pluto.heseen.com/boardroom/q/51675/. It may be that some of
the individuals there may be able to help
you with either a source or a substitute,
I'd have done a better job digging and
digging to find the specifications and
finding a Panasonic or Omron sub, but
(sob!) all of my data books are currently
in storage where I can't get to them,
Those devices were popular enough that
maybe we have some readers that can
help out here.

Electronic Etch-a-SKetch
QMy young son was playing around with
some magnets around our television and
now we have these awfid off-colored splotches around the edge of the picture and offcolor people. How do I get rid of this? I hope
it im'tpermanent.—S.C., via e-mail
A Eventually, most people, especially
the curious ones, discover in a bad
way the adorable Etch-a-Sketch qualities of a color TV or computer monitor
when the^ start playing with permanent
magnets around them. The electron
beams within the picture tube are normally deflected by the magnetic fields of
the deflection yoke around the neck of
the tube. The permanent magnets have
magnetized the front of the shadow
mask area of the tube and pulls the otherwise perfectly-aligned electron beam
off-course so that they don't hit the colors they're supposed to hit if they hit any
at all.
It may be that the spot will go atvay by
itself after several cycles of turning the
TV off and on. Every color TV has a
degaussing coil around the picture tube
that when first turned on, has a decreasing-voltage AC signal that demagnetizes
the picture tube to keep the colors pure.
Normal moving of the TV the earth's
magnetic field, and playing with magnets cause these anomalies. A permanent
magnet that goofs things up is a little
more difficult for this weak degaussing
field to "erase," but it mav eventually go
away, especially if the spot is near the
edge. The TV must be turned off and
remain off for at least fifteen minutes
before turning it back on or the coil
won't go through its cycle. It's often
controlled by a thermistor in series with
it across the AC line and if the thermistor is hot (as it is with the set running),
it's a high resistance and the coil will
have no field. The thermistor has to cool
down first.
Some televisions or monitors may
have a manually-activated degaussing
button you can press repeatedly to clear
up the problem. If the splotches don't go
away on their own through these slightly extended efforts, you'll have to get
more drastic.
Tbu can buy a degaussing coil that
may do the trick. Or you can hunt
around for someone who has One of the
old bulk-tape erasers. Those work even
better because they have a stronger field.

The idea is that you have an AC signal
that demagneuzes the picture tube. Plug
the degaussing coil into an outlet and
slowly move it in front of the face of the
television, concentrating around the
area around the offending spots. Then
SLOWTY bring the coil far away from
the tube before turning it off so that you
don't get a final magnetic spike that will
remagnefize the tube.
You have to be more careful with the
bulk-tape eraser. Again, turn it on away
from the tube and then bring it close
enough so that its field affects the picture strongly, moving it slowly around
near the face of the tube. This field is
strong enough that you don't want to get
too close to the tube so that you don't
wreck the shadow-mask structure. Then
pull the eraser back slowly until you're
several feet away from the TV before
you turn it off. If it gets turned off too
close to the tube, it can remagnefize the
tube in funny spots and you'll have to do
it all over again. I didn't see a degaussing
coil in the big RadioShack catalog. MCM
Electronics (ymDW.mcmelectronics.com or
800-543-4330) or Dalbani {www.dalbani.com or 800-325-2264) may have one
since they specialize more in consumer
product repair. I've even seen them in
the past at discount stores that are
home-based in Bentonville, Arkansas.
Be very, very careful with rare earth
permanent magnets, such as those you
remove from computer hard drives,
when you're around picture tubes. Two
of them snapping together can pinch a
blood blister onto your fingers. That'll
go away. One of them can do permanent
damage to a picture tube.
□

Writing to Q&1
As always, we welcome your
questions. Please be sure to include;
(1) plenty of background material,
(2) your full name and address on the
letter (not just the envelope),
(3) and a complete diagram, if asking
about a circuit; and
(4) type your letter or write neatly.
Send questions to Q&A, Poptronics,
275-G Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge, NY
11788 or to qifa@gemshack.com, but do
not expect an immediate reply in these
pages (because of our backlog). We
regret that we cannot give personal
repfies. Please no graphics files larger
than 100K.
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Digits Muilimeters
Slenco Model WI-1740 Elenco Model LCR-1810 Elenco Model LCM-1950 Elenoo Model CM-1555
$

19.

s

89.

65

29.

Deluxe Soldering Stations
Elenco SL-5 Series
Electronically controlled,: ideal for professionals, students, and
hobbyists. Available in kit form or assembled.
As Low As
Features:
• Culhipn Grip Handle
Soldering Iron (optional): with
Grounded Tip for Soldering
Stafc-Sensitlve Devices.
Easily Replaceable. Uses
Lo Ig-Ufe, Plated Conical Tip,
» Heavy Steel, Non-Slip Base.
» Iron Holder Funnel Revefsfele, left or right side.
• Steel Tray for Sponge Pad.
• Sppnge Pad.

Tesl Equipment
Elenco Digital / Analog Trainer
Model XK-150
$
Features:
89.
• .830-pin Breadboard
• 8 Data Switches
• 8 LED Buffered Readouts
• Built-in Function Generator
(sine & square wave)
• Built-in Glpck Generator
• Variable Power Supply
Elenco Multi-Network Cable Tester
TCT-255
PhiWrits tester
te 3 convenientModel
.tastrumafit
for testing.Gabies
(SHaisnt
.i:!: .■and RJr45conneetore.and
eaaxcables.
can jMj

Elenco Handheld
Universal Counter
IWIHz-2.8GHz
Model F-2800

:

or reuersa)

75

Soft Vinyl Zip pa red Case (Model C-30) included!
TCT-2S5K - Multi-Natwdric Cable tester Kit - SBS.SS
20MH2 Sweep / Function Generator
with Frequency Counter Model 4040A
» 0.2Hz to 20MHz
* irx?
• AM & FM Modulation
• Burst Operation
I
• External Frequency |
Counter to SOMHz
• Linear and Log Sweep
10MHz Model 4017A
$325 *445
5MHz Model 4011A
$259
2MHz Model 401 OA
$225

*99
Sensitivity:
• <1.5rnV 8 lOQMHz
•<5mV@250MH2
• «SmV © 1GHz
• <1p0raV © 2.4GHz
Features
10 digitfcargraph,
display, IS sagmsnt and HF
Signal strength
Indudes antenna, NiCad batter/, end AC
adapter.
C-28Q0 Case w/ Beit Clip S14.95
Elenco RF Generator
with Counter (lookHzVisoMNz)
Model SG-9500

• s235
Features. intemal.AM mod. of 1kHz. RF
output tOOMV - SSMHz. Audio output 1HHz
© IV pus.
SG-9Q00 (artaiog, w/o counter) $135

Elenco Quad Power Supply
Model XP-581
4 Fully Regulated Power Supplies in 1 Unit

Ordering Information:
Model SL-5 - No iron.
$
22.95
$
75 (Kit SL-5K)
i
SL-5-40 - Includes 40W UL iron,
$27.95
4 DC Voltages; 3 fixed; +5V © 3A, r-12V © Model
1A, I variable;
2.5Protected
- 20V @• 2AVoltage
• Fully& (Kit SL-5K-40)
Regulated
&
Short
Current Meters • All Metal Case
Welter® Low Cust Soldering Iron
Elenco Power Supply
Iviodel WLC100
Model XP-603
• Variable power control
produces 5-40 watts.
> Ideal for hobbyists,
DlYers and students,
•• 3A
0-30VDG
®Cunont
3A Output
• Complete with 40W iron.
Fused
Proiecfipn
•• Current'
LimitingSmpedancs
Short Protection
0.025Q Output
95
Elenco 3MHz Sweep Function
*32.
Generator w/ built-in 60MHz
Elenco Oscilloscopes
Frequency Counter
Free Dust Cover and xl, x2 Probes
Model GF-8046
2 year Warranty
S-1330 ZSMf-lz Delayed Sweep
Sri340 40MHz DualTraee $475
i f
S-1345 4bMHz belayed Sweep $569
3-1360 60MHz Delayed Sweep $725
S-1390 100MHz Delayed Sweep $695
Gsnerates
triangle,
9
DIGITAL SCOPE SUPER SPECIALS
waverotms, andsquare,
TTL, CMOS
pulse.
299
PS-203 SQMHzflOMsfs Analog/Digital $695
s
HZ
199.91
DSt303 4pMHzaOMs/s Analog/Digital $850
B--1325 25M
DS-603 ^IMHz/20Ms/s Analog/Digital $950
GF-8025 - Without Counter $139.95

Elenro Educational Kits
Model MX-901SW Model AK-780K
Short Wavo Radio
Two (C Radio Kit

Elenco F 'ap Circuits^

S

11.9i

C-300 - 3G0 experiments s49.95
SC-100 -100 experiments s 2 9.9 5
Elenco's new Snap Circuits™ make learning electronics a "snap". Just follow the colorful
pictures in out manual and build over 300 projects, such as AM radios, burglar alarms,
flash lights, doorbells, and much more. You can even play electronic games with your
friends. All parts are mounted on plastic modules and snap together with ease. Enjoy
hours of educational fun while learning about eleetronios. You can even create your own
experiments! No tools required.

Mode! AK-700
lite
Pulss/ToceKit
' Hashing
Telephone
NeonProject
lights
/aGreat
School
s
4^ 14.*5
Mode! M-1006K
DMM Kit
• Diode Test
*18.9i

,*9.5
Model RCC-7K
Radio Control Car Kit
s
27.9!

Electronic Science Las
Maxitronix 500-in-1 Electronic Project Lab Model MX-909
Everything you need to build 500 exciting electronic projects;
• Learn the basics of eieetronfcs. 500
different electronic experiments, special
ilghting effects, radio transmitter ^
receivers, sound effects, cool , games
MORB
• Includes built-in breadboard and an, LC
• Explore amplifiers, analog and dig
circuits' plus how. to read schem;
diagrams.
Ml
12
• Iridudes 11 parts.
■I
• Lab-style; manual included.
■
• Requires 6 °AA" batteries.

Mode! K4001
7W Amprrfter
3.95
MX-908 - 300-in-1 Lab.,..
t*12, HX-907 - 200-in-1 Lab
$44.95
MX-906 - 130-ih-l Lab. -.$29.35
■2;5WA«fc fFK&Bt'SWS! EP-50 - S0-In-1 Lab...™ SI8.95

Guaranteed Lowest Prices C&S SALES, INC.
UPS SHIPPING. 48 STATES 5% (Minimum $&;OQ)
ISO W. CARPENTER AVENUE
OTUERS CALL FOB DETAILS
WHEELING, IL 60090
It. Residents add 8:25% Sa,l^s Tax
FAX" (847) 541-9904 (847) 541-0710
—► http://www.cs-sales.com
SEE US ON THE WEB
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RR Train

You may notice that the theme for
this month's issue is sound—MIDI
sounds, to be exact. Not to be the odd
man out, after learning of this plot I dug
through my bag of tricks and came up
with a PlC-sound project based on the
populai ISD2560-ChipCorder chip.
Dnlike the MIDI, which generates its
own sounds, the ChipCorder records
sounds and plays them back like an
audio-cassette recorder.
The ISD2S00 series comes in storage
times of 60 (ISD2560), 75 (ISD2575), 90
(ISD2590), and 120 (ISD25120) sec-

GhipConder

Mdes

Sounds

onds. Recordings are stored in on-board
EEPROM memory directly without the
compression techniques used by other
methods (like MP3) to provide a faithful
reproduction of voice, music, tones and
sound effects. The chip includes a
microphone input, with mitomatic gain
control (AGC), and an audio output.
The beauty of the ISD2500 chip is its
abihty to record individual "messages"
consecutively in the memory space. Take
the ISD2560, for example. In this space
you can record two 30-second messages,
three 20-second messages, six 10-second

messages, or any mix thereof. The messages can be played back in the order
recorded, in a never-ending loop, or
individually using one of the five message playback modes.
PIC Power
In addition to ease of use via push
buttons, the ISD2500 has a microcontroller interface that permits control of
all facets of the chip's playback modes
and individual message selection. Both
are accessed through address and control pins that interface to the ports of a
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T C2
C1 T
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0.33 IOUM
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T
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Fig: 1. The ISD2560 ChipCorder sound chip interfaces easily with the 16F628 PIC. Each push button represents a different train sound.

SPKR
16 ohms

+9V
o
ISD2560
SP+

14

C1
1uF
R1

SP-

PARTS LIST FOR THL
16F628 ISO CONTRO LER

15

IC1
LM386
5

10k

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1—78L05
IC2—16F628
IC3—ISD2S60

C2
250uF

-r C3
.05
R2
10

SPKR
8 ohms
N

Fig. 2. The audio output of the ISD2560 is a weak 12.5-mW. This circuit boosts the volume by 20
fold. For louder sounds, place a 10-\!lF capacitor across pins 1 and 8.

microcontroller, and is especially PIC
friendly. The PIC can be programmed
to perform a variety of tasks, including
message assembly, message concatenation, defined-message segmentation,
and message management.
Sounds are recorded in the internal
EEPROM using a beginning memory
address and an End Of Message (EOM)
marker. They are recorded consecutively, with the address of the second mes-

sage following the end of the first message, and so forth.
Individual messages can be selected
for playback by setting the address pins
high or low. The second way to play
back the message(s) is by using one of
the operational modes. However, the
address lines and operational mode bits
share the same pins. When pins A8 and
A9 are tied high (Vqc), the pins are
interpreted as mode bits and not address

The Standard for checking
Capacitors in-circuit

.

Good enough to be the
choice of Panasonic,
Pioneer, NBC, ABC, Ford,
JVC, NASA and thousands
of independent service
technicians.

Inexpensive enough to pay for itself in just
one day's repairs. At $179, it's affordable.
And with a 60 day trial period, satisfaction
guaranteed or money-back policy, the only
thing you can lose is all the time you're
currently spending on trying to repair all
those dogs you've given up on.
Cap Analyzer 88A

CAPACITORS
Cl—0.33-^F
C2—.01-|iF
ADDITIONAL PARTS
AND MATERIALS
S1-S8—SPST momentary push-burtori
switch
SPKR—16-olim speaker
9-volt battery with connector

bits. This is the configuration recommended for PIC use, see Fig. 1. The
modes are as follows.
MO: Message Cueing (pin 1 high)
Message cueing allows the rser to
skip through messages without knowing
the actual physical address of each message (direct-address access requires this
information). The number of messages
to be skipped before playing a message is

Locate shorted or leaky
components or conditions
to the exact spot in-circuit
Still cutting up the pcb,
and unsoldering every
part trying to guess at
where the short is?
$179
Your DVM shows the same shorted reading all
along the pcb trace. LeakSeeker 82B has the
resolution to find the defective component.
Touch pads along the trace, and LeakSeeker
beeps highest in pitch at the defect's pad. Now
you can locate a shorted part only a quarter of
an inch away from a good part. Short can be
from 0 to 150 ohms
LeakSeeker 82B

Available at your distributor, or call 561-487-6103
Electronic Design Specialists

www.eds-inc.com

messages to be played back consecutively, and is often used with the M0 message-cueing mode.

+5V

Stop/
S3
Reset Ho
Play
Si
o—0
Record
Start/
Pause

S2
1

R1
16.28
100k
Vcc
23 CE
27 P/R" 'd SP+
24 pD ISD2560
SPR2
100k
ANA IN
AO
A1
ANA OUT
A2
MIC
A3
A4
MIC REF
A5
A6
AGC
A7
XCLK
A8
A9
Vdd
12 *3

SPKR
16 ohms
C2
1UF

15
20

Line In
R3 T C1
0.1
1 5.1k*
Remove for Line In
Add for Line In
Microphone

19
26

R4
470k

C3
4.7uF

Fig. 3, This is a simple, push-button ISD2500 playback/recorder. The circuit is shown wired for a
dynamic microphone input; for Line In recording alter the circuit as indicated.
determined by the start/pause input
(CE, pin 23).
MI: Delete EOM Markers (pin 2 high)
When this mode is selected, the
sequentially-recorded messages are
played back as one continuous message.
M2: Unused (pin 3)
M3: Message looping (pin 4 high)
The message-looping mode provides
continuous, repeated playback of a
selected message. A message can com-

pletely fill the ISD2500 memory space,
or be any part of it, and will loop from
beginning to end over and again. This
mode can also be used in conjunction
with Ml to concatenate the individual
messages into one long for message
looping.
M4: Consecutive Addressing (pin 5
high)
During normal operations, the
address pointer is reset when a message
is played through an EOM marker. The
consecutive-addressing mode allows

*>ARTS ..IS? FOR THE SERIES ISD25O0 RECORDER
SEMICONDUCTORS
1C1—ISD2560
sn
o
o
«a
c
■Si

Q.o
52

•tESISTORS
Rl—100k
R2—100k
R3—5 Ik*
R4—470k
uA'-MCITORS
Ci—0 1 -piC2—1-p.F*
C3—4.7-pF

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND
MATERIALS
51—SPOT' toggle switch
52—SPST momentary push-button
switch
.S3- SPST" momentary push-button
switch
SPKR—16-ohni speaker
Microphone—dynamic mike
*Noie: For Line In recording,
rcmo- e R3 and CI; add C2

M5: CE Level Activated (pin 23)
The default mode for ISD2S00
devices is for CE to be edge-triggered
on playback and level-activated on
record. Mode MS changes CE to levelactivated during playback. This is specifically useful for terminating playback via
PIC control.
M6: Push-Button Mode (pin 7 high)
The push-button mode is used primarily in low-cost applications, where
minimum external circuitry is a priority.
In fact, this configuration is often used
for one-time recording of ISD2500
chips.
Project: Mode. RR Train Sounds
As always, you'll learn through handson experience by building a project. For
this project I selected an item that will
please any model RR enthusiast—real
train sounds. Eight train sounds are
recorded into an 1SD2560 and played
back from an "engineer's" control panel
using push-button or toggle switches.
No, I'm not using the push-button
mode, but I am using switches to select
the individual sounds for playback. For
this design, I'm working in the M0 message-cueing mode, where I scan through
the messages until I come to the one I
want to play back. The push buttons tell
the PIC how many messages to skip
before it starts playback. It does this by
counting the number of EOM markers
on pin 25. Each time the ISD2560
reaches the end of a message, the EOM
pin goes low for about 12mS. See
Listing 1 for details.
The push-button buffer is first
cleared of values, then the program
loops in search of a pushed button. This
is done by monitoring the Zero flag bit,
which remains high until a button is
pressed. A delay routine prevents false
triggering from switch bounce.
When a valid push button is detected,
the value is stored in a Message Number
(MsgNum) register. If that value is zero
(0), the CE output is strobed low and the
first message plays. If it is higher than
zero, the PIC waits for an EOM marker.
Each time an EOM markei appears on
the RA1 input, the routine subtracts one
(1) from the MsgNum number. When it
reaches zero, the CE line is pulled low
and the selected message plays.

The nnmher of messages was purORDERS^
posely limited to eight, the number of
C3AJ-EF>-4
*333
available Port B inputs. However, that
UrsHVBf^SALteCOIVIPLETE
F> R a (3 RAMMER
number can be increased using binary
r*
multiplexing. For example, the eight
Introducing a pocket programmer
lines can be reduced to three using the
with true Universal Output
sequence 000, 001, 010, 011, and so
*
forth. Adding a fourth pin increases the in
number of message selections to 16, five
lines is 32 messages, on up to 256 choiccontrol from other apps, {e.g.
Latest generation Galep-4 uses microcontrollers such as 87/89xxx, RemoteBasic),.
es. Of course, be prepared to increase
Substitutes higher priced
ASIC universa! pin technology for Pie, AVR, ST62, etc. Low voltage Visual
programmers e.g. A LL-11
each pin of 40 pin ZiF-sbcket 1900+ devices down to I.3V. Mo adapter universal
the recording time of the ISD250Q. For
(HILO)
or
LAB-TOOL-48
(ADVANTEGH)
for DIL devices. 8 Hrs.
device library / lifetime free updates. required
very long recordings, the ISD2500 can
operation on battery (AC charger Providing virtually matching perforPrograms 8/16-bit EPROM'S,
EEPROMS, 0-Power RAM, FLASH, included). Runs WIN GSjNtME, mance at only 1/3-1/5 the price.
be cascaded; details arc shown in the
Seriai EEPROM's, GAL, PALCE, 2000,XP with Hex/Fuse Editor. Info, Orders, Software: 619-702-4420
ISD manual at ■www.isd.com/p7-oducts/
:nMAi-sitMS• iovi4inAvi.i.um x eaniufg.) la'C.o; ra mo-HrMx, iax-g-.s
isd_p7'oducts/chipco7-de?-/applicationi7ifo/apin
09.pdf.
Here are a few things to bear in mind
PARTS LIST FOR THE LIViSSG AMPLIFIER
when working with this circuit. The
ADDITIONAL PARTS AND
SEMICONDUCTORS
MATERIALS
IC1—LM386
Series ISD2500 Recorder
SPKR—8-ohm speaker
RESISTORS
There is a file of eight train
A kit of the above parts is available for
R1—10,000-ohms potentiometer
sounds posted on our Web
R2—lO-ohms
$TK from Futurlec, 1133 Broadway,
site (TK) under the name
Suite 706, New York, NY 10010
TRAIN_SOUNDS.ZIP which
CAPACITORS
(www .futurlec.co?ri) and includes a
need to be transferred to your blank
Cl—1-nF
programmed PIC. A programmed PIC
ISD2S60. To do that you need a
C2—250-^F
is also available separately for $1.
playback/record circuit, like the one
C3—.05-fJ.F
shown below.
Remote Control
The circuit is wired for recording
operational and direct-address modes
from a dynamic microphone. If you
are determined by A8 and A9, which are
wish to record from the Line Out of
pulled high for the operational mode,
your sound system, remove the 0.1
low for the direct address mode. The
TM
cap and 5.1-K resistor, and add the
operational and direct address modes
l-pF coupling capacitor. Reduce
aren't compatible and can't be used
the Line In voltage to about 70mV
simultaneously. Connecting the address
to avoid clipping of the signal. If
lines directly to a microcontroller bus is
you don't have an AC millivoltnot recommended; address lines should
meter (and who does), this is done
be externally latched using semiconducthrough trial and error. Using a
tor or mechanical switches, which can be
potentiometer, adjust the volume,
microcontroller driven.
record your sounds, then playback
Never ground either of the speaker
and listen. If it sounds distorted,
outputs, or connect them in parallel with
reduce the volume and try again.
other ISD2S00 devices. A single pin may
Once the volume is set, it doesn't
be used alone for grounded output
need to be readjusted as long as you
, I
applications provided there is a coupling
use the same signal source.
capacitor between the SP pin and the
m »
grounded load. Note that the power
lb record sounds:
output is reduced by one-fourth in this
configuration. Using differential out1. Select the Record mode using SI
puts, the speaker driver is capable of
2. Press Start/Pause switch S2
cASILY
dehvering 12.5mA-V into a 16-ohm load.
3. Begin record
An amplifier using an LM386 IC is
fi'EXT PROJECT
shown in Fig. 2. For higher gain,
4. To pause record, press
WRPLECS!
connect a lO-pF capacitor across pins 1
Start/Pause switch S2
(+) and 8.
5. To continue recording, press
That's all I have time for this month,
tvwm'.rfdsgital.-om
Start/Pause switch S2
but I'm sure you can find plenty to keep
6. Press Stop/Reset switch S3 to
541
you busy until next time. Til then, have
Telemetry
Gall Systems
end recording session
fun and stay warm.
□
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Vi'AKNING! The devices described m
this article involve the use of materials and
substances that are hazardous to health
and life. DO NOT attempt to implement
or use the informauon contained in this
ardcle unless you are experienced in the
construction and safety considerations
that apply to high-voltage devices of this
nature Although all possible measures '
have been taken to ensure the accuracy of
the information presented, neither
Gernsbablr Publications Inc., nor the
author are liable for damages or injuries,
misinterpretation of ouedions, or the
misapplications of information.
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Units

The electronic flash units from disposable-packet 3 5-mm and Advantix
cameras are among the most useful little
gadgets, available for essentially nothing.
They can be used as electronic flashes,
smgle-short and repeating strobes, and
the basis of DC-power supplies up to 350
V or so running from a 1.5-volt alkaline
cell or a battery eliminator. They can
easily be adapted to computer control.
Over a year ago, "Service Clinic" covered the basics of electronic-flash operation and repair. This month, I'll show
how some of the things that can be done

with one particular flash unit from a
common disposable or single-use camera—the Kodak MAX. Most other
brands are very similar.
Safety
Despite being powered from a single
1.5-volt alkaline cell, the energy-storage
capacitor can hold a potentially lethal
charge for days on the unmodified circuit. ALWAYS confirm that it is discharged fully before touching anvthing.
Further note that the many of these flash
circuits automatically recharge to be
11
INVERTER

H
B1
1.5V
AA

Vnr
H1
150K

Q3
MPS2111

o
C"

02
21'3904
Q1
280965

8
8
§c

17501
o #45

C1
.470pF

The MAX Flash Circuit
The Kodak MAX single-use 35-mm
pocket camera, with flash, has a flash
unit that runs from a single 1.5 -volt
alkaline cell and generates over 300
VDG for the flash tube (see Figure 1).
See the previous "Service Clinic,' teries
on electronic flash and strobes for more

D1

SI
CHARGE
61
#25

ready for another shot, so triggering
them just means that the capacitor will
be fully recharged in a couple of seconds. See the additional safety guidelines in previous "Service Clinics."

C2
160LIF
350V
IL1
NE2X
READY

R3
3.9 MEG

R2
1 MEG
12
TRIGGER
4501
#45
orp—4
121
#33
C3
022u,F

S2 4
FIRE

D2
1N5272B
Q.
110V
0.O
*
Fig. 1. The Kodak MAX single-use 35-mm pocket camera, with flash, has a flash unit that runs from a single 1.5 -volt alkaline cell and generates
54 over 300 Vj^q for the flash tube.

modifications had to have been made.
Later revisions of the MAX Hash have
gone to surface-mount components,
though I don't think the circuit has
changed much (my sample is a couple of
years old). I haven't yet seen any of these
new circuits up close and personal.

*

mm

m
m m-

Fig. 2. This photo shows the top view of the flash circuit.
information on this technology. A single-transistor oscillator drives a step-up
transformer, whose output is rectified to
charge the main energy-storage capacitor and trigger capacitor.
The Kodak MAX circuit has a voltage
limiter (regulator) that disables the
inverter when the voltage on the energystorage capacitor, Cl, exceeds about 300
Vqc. It is only necessary to press and
release the CHARGE button since the
inverter continues to run until fully
charged and holding the CHARGE button
in all day would do no harm since the
regulator cuts it off!
In addition, this unit automatically
recharges after firing, so the camera will
be ready for another shot without the
user having to think about it.
For instructions on disassembling
Kodak MAX cameras, see Don's Hack
Kodak MAX to Strobe Page at
h ttp://www. misty, com/people/do n/kmaxhack.html.
The major parts present in these units
include:

Trigger transformer—generates a 4to 8 -kV pulse to fire the xenon tube
from a small 150- to 300-V capacitor
discharge.
Xenon flashtube.
Also, a nearly-fresh alkaline cell
(unless the people at the photo place
grabbed that before you!).
All newer Kodak disposable cameras,
including the "Funsaver Sure Flash,"
appear to use a similar, if not identical,
circuit. Apparently, Advantix flash units
(at least some of them) use a pair of AAA
cells instead of the single AA, so some

Kodak MAX Flash Operation.
Refer to Figs. 2 and 3 as you read the
following section. Momentarily pressing
the CHARGE button (SI) enables base
drive to the inverter transistor (Ql,
2SD965) via the emitter follower, Q2.
The inverter boosts the battery voltage
to in excess of 300 Y. The output of T1
is rectified by D1 (unmarked but presumably similar to a 1N4007) and
charges the energy-storage capacitor,
(C2, 160-pF, 330 V).
Inverter frequency starts at about 5
kHz: with C2 completely discharged,
and increases to about 11 kHz just
before cutoff. The trigger capacitor, C3,
charges through R2. The neon bulb,
IL1, signals ready when the voltage on
C2 exceeds about 275 Vq^. In addition,
the current flowing through IL1 results
in a voltage drop across R3, exceeds the
rating of the zener diode (110 V), D2,
and then transistor Q3 disables base
drive to Ql, and the inverter shuts off—
around 300 Vpc
The MPS2 111 (Q3) is a PNP transistor, which has an internal-resistor network in its base-emitter circuit. These
devices are sometimes called "digital
transistors" since they can be used as
simple buffers or inverters without addi-

*

if

Chopper transistor—high-gain power
transistor to drive the inverter.
m
Inverter transformer—Generates the
300+ VpQ to charge the energy-storage
capacitor.

Vf
Sr
=3C
03
M i

Energy storage capacitor—120- to
160-|t,F, 350 V, photoflash-rated (rapid
discharge) electrolytic.
Neon (200-volt breakdown) ready
indicator.

Fig. 3. Here is a photo of the. flash circuit that shows the bottom-mounted components.
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Fig. 4. The circuit changes were designed to take advantage of the way the MAX operated as part of the camera and to minimize rework to its
printed circuit board.
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Kodak MAX Flash Transformer
Construction:
T1 consists of a pair of ferrite Ecores, each measuring approximately
.4025 x .219 x .187 inches (W x H x
D). The center leg and outer legs are
each .096 x .187 inches and .06 x .187
inches, respectively. There are no core
gaps. The plastic bobbin fits over the
center leg and has 1750 turns (give or
take a few) of #45 AWG wire for the
HV secondary. (Apparently, you can

Kodak MAX Flash Notes
Minor component differences may be
found in samples of this unit. For example, Q1 may be a 2SD879 or 2SD1146
instead of the 2SD965 shown.

opg©

Fig. 5. Here is the PCB Layout shown at 200%.
tional input components. The values of
the series and shunt resistors are both
10K for this particular part. However,
a common 2N3906 PNP-transistor
DOES seem to work in place of this
unusual device!
While I am calling IL1 a neon bulb,
since it looks like a sort of a runt (shortened) version of the ubiquitous NE2, in
order to operate as described above, its
on-state voltage drop must be around
190 to 200 V—not the usual 60 V or so
one would expect from an NE2. I confirmed this by measuring across one of
these bulbs connected to C2 via a 1M
resistor.
Pressing the shutter closes S2 (fire),
which discharges C3 through T2, generating a high-voltage pulse (4 to 5 kV).
This ionizes the xenon gas in the flashlamp, FL1. The energy-storage capacitor discharges through the flash-lamp.
The inverter automatically restarts to
recharge C2 after firing.

top of this, followed by more tape. The
entire trigger transformer is about
0.210 x 0.210 x 0.275 inches.
Transformers like T1 and T2 could
be built at home if you have a coil-winding machine. Otherwise, I would expect
it to be quite frustrating, since the #45
AWTG or finer wire is so thin and fragile.
The tensile strength of #45 wire is
already significantly less than that of a
human hair. Why bother, since they can
be salvaged easily enough. However, this
information should help, if modifications are desired, as discussed below.

buy wire down (up?) to size #60—less
than 0.000350 inches in diameter!
Check out MWS Wire Industries
(www.nnvswire.com) if you are really
curious about fine wire—(#45 is nothing to write home about!) This is
wound first as one clump, distributed
back and forth to create a fairly uniform
layer without lumps.
There were no separators, as are often
found in high-frequency transformers,
to divide high-mileage windings. After a
layer of plastic tape, the pFrimary consists of 6 turns of #25 AWG wire. A final
layer of tape and there you have it! The
entire inverter transformer fits in a cube
less than 0.5 inches on a side.
Since there is no core gap, this inverter does NOT operate in flyback mode,
but rather as a simple-blocking oscillator
with a step-up transformer. Therefore, I
would predict the maximum voltage (if
the limiting circuit were disabled) to be
determined, in an ideal world, roughly
by the turns ratio of T1 times the battery voltage (minus Ql's saoiradon voltage), or 1750/6 x (1.5 - 0.3)—about 350
V for a fresh AA cell. This was confirmed on another unit by measuring the
amplitude of the primary and secondary
waveforms on T1 while operating with
D1 removed.
T2 consists of a linear ferrite core,
about .065 inches square by .265 inches
long, and a plastic bobbin with 12 turns
of #33 AWG wire, insulating tape, and
about 450 turns of #45 AWG wire on

Some versions of this flash apparently
hav e a 120-|jF instead of 160-(xF capacitor for C2. I wonder if the film speed
and/or lens aperture are different in
these cameras, since the flash energy is
only about 2/i as much as with the 160pF capacitor.
WARNING: Extra precautions must be
taken when experimenting with these
circuits since they automatically
recharge without pressing any buttons!
Take care!
Digital Control Of The MAX Flash
Additional circuitry has been added to
permit digital (e.g., TTL, CMOS, PIC,
etc.) control of the Kodak MAX flash
unit. This allows these dirt cheap or free
flash units to be used for all sorts of
other applications.
While it may be possible to construct
the additional circuitry on the original
MAX circuit board (there is quite a bit of
free space), for my prototype I added a
mezzanine board held in place with an
insulating-treaded spacer.
Even so, I ended up adding a few
parts (like the triac and its drive components) to the back of the PCB. The battery clips were also removed and an
external battery holder was added,
However, for testing, I used the power
1.5-volt alkaline cell eliminator
described below. The total cost of the
modifications is about $2 (most of this
being for the triac).
Note that for the simplified case of
just triggering the MAX or similar flash
unit electronically, the triac and associat-
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ed components would easily fit on the
existing circuit board.
Modified MAX I/O Specifications
Here are descriptions of the control
and status signals:
OPR-H—This logic signal controls the
inverter.
RUN (TTL High, 2- to 5-V)—Inverter
starts and runs but may be overridden by
the OFF signal or built-in 300-V limiter.
CRUISE (Open, Hi-Z or Tri-Stated)—■
No Change. Inverter will continue running or remain off as determined by previous state. Note: The unit will also
automatically recharge if fired with OPR
open or tri-stated and switching from
OFF to CRUISE seems to start up the
inverter a high-value resistor to. ground
may inhibit this "feature.")
STOP (TTL Low; 0 to .4 V)—'Inverter
stops. Note; Low must be .4 V or less
while sinking 15 mA to guarantee off.
Use OFF-H to force shutdown if your
driving logic can't handle this.
OFF-H—This logic signal disables the
inverter regardless of state of OPR.
FBRE-P—This pulse signal will trigger
the flash on either edge with a sufficiendy powerful driver (assuming the
energy storage capacitor is charged).
The driving output must be able to sink
or source at least 15 mA to guarantee
reliable firing (depending on whether
you want a negative or positive, or either
edge trigger). In order to prevent possible damage to the triac, Q6, it is important that this line be driven hard to
assure that Q6 is never turned only partially on. A diode (DIG) can be added in
series with the gate of appropriate direction to select which edge is used for triggering. For testing, I just substituted a
jumper for D10.
READY-L—This output can be used as
either a digital indication of full charge
or an analog monitor of the energy storage capacitor (Cl) voltage in the approximate range of305 to 310 Vdq. Asa digital-status signal, READY goes low when
the voltage on Cl reaches about 310 V
READY will remain active for a couple of
seconds after the inverter cuts out.
Therefore, to assure full chax-ge, the
inverter should be turned on prior to

triggering flash until READY becomes
active. Or, leave OPR active and the
inverter will run every few seconds for a
fraction of a second to maintain full
charge. Note: READY changes relatively
slowly—it dees not have a sharp edge. If
this is a problem for the type of logic
being used for control, READY should be
buffered with a Schmitt Trigger gate
(e.g., 74LS14). As an analog feedback
signal, READY actually tracks Cl's voltage
between roughly 305 and 310 Vpc
(READY goes from 5 V to 0 V over this
range). Therefore, if precise control of
the flash energy is desired, READY can be
fed to an A/D or voltage comparator.
The voltage on Cl can then be trimmed
by pulsing OPR.
Modified MAX Circuit Operation
Please refer to Figure 4 for the following discussion. The circuit changes
were designed to take advantage of the
way the MAX operated as part of the
camera and to minimize rework to its
printed circuit board. Where a new
board is to be fabricated, the latter is not
an issue; but it turned out that this
approach was still more or less optimal.
Operation of the OPR signal for RUN
and CRUISE is analogous to the original
charge pushbutton of the MAX camera:
A TTL high is the same as pressing the
button while OPEN is like releasing the
button. The addition of a diode D8
allows a solid TTL low7 or ground to
draw enough current out of the drive
circuit to kill inverter oscillation. The
OFF signal drives the base of Q5, which
similarly shorts out the drive to stop
oscillation.
The FIRE signal is capacitively coupled to the gate of the triac, Q6, to discharge the trigger capacitor, C3. This is
exactly analogous to the way the original
shutter contacts worked. An additional
circuit, very similar to that of the 300-V
limiter, was added for the READY status
signal. Its input is derived from the energy-storage capacitor through the same
high-voltage neon bulb (IL1) and zener
(ZD2), so it turns on at around 300 V It
was found necessary to add a sneak path
prevention diode, D9, to block voltage
making its way in from the TTL supply
and restarting the inverter even if OPR
was open.
Clamp diodes have been included on
all signal lines. This is sort of insurance
to prevent any glitch pulses generated at
the time the flash is triggered from feeding back to the logic. I do not know if

these are really needed at any time, but
lN4148s are cheap enough!
Modified MAX Options and
Precautions
The origmal MAX flash design
charges Cl to slightly over 310 V based
on the combination of the 110 V zener
(ZD1) and the 200 V neon ready fight
(IL1). The light (IL1) can be replaced
with a zener diode if desired to change
this value.
However, I wouldn't recommend
gomg too much higher without also
using a Cl of greater voltage rating.
The inverter itself w ill top out at about
350 Vqc on Cl (with a nominal 1.5-V
input), but its transformer may fail if
pushed by more than even a small
amount. Who knows?
As noted, with OPR set HIGH, the
inverter will run as needed to maintain
full charge. This means a few tenths of a
second burst every few seconds. If R3,
the load resistor for the READY fight
(IL1), were removed, the charge would
decay even slower. I am not sure of the
implications for regulation without
IL1—the neon bulb would actually go
off and on, which may represent substantial hysteresis. However, this scheme
should definitely work if IL1 were
replaced with a 200-V zener.
Modified MAX Test Circuit
To test the modified MAX, I made up
a simple set of switches and used a hex
inverter (7404) for input buffers and to
drive a the READY LED.
OPR-H: SPDT center off toggle
switch selecting +5 (RUN), open
(CRUISE), or
Gnd (STOP).
OFF-H: Pushbutton to Gnd (with
pullup) buffered by inverter.
FIRE-P: Pushbutton to Gnd (with
pullup) buffered by inverter.
READY-L: Two inverters in series drive
LED through 220 ohm resistor to +5.
For a more 'high-tech' approach, use
a PIC or the parallel port of your PC.
Modified MAX PCB Layout
A printed circuit-board layout is also
available. The entire double-sided circuit board is 2.2 x 1.6 inches. Power
can be provided by the built-in AA-size

N = 6 * (Vqut + 1-2) / 1-2
By rewinding the inverter transformer, any output voltage up to about
350 VDq can be obtained from a 1.5- assuming a small load on the output. So,
volt alkaline cell. More than 350 V is for 4 VDC , N = 26; for 50 VDC , and for
probably possible, but just thinking N = 256 300 VDC , N = 1506. The origabout winding the needed secondary inal circuit topped out at about 350 VDc
with N = 1750.
makes me tired!
It may be possible to use multipleThe original circuit board can be used
output
windings to provide more than
and
is
very
convenient,
though
a
more
The Gerber files include the solderside copper, solder mask, top silkscreen, compact unit can be constructed if you one output voltage, but as will be shown
component-side copper, and drill-con- use. a bit of perf board or your own PCB. below, all output power must be drawn
trol artwork. The original printed-cir- Note that for higher voltages, Q2 in the on the forward stroke of the converter
cuit board CAD files and netlist (in original MAX schematic may be needed. since the flyback pulse of the reverse
Tango PCB format) are provided so that For low-voltage operation, performance stroke is needed to drive the voltage on
the circuit layout can be modified or is much better without it. I don't know C1 and the base of Q1 negative.
I have done the modifications for the
imported to another system if desired. what the break-even point is, so you may
want
to
leave
a
spot
for
Q2
just
in
case.
4-Vdc version by removing the original
Note: I don't guarantee that the parts
The main difficulty is in disassem- 1750-tum secondary (I had to do this
values in the Tango PCB file are accurate—go by the schematic. The text file bling T1 in a nondestructive way. It anywav so I could confirm the number
mmax.doc (in minaxgrb.zip) describes seems that the ferrite core is held of turns for the circuit description) and
together by an adhesive which is very replacing it with a 2 6-tum winding of
the file contents in more detail.
tough and resistant to any solvent that #32 wire. Unfortunately, I also had to
Up to 350 Vqq Inverter from won't destroy the plastic bobbin and Epoxy the half-dozen pieces of the ferwire insulation as well. Therefore, you rite core back together after a some1.5-V Alkaline Tell:
Using the basic circuit of the elec- may need to sacrifice two of these—one what-destractive disassembly, but I don't
tronic flash unit from a disposable-pock- so that just the ferrite core can be sal- think there are any significant gaps left
et camera, it is possible to generate any vaged by soaking the transformer in in the core (I confirmed that the transvoltage, from a few V to 350 V or more, some nasty solvent (maybe lacquer thin- former still worked by installing another
set of undamaged original windings and
from a 1.5-volt AA alkaline battery. ner will work) to dissolve the adhesive.
For the 6-tum primary, the number checking that it still charged and fired
Similar modifications could be made to
other pocket camera or external flash of turns required on the secondary is the flash properly).
With no load, the output reaches
approximately;
unit circuits. Refer to Fig. 6.
about 5 V in a fraction of a second. With
T1
a 100-ohm load, the output drops to a
bit over 4 V.
INVERTER
More information, including a discussion on using this circuit as a simple
D
way of obtaining a dual op-amp supply
o
from a single alkaline cell (dual part as
C2>
yet to be tested) can be found under
O
o
"Various Schematics and Diagrams" at
S1
6T
26T
o
ww-iv.
repahfaq. org/sam/samschem. htm.
POWER
#25
#32

battery holder (which may be removed
by snapping along the score lines) or via
an external 1.5-volt power supply.
A complete PCB artwork package
may be downloaded in standard (full resolution 1:1) Gerber PCB format
(zipped) from www.repairfaq.org/snm/

R1
150K

B1
1.5V
AA
C1
470pF

Q1
2SD965

02
160uF
l(

Fig. 6. By rewinding the inverter transformer, any output voltage up to about 350
obtained from a 1.5-volt alkaline cell.

1.5 V Alkaline Cell Elln.i.iator
I constructed this cell eliminator to
provide a means of testing and experimenting with electronic-flash circuits (
and modifications to these circuits) that
run on single alkaline cells as their
appetite for these is quite huge. Refer to
Figure 7.
The power transformer (Tl) that I
used was actually rewound from one that
was rated at 12 V, 1 A. This was a highquality transformer, so removing twothirds of the secondary was quite a pain.
Actually, the purpose was an experiment
to see if it could be done non-destractively. Conclusion: Just barely.
can be Obviously, a transformer actually
designed to produce about 4 or 5 V at 3

+1.5Vn
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i

N
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D2
M

115V
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m
D3
D4
w

3
1K
M-F
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IC1
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10K
M-F
10V
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O

1-A
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Fig. 7. The regulator (IC1) is an LT1084CP, which is similar to an LM3I7 but is a low-dropout type rated at 5 A max.
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A could also be used. Diodes D1 to D4
can be individual diodes or a bridge
rated for at least 3 A.
The regulator (ICl) is an LT1084CP,
which is similar to an LAD 17 but is a
low-dropout type rated at 5 A max. I had
a pile of these left over from a certain
multi-million dollar project that had
been cancelled due to upper management foot in derriere disease. An external-pass transistor may be needed to use
an LM317 because of the peak current
requirement.
Despite the transformer only being
rated for 1 A, with ICl on a modest
heatsink, the supply seems perfectly
happy putting out 3 A at 1.5 V for an
extended period. I don't know that I
would run it all day at this high current
but for my purposes, it seems fine.
It turns out that the typical electronic
flash circuit from a disposable camera
(like the Kodak AIAX) draws more than
3 A at the start of its recharge cycle. So,
the voltage does dip a bit, but this doesn't affect much of anything. Recharge
time with the power supply is at least as
rapid as with a fresh alkaline cell. The
voltage from an alkaline cell also dips a
bit under these conditions.
Obviously, this circuit could be easily
modified to put out 2.4 Vqq (for a pair
of NiCd cells), 3
(for two alkalines), or whatever else you might need.

a.
o
Q. Obtaining Kodak MAX or Other
Flash Units
I've seen these or similar flashes from
60 normal 35-mm cameras for $l-$3 fisted

by various surplus places, but there is
probably no need to pay even that much.
If you are friendly with your local camera store or developing kiosk, go ask
there. While some actually send the
camera carcasses back to the manufacturer for recycling after removing the
film, many do not. Sometimes only certain models will be returned—the rest
end up in the trash. Convince them that
you won't kill yourself (they probably
heard about the charged caps) and you
may be able to get a few for nothing.
However, do remove the alkaline cells ,
and test and discharge the capacitors
before touching anything!
Wrapup
More information on electronic flash
and strobe technology can be found on
nay Web site, vtwai.repahfaq.org. As
always, I welcome feedback of almost
any type via e-mail to sam-gp@repairfaq.org.
Please note that in the "Service
Clinic" on "Salvaging Parts, HighAhltage Circuits, etc.," the schematic for
the adjustable high-voltage power supply omitted power and ground connections for the 555 timer ICs. A corrected
schematic may be found at -www.repairfaq.org/sam/h Lgen32.pdf.
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The

339

Quad

This month we're going to look at
some circuits designed around the
LM 339 quad-comparator IC. The LM
339 is basically designed to compare two
input voltages and produce an output.
We'll look at how that's done, and go
beyond that to see what other jobs they
can do, as well. Some of the circuits I'll
share will be taken from my on-going
electronic target project. However,
before we jump into the circuitry, let's
take a look at the basic functions of the
LM 339.

CHARLES D. RAKZS

Comparator

IC

NOTE:
The parts lists in the
December 2002 issue
had incorrect capacitor
values. All "mF" should
have read "pF".

+
+6V
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O

R1

R3 ^

10K

1K ^

@-i
IC1
1

A LM339

R2

LED1

12

10K
Wr
LM339
Fig. 2. In this non-inverting comparator-circuit configuration, when the input voltage at pin 5 is
above 3 volts the output is high, and when below 3 volts the output is low. The LED is turned on
when the output is low.
14 LM339

14
14 L11/1339
10
13
11
14 LM339
12

Fig. I. There are four independent voltage comparators in the 14-pin package. The LM 339's
pin out is shown above. Note that pin 3 is positive and pin 12 is ground.

An Inside Look
There are four independent voltage
comparators in the 14-pin package.
They are designed to operate from a single- or dual-voltage source, with a voltage range of 2 to 32 volts. The quiescent
current drain is very low (typically below
1-mill) and independent of supply voltage. The input voltage can be as great as
the supply voltage. The output is an
open NPN collector and can sustain a

short circuit to ground without damage.
The LM 339's pin out is shown in Fig.
1. Note that pin 3 is positive and pin 12
is ground. The non-inverting comparator-circuit configuration is shown in Fig.
2. When the input voltage at pin 5 is
above 3 volts the output is high, and
when below 3 volts the output is low.
The LED is turned on when the output
is low. The inverting circuit configuration is shown in Fig. 3. When the input

PARTS LIST FOR INVERTING COMPARATOR (FIG. 2)
SEMICONDUCTORS
LED-LED, any color
IC-LM 339 Quad comparator IC

RESISTORS
(All resistors are li-watt, 5%, unless
otherwise noted)
Rl, R2-10,000-ohm
R3-1000-ohm

Sr
g
O
8

61

+6V

INPLn
R1
10K

R2
10K
Wv

R3
IK
' 1C1
!4 LM339

LED1

Pig. 3. In the inverting circuit configuration
shown here, when the input at pin 4 is above 3
volts the output is low, and when below 3 volts
the output is high. The LED is also turned on
when the output is low.
at pin 4 is above 3 volts the output is low,
and when below 3 volts the output is
high. The LED is also turned on when
the output is low. The circuit in Fig. 4

Picking Up The Vibes
I have a vibration-sensing transducer
that produces an AC signal-output level
of up to 600 millivolts peak-to-peak,
while the circuit's actual working range
is only betweenlO to 200 millivolts. One
important requirement is to be able to
distinguish between a low-level output
signal and a medium- to high-level signal.
The threshold level must be
adjustable between these signal levels,
and a latching output triggered when
the tfaresnold level is surpassed. These
are the basic requirements needed for
my pellet target project.
The circuit shown in Fig. 5 meets the
above circuit requirements with the LAI
339 comparator operating as the level

PARTS LIST FOR NON-INVERTING COMPARATOR (FIG. 3)
RESISTORS
(\|i resistors are !'i-wact 5%, unless
ithp'wisc roied>
Si, R?-t0,000-ohm
S3 iOOO-ohm

SsavnCorC-jC »>RS
ITD-i.liD, .iny cdor
TC -I. M 339 Quad comparatorIC

+6V
R1
47K

R4
1K

R3
1K

LED1
SCR1
2N5061
Di
1N914

IC1
P
•A LM339

R2
2.2
TD1

"SEE TEXT

w»
R5
4.7K
SI
RESET

8-45a

R1
1K
' IC1
% LM339

1 -) LED1

Fig. 4. This circuit modifies the comparator's
output to reverse the LED on/off function. This
easy change can be beneficial when using the
output as an indicator.
detector and output driver. The S-k
potentiometer (R6) sets the input sensitivity from 0 to near 600 millivolts.
Diode Dl protects the comparator's
input from a negative input pulse greater
than .6-volts. The comparator is connected in a non-inverting configuration
with the output normally low with no
input signal at pin 5. LED1 is glowing,
and the input to the gate of the SCR is
near ground level; and LED2 is off.
When the peak output of the transducer is greater than the DC voltage set
with R6, the comparator's output goes
positive during that time period and
triggers the SCR on. The SCR latches
on lighting LED2; however, LED1
actually only blinks briefly during the
same time period and may occur too fast
to observe.
yv

LED2
R6
5K

+6V

modifies the comparator's output to
reverse the LED on/off function. This
easy change can be beneficial when
using the output as an indicator.

PARTS LIST- FOR A
"PICKING LP THE VIBES"
(FIG. S)
v-y
|
SEMICONDUCTORS
J
D1-IN914 siiicor diode
IC-LM 339 Quad comparator iC
LHBjl, LED2-LED. any color
SCR- 1-2N506 or similar 0 8-atnp SCR
f '• i I T/ '
-i
RESISTORS
|
lAll resistors are Id-watt, 5% units.) Q?
C1
RLR3, R4-1000-ohm
•1mF I R2-2200-ohm
R5-47C
:-.v: i
Q:Vy,V
•R6-5K i

^DDITIO^AL"ARTS AND
MATERIALS
JTv-Ld.
ID- 1-8-32-ohm speaker/transaucer
Fig. 5. Looking at this comparator circuit we see that the 5-k potentiometer {R6} sets the input Cl- 1-pF. ceramic-disc.capacitor
sensitivity from 0 to near 600 millivolts. Diode Dl protects the comparator's input from a negative Sl-Nonnaily open push-nutton switch
input pulse greater than .6-volts.
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. /
R2
47K

R3
10K

R7
5K

R4
100K

C1
.1^F

r 12

R1
2.2K

IC1
!4 LM339

R6
1 MEG

IC2
555
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4.7uF

R5
2700

D1
1N914
TD1

LED1

02
.01 uF

Fig. 6. This circuit offers a nmed-on indicator using a super-bright LED. The comparator in this version is connected in an inverting configuration with
a high output when no input signal is present.
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SEMICONDUCTORS
D1-1N914 Silicon diode
LED1-LED, any color
IC-l-LM 339 Quad comparator IC
IC-2-555 timer IC
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IC1

14 LM339

R3
10K

C1

R2

4.7jLiF

10K

PARTS LIST FOR TIMED
OUTPUT (FIG. 6)

CAPACITORS
Cl-.l-p,F, ceramic-disc
C2-.0-l[iF, ceramic-disc
C3^t.7-pF, 25-WVdc, electrolytic
RESISTORS
(All resistors are 'A-watt, 5% units.)
Rl-2200-ohm
R2-47 000-ohm
R3-10,000-ohm
R4—100,000-ohm
R5-270-olim
R6-1-megohm
R7-5K pot.

X
iJDITIONAL PARTS AND
MATERIALS
Fig. 7. The LM 339 comparator can easily be turned into an oscillator, as shown here. Components TD-l-8-32-ohm speaker/transducer
R5 and CI form the RC timing network that sets the frequency.
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its* r-9fi "IT'S OK
TO OSCILLATE" (FIG. 7)
SCrvVC GNDUCTORS
IC LM 339 Comparator
BESSSTORS
(All resistors are a-watt
R1 B.2 R3- 1f"jnO-ohtH

/2
555
(F'G. 6)

units.)

RS—100 W oto-.
R1
CAPACITORS
C^-4,?-p^ 24-WVDc', etectrolytie
capacitdr

Timed Output
A different version of the circuit, see
Fig. 6, offers a timed-on indicator using
a super-bright LED. The comparator in
this version is connected in an inverting
configuration with a high output when
no input signal is present. A 555-timer
IC is connected in a one-shot multivibrator with the on-time set by the RC
values of C3 and R6. Pin 2 of the S5S is
the trigger input, which requires a negative pulse to start the one-shot multivibrator. The 555's output at pin 3 supplies the current to light the super bright
LED.
TO PIN #3 ON 555
> R5*
< toon
ict
!4 LM339

LED1 I
Q1
"N3904
•SHE TEXT

-i

Fig. 9. Simply by adding a PNP 2N3904, or a
similar transistor, to the output of the IM 339,
the LED's current can be adjusted up to 50
milliamps for full light output.
Iff PARTS LIST FOR "KICK
il UP THE POWER" (FIG. 9)
|QJ-2N3904 PNP 'ransistor, or similar
type
LED-Super-Bright, see parts list for
I Fig. 8

2700.

IC1

LED1

14 LM339
'SEE TEXT

(FIG. 7)

Fig. 8. A 555's output supplies the positive voltage for the LED during its timing cycle, and the
oscillating LM 339 supplies the ground return for the LED's cathode.
+6V
PARTS LIST FOR JH1
SUPER BRIGHT LED (FIG. 8)
.
'
V I ' • ' ■;
-vfl:
-;f) .
'.
•
LED-Radio Shack super-b' «gflt J HP
par- ~ 27(>-08<)A
K -270-t)htn, '■/ 'vati. 5% resistor

J^LEDt
wv
IC1-a
LMssr

IK
LED2

A sufficient input pulse from the
R2
transducer causes the comparator's outCl-b
1K
12 '« LM339
put to go low for the same period of
time. This negative pulse triggers the
one-shot multivibrator, producing a +6V- WV
R3 ,
high at pin 3 of the 555, and turning on
10K
the LED for the RC timing period. The
time period is about 5 seconds with the Fig. 10. The inputs of two comparators can be
RC values shown. To extend the timing cross connected, as shown in this circuit, to
period, increase the values of either or produce dual and opposite, butputs. By using
both of the RC components; and to this arrangement both a timed and a latched
shorten the timing period, decrease output can be produced in one target circuit.
either or both RC component values.
It's Okay To Oscillate
The LM 339 comparator can easily be
turned into an oscillator, as shown in
Fig. 7. Components R5 and C1 form the
RC timing network that sets the tfequency. The circuit oscillates at about
1.5 Hz. Lowering the value of either one
or both RC components can increase the
frequency. Going the opposite direction
will lower the oscillator's frequency.
A flashing light is much more atten-

PAFTS LIST ^OR
"DOUBLE CROSS"
(FSG ID'
SEMICON'JUCTC RS
IC-LM 339 Quad comparator
LEDi, LFD2-LED, any color
RESISTORS
Rl,R2-10n0-ohrri ('/i-watt. 5%);
R3-10K pot,
S v BT'Sf»

1

replace the 555 in Fig. 6. A positive
pulse at the negative input of the comparator causes the output to go high and
allows C1 to charge through R4. The
47-(J.F capacitor and 1-megohm resistor
offer about 15 seconds of timed output.
That's about ail I have this visit.
Thanks for aD owing me to share some of
my on-going design work. Hopefully
some of these circuits can be of use in
one of your projects. Stay tuned, 'cause
next month who knows what we'll be
getting into.
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Fig. 11. This LM 339 circuit turns nne of the comparators into a one-shot multivibrator. A positive
pulse at the negative input of the comparator causes the output to go high and allows C1 to charge
through R4.
tion-getting than a steady one, and that
is exactly what hanpens when the circuits in Figs. 6 and 7 are combined as
shown in Fig. 8. The 5S5's output supplies the positive voltage for the LED
during its timing cycle, and the oscillating LM 339 supplies the ground return
for the LED's cathode. Resistor R4, in
Fig. 7, is removed and the cathode of the
LED connects to pin 1 of the 339.
Kick Up The Power
The super-bright LED can operate at
a maximum of SO milliamps. The circuit
in Fig. 9 will allow the circuit in Fig. 8 to
kick up the power.
Simply by adding a PNP 2N3904, or
a similar transistor, to the output of the
LM 339, the LED's current can be
adjusted up to 50 milliamps for full light
output. Resistor R5 sets the maximum

current for the LED, and a 100-ohm
resistor is a good value to start with.
Double Cross
The inputs of two comparators can be
cross connected, as shown in Fig. 10, to
produce dual and opposite outputs. Let's
ger back to the circuits in Figs. 5 and 6.
In Fig. 5, the transducer's output is connected to the positive input of the comparator to produce a nositive-going output to trigger the SCR. In Fig. 6, the
transducer drives the negative input to
produce a negative output, triggering
the input of the 555 timer. By using this
arrangement both a timed and a latched
output can be produced in one target
circuit.
Our last LM 339 circuit (see Fig. 11)
turns one of the comparators into a oneshot multivibrator that can be used to

PARTS LIST FOR THE ONE SHOT (FIG. 11)
iEMICOhlDUCTORS
IC-LM 339 Quad comparator

R3-2200-ohii)
R4-! -megohm

iteSfSTORfe
(All resistors arevl-watt, 5% units.)
R i, R2-l00,000-ohm ' "

V
bS
CAPACITORS
Cl-.l-ttF. ceramic-disc
C2-47-jjF, 25-WVDO electrolytic
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circle the products you would like to buy in
the ad above, calculate the total cost, include
shipping charges, (NYS residents add sales tax)
using the table below and send it to: Electronic
Technology Todav, Inc., PO Box 240,
Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240. Please
allow 4 - 6 weeks for standard delivery. Sorry, NO
orders accepted outside the US and Canada. All
payments must be payable through US funds. Pay
by Check, MasterCard, Visa, or Discover. The
shipping address and the credi. card billing
address must be the same.
SHIPPING CHARGES IN USA. (ADD $5.00 If CANADA)
$0.0'to$5.00 ..$2.00 $20.01 to$30.00 .$5.0&
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COONTCrOADIO
A Supplier of Top Quality Kits Since 1986
AM, FM, TV, Carrier-Current, and
Infrared Transmitters, Downconverters, Upconverters,

Converters, and Receivers, Video Devices, E-H and RF FieldStrength Meters, Speech Scrambler, Voice Messenger, Ultrasensitive
DC Meter, LED Thermometer, and many more useful and practical kits.
Visit the Web site at WWW.northCOUntryradiO.com for detailed
product specs, photos, schematics, block diagrams, technical articles,
ordering information, and to view our complete catalogue.

Sales:
PO BOx 53, Wykagyl Station
New Rochelle, NY 10804-0053
Voice: 914-235-6611
Fax: 914-576-6051
E-mail: R<iraf30832@aol.com

Technical:
PO BOX 200
Hartford, NY 12838
Voice/lax: 518-854-9280
E-mail; suppoil^norlhcounLryradio.com
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^
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♦ Pre-December 1965 Series E Savings Bonds stop earning interest
at 40 years, and those purchased atter November 1965 stop at 30 years.
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With UCANDO's extraordinary maintonance training programs you
can quickly and easily enter a high paying field as a maintenance
technician for a very small investment of time and money.
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Start A Career With High Wages,
Excellent Benefits and Job Security!!
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Graphic display
Touch screen
Serial communication (RS 232C)
Eprom or Flash for screen storage
Only +5VDC power required
Easy to use development software
Create screens by PC paintbrush
Simple to place touch buttons software
Msny
O Sizes
Available
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Many Types
Designteoh ndoor. Outdoor
Engineering Co.
2001 S. Blue Island Ave.
Chicago, IL 60608
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PLC-M ONLY $1S8 PLC-M is
a 32 hour training course on
PLC systems. Includes (2) 4-part video's and
workbook. This training is valuable.
HYOW ONLY $209 HYD-M is a 32 hour course
on Fluid Dynamics, Includes (2) 4-part video's
and workbook. This Iwodule is a must
SC-M ONLY $215 SC-M is a
32 hour training course on AC & DC Servo
Controllers, Includes (2) 4-part video's and
workbook. Learn everything you need about
AC and DC servo Control Systems.
Electronic Training Videos: Basic Electronics, Digital
Electronics, TV Repair, LASER and Fiber Optic training videos
available at very affordable prices starting at Only $35.00 each.
For information or to place an order call:

tmbedded Computer Controller
Also Available
ecnenamee

RC-M ONLY $165 RC-WI is a 15 hour training
course on relay ladder logic systems. Includes a 5part video and workbook. Great Value!

1-800-678-6113
www.ucando-corp.com
UCANDO VCR Educational Products Corp., Greenville, OH
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New Equipment Specials
B+K Precision 2120B - 30 MHz Oscilloscope
* FREE Model 117B Multimeter * TV Triggering
* 2 Channel, Dual-Trace
* (2) Probes Included
* 30 MHz Bandwidth
Sale Price $339.00

Pre-Owned Oscilloscope Specials
Tektronix
Tektronix
Tektronix
Tektronix

465
465B
475
475A

100 MHz
100 MHz
200 MHz
250 MHz

3499.00
$649.00
$749.00
$949.00

AVCOM PSA-37D - Spectrum Analyzer
Satellite Downlink - Installation - Maintenance & Se 'vice
> Professionally Refuroished
♦ Band 1: 10 — 1750 MHz
♦ Built-in DC Block & Power for
i Aligned & Calibrated to Original Specifications
. Band 2: 3.7 - 4.2 GHz
LNA/LNB's
♦ Carrying Case Included
.
_ n_
• The Industry Standard of Oscilloscopes
♦ Line or Battery Powered
c>ale Price $2,395.00
■ 1 Year Warranty - The Longest Available!!!
Instek GOS-6103 - 100 MHz Analog Oscilloscope
> See Website for Complete Specifications
100 MHz Bandwidth
Time Base Auto-range
2 Channel, High Sensitivity
(2) Probes Included
TV Trigger - Signal Output
2 Year Warranty
See us on the Web!
Cursor Readout
Sale Price $899.00
www.testequipmentdepot.com
Leader LF 941 - CATV Signal Level Meter
»TV/CATV Coverage from 46-870 MHz
• Video/Audio Carrier Measurements Sale Price $489.00
Wavetek Meterman HD160B Digital Multimeter
We Buy Surplus Test Equipment Depot
Full Sealing Against Water, Chemicals, & Fluids
Test Equipment
A FOTRONIC CORPORATION COMPANY
True RMS
Drop-Proof to 10 feet (3.3m)
Sdlc Price $159.00
99 Washington St. Melrose, MA 02176
(781) 665-1400 • FAX (781) 665-0780
(1-800-996-3837)
AM EX CM TOLL FREE 1-800-99-METER e-mail: sales@testequipmentdepot.com
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Serial LCDs work great with BASIC Stamps®' and
other microcontrollers. One-wire interface • simple
serial protocol ■ low cost • high quality • in stock
Low poweri easy
serial interface

SGX-120L
Mini graphics LCD
• 2400/9600 bps
• just $99

BPI-216N
•2x16 text LCD
• 2*00/9600 bps
• $45 (non-backlit)

tZES

Many other models available—see www.seetron.com!

for

America

ELECTRONIC MILITARY SURPLUS 2KW SOLA REGULATOR
Sola CVS 2000
Watt Constant
Voltage
Transformer provides a very well
regulated sinusoidal waveform
that Is isolated
from variations and disturfeances in 1
the Input voltage. Also provides SsolaFAIR RADIO SALES t!on and step-up/step-down to allow
for various Input/output voltages.
95-130/175-235/190-260/380-520
WEBSITE: fairradio.com Input
Output 120/240VAC 60Hz
E-MAIL: fainradio@fairradio.com 60Hz.
2000VA. 17,8x11.4x9.6, 115 lbs sh.
PHONE; 419-227-6573
Unused, 5250.00 ea, 2 / 5450.00
FAX; 419-227-1313
Allow money for shipping.
2395 St Johns RD - Box 1105
Lima, OH 45802
i
SEND FOR OUR 1 %'■
VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER
LATEST
CATALOG I!
Address Dept. ES
Paptronics

Scott Edwards Electronics, Inc.
www.seetron.com • 520-459-4802

PIC

Microcontroller Books

New Titles
Same Useful
Books
Table of Contents And Ordering Information On Web Site
Not Distributed Via Book Sellers
We accept VISA, MC, AM, DS, MO, Check
CA residents please add 7.25% C A sales tax
See our web sites for s/h rates.
PiC, PiCmicro and MPLAB are trademarks of Microehip Technology inc.
ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 501, Kelseyville, CA 95451
voice (707) 279-8881
Fax (707) 279-8883
We have been selling on the Internet since 1996. We ship
the day we receive your order or the next business day.

Easy Microcontrol'n - Beginner
- Programming Techniques
Instruction set, addressing modes, bit manipulation,
subroutines, loops, lookup tables, Interrupts
• Using a text editor, using an assembler, using MPLAB
•Timing and counting (timer 0). interfacing, I/O conversion
Microcontrol'n Apps - Intermediate
• Serial communication - PiCmicro to peripheral chips
• Serial EEPROMS
- LCD interface and scanning keypads
- D/A and A/D conversion - several methods
• Math routines
•8-prn PiCmicros
-Talking to a PiCmicro with a PC using a terminal program
- Test equipment and data logger experiments
Time'n and. Covmt'n - Intermediate
• 16-bit timing and counting apps.
-Timer 1, timer 2 and the capture/compare/PWM (CCP) module
Serial Comrmrrica -ions - Advanoeu
• Synchronous - bit-bang, on-chip UART, RS-232
•Asynchronous - I2C (Philips Semiconductors)
SPS (Motorola), Miorowire (National Semiconductor)
-Dallas Semiconductor 1-Wire bus
Easy
- Intermediate
-Features of PfCI6FS7x microcontrollers
•In-circuit debugging using fwticrochip tCD
• Companion for our PIC® microcontro! 1 er book series

$29.95

$44.95

$34.95
$49.95

$t2.9
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Download our FREE layout software
Design your two-sided plated-through PCB
Send us your design with just a click
Reeeive your boards in a few business days
Select our R/litiiBoard service and get three top quality
2.5" x 3.8" RGBs for $62 - shipping included!

www.abacom-tech.com
Tel; +1(416)235 3858
Fax: +1(416)236 8866
abacom@abacom-t0ch.com

ABACOM
Technologies:

jyexpresspcb.com

Miniature Transmitters and Receivers
2 Button 13 Channel
Transmitter

4 Button 115 Channel
Transmitter

RF300T

RF304XT
1....$27.95
5 $24.95 ea
10...$21.95 ea

1....$22.9o
5 $19.95 ea
10...$16.95 ea
1

RF300XT
1....$25.95
5 $22.95 ea
10...$19.95 ea
1300' (XT), 150'(T) Range
i Frequency: 318 MHz
i 59,049 Settable Security Codes
! 12 Volt Battery and Keychain Included
i Current Draw: 4.8 ma
i Fully Assembled in Case
I Dimensions: 1.25" x 2.0" x ,5"
I Push both buttons for the 3rd Channel
I Slide Button Cover Included
Alarm Systems
Garage / Gate Openers
Lighting Control
70

In/*
VISI10CL InC.

11
H

RF300RL
RF300RM
1....$27.95
5 $24.95 ea
10...$22.95 ea
RF304RL
RF304RM

■ 250' Range
■ Frequency: 318 MHz
■ 6,561 Settable Security Codes
■ 12 Volt Battery and Keychain Included
■ Current Draw: 4.6 ma
■ Fully Assembled in Case
■ Dimensions: 1.35" x 2.25" x .5"
■ Push combination of buttons to achieve
up to 15 channels

Magic Props
Medical Alert
Monitoring Systems

2-4 Data / 3-15 Channel
Receivers

Industrial Controls
Surveillance Control
Motor Control

1....$29.95
5 $26.95 ea
10...$23.95 ea
■ Compatible with 300/4 Transmitters
■ 11-24 volts DC Operating Voltage
■ 13 ma. Current Draw
■ Latching (L) or Momentary (M) Output
■ Kits Available (subtract $5.00 ea.)
■ Dimensions: 1.25" x 3.75" x .5"
■ 2 (300) / 4 (304) Output Data Lines
■ Binary to Dec / Hex Converter can
achieve up to 15 channels
Schematics Available
Receiver Board Layout Available
Custom Design Consulting Available

(510)651-1425
Fax:(510)CA
651-8454
Support@Visitect.Com
P.O.
Box 14156, Fremont,
94539- Email: Visa
/ Mastercard, COD
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SINGLE

CHIP

COMPUTE PC

-ZERO external components oem (1k)
-Built-in BASIC / Assembly |K
-RS232 program download Jb | , y ^
-1K flash,64ee3irq,2timers
-15 I/O bits, A/D comparator eva ' '
-20mips,fastcr than pic/8051 CT* (jO
-20 pin DIP part #MV1200 N' ■ ■ v v

NEW! 8K SUPER CHfP
40x the BASIC program space!
-32 i/o, 12 irq, 3 timers, Bus
-8K flash, 512ee, 5I2nvram
-Watchdog with internal osc.
-40 pin DIP part#MV85I5
oem(lk) S7.10 eval(l) S25.00

CREDIT CARD COMPUTER
New PIAIG-N'-GO. oo cables/power supph to buy!
Lo-pmvcr RISC cpu lOx faster than PIC, Z,8f). 8051
256k NV fflem-ser,par,RTC,4th SOkhz M)C,!SA bus
Built-in BASIC/Assembly, other compilers avail.
Fricndiy instruction set, unlike PIC or 8051
oem (Ik) priee 14.2!) tvaf kit (I) S50.00

PC WATCHDOG CARD

i■
■Bi

PC SOLID STATE DISK
Replace mechanical drives with faster,
more relaible, more secure solid-state.
Use FLASH, NVRAM, I V EPROW.
Both DIP and PCMCIA versions from
32kbytc (PCMt) to IGigabyt (PCD2)
starting at S14.20oem(lk) S5§.t)0cva!(l)

h

LO COST MINI-PC
Includes DOS.NV mcm,ADC,RAM,dork,iSA bus
Ports for serial, paralld, LCD, kevboard
Program in Turbo (BASIC, MASM, ete.
Complete, no costiv development kits required
I .owest power lowest cost PC compatible at aiiable
XT: oem S27 eval $95 AT: oera S55 c\ id S195

640x480 VGA LCD $27
Controller for most single/dual scan LCDs
Works with lores (160x120,338x240,etc.)
Use with PC or SBC, standard VGA BIOS
Source code demo shows VGA initialization
Adaptable for other CPUs (i.c. Z80, HCI1)
ocmdk) S27 cvalkit(i) S95 wWLCD S)9S

No More Hangups!
Reboots PC on hardware/sofhtare hang
3 versions: RESET. TIMER, PHONE
reset version oem S21.30, evil kitS75

SERIAL MINI-TERMINAL
RS232 termioal for Stamp, PC,Z80, AVR etc.
-super hw-current, powers from serial line
-LED backiii LCD, visible in all conditions
-DS.lkbns, DB9 coon, simple commands
-specify 20 customizable or 16 tactile keys
evaid) $75.oem(lk)S2130,w/BAS1C cpu S27

"m
7:
mji

MR
DRIVE!)
Jr
-a"-:
Read / Write PC compatible hard oem(1k)
■
disk, PCMCIA, & Compact Flash.
RS232 to ATA drive adapter for
u
.i
Stamp, 8051, AVR, PIC, Z80, x86
$27
a
.V-';.
ANY controller, big or small:
-up to 4 gigabyte capacity
eval kit(1)
'
-low power operation 5v 2ma
-simple software commands
-baud rates up to 115.2kbps
-S14 IDE & S21 ISA/104 versions $95
WWW.STAR.NET/PEOPLE/-IVIVS
Syr Limited Warranty
MVS Box 803
Free Shipping
Nashua,NH 03060
Mon-Fri 10-6 E$T
(508) 792 9507

mmm ths mrmmrn
wmmrt mrm mm
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jSan ^Iq iuipment d-orporatlon
Equipment
fsm,)-.
CiiijiBty Equipnient Provider sirtcq 1988
Web Site: www.sunequipco.com
Phone: 1-800-870-1955, Fax; 1-919-870-5720
15-ilay money back satisfaction and lowest
price gua-antee. Distributors wanted. OEM
welcomed. Bids accepted. Free catalog.
Before you pur-hase from someone else,
check our web site for unbeatable prices.
Soldering/ Desoldermg Stations
Replacement tips fit almost any solderingo iron
$38; SL-20:30CK790 F, S45
SL-30:520^00°?, $70; SR-998; 15-60W, S2'
SL-916: Soldering/Desoidering Station, S249
SL-928: Decide ring Station, $195
4<^ J
SR-979: Hot Air SMD Rework Station, $345
" '"
LCD Modules
MMMIWiil
Over 47 low cost, high qualityi
character/ graphic LCD modules for selectioii Standard
reflective mode with black/blue dots on yellow green background.
Optional black & while retaxdaticm film, anti-glare surface with
protective layer. Detailed Specs in pdf format amiable on our
web site. Contact us for quantity orders or special requirements
IC/ (EP)ROM Programmers
IC testers: Displays 16 characters m one line
Average search time: 0.8 sec
14 - 24 pias [DIC-1700L Digital $209.95)
8 -16 pins (LIC-17002, Analog S579.95),
EPUOM Programmer: EDP-17003, $249.95 i
Stand-alone mode, and PC based mode
Operations; type/ check/ read/ verily/ disk/ help/ process
ROM Programmer: IIDP-17010, $659.95
Supported Devices; (E)EPROM. PAL, Serial EEPROM
GAL, BPROM, PEEL, EPLD, EEPLD, MACH, ROM
MAX, ISPLSLIX 74/54, COMS 40/ 45, DRAM, SRAM
EPROM Eraser: ERE-17121 A, $119.95
Capacity: I2pcs;
U-V tube: GL-4;
Tube Hie: 3000 hrs;
Wavelength: 253 7® A
Digital Multimeters 3 1/2 digit LCD, Data Hold,
Diode, Continuity, Frequency counter(10 MHz),
hFE, Resiitance/iOM Q, DCWACV; lOOOysOVl
DC A/AC A: 10A; Test leads & Protective Holster
, K type Temp. probesCDMM1250) are included.
DMM-I220; $44.95, Batter>-test.
DMM-t 230: S54.95. Capacitance lest,
DMM-1240; $64.95, Bat. Cap. Logic
250: $84.95, Bat. Cap. Temp.
ICR/Capacitance /knars
LCR-03063: $59.95; LCR-01130: $134.95;
«
|LCR-0U3i: $209.95; DCM-OI128:$114.95;
(LCR-03063) (LCR-01130) (LCR-011;
Inductance: 2raH-20H 200pH-200H ImH-lOkH
Capacitance: 2nF^200pF 200pF-2000pF lOOOpF—lOmF
Resistance: 2000-20MQ 20Q~2DMQ lOQ-lOtMQ
DCMr0U2S: Capacitance Meter, $114.95, 500 pF - SOmF
^.

DF.R-13520(Digital): S 179.95
Resistance: 20' '200.' 2000 Q
Accuracy: 2% ixJg + 2 dels
Voltage; 6 ~ 200 V
Accuracy; 1 % rdg + 2dgts
AER-13505(Analog): $169.95
Resistance: 10/100/ 1000 £2, within 3% of full scale
Voliage: 30V AC within 3% of full scale.
Probes/Test Leads/Logic Probe/Pulser
HP-2060; $15.00,
. (10:1) 60MHz. (I;!) 15MHz
HP-9060: $15.00
(10:1) 60MHz.(I;l) 6MHz
HP-9258: $39.00 (100:1) 250MHz
HP-2100; $20.00,
(10:1) lOOMftz- (1:1) 15MHz
HP-9100; $20-00
(10:1) 10MHz (1:1) 6MHz
HP-9250: $29,00, (10:1) 250Mliz (1:1 )6MHz
LP-02050: Logic Probe, $22.95, Max Ir^ot Freq 50MHz
TFL, DTL, CMOS, MOS tests.
LR-02002: Logic Pulser, $26.95,
Max Input Freq; 50MHz, Pulse width: IGps |
LPR-02001: Logic Probe & Pulser, $33.95
Grid Dip Meter: DM-4061, $89.95
1.5 ~ 250 MHz; 6 bands; 6 plug-ift coils; One diode
&2 transistors; Ciystal oscillator: l~15MHz
Modulation: 2 KHz anewave.

World's Smallest
68HC11
Microcontroller
Modules!
^ GPcStanQpH
• telemetry
• microrobotics
• smart toys
• animatronics
• model railroading
• home automation
• tiny, light-weight (0.5 oz.)
•» 1-inch x 1.4-inch 68HC11 module
• on-board 5V regulator
• 8MHz crystal (9.83MHz on Turbo version)
• choice of 8K or 32K EEPROM
• 32K RAM + 32K EEPROM on 64K version
• plugs into your breadboard like a DIP
• SCI (UART), SPI, Output Compares, Input
Captures, hewvare timer, pulse accumulator
• all 14 I/O lines and 2 interrupts brought
out to versatile 20-pin connector
• program in BASIC, assembler, or C
• easy code-loading with Docking Module
• Starter Packages:*
8K EEPROM (#MSUSP8K)
$49
32K EEPROM (#MS11SP32K)
$77
32K EE+32K RAM (#MS11SP64K)...$90
• includes MicroStampI manual, PC software (freeware assembler, SBASK- ci mptler, MicroLoad utility,
and sample programs), serial cable. Docking Module,
and accessories.
Attention OEMs:
Embed MicroStami ■ i modules into your product!
only $20 each (100-pc. price, 8K version)
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• tiny 2-inch x 2-inch 68HC11 module
• 12 inputs/outputs plus 8 analog inputs
• RS232, 5V regulator, 8MHz crystal
• 32K SRAM plus 8K or 32K EEPROM
• plugs into your breadboard like a DIP
• easy programming from any PC
• Ideal for building MicroMouse robots
• now available in Turbo version (9.83MHz)
8K Starter Package #MC11SP8K
$68
32K Starter Package #MC11SP32K
$93
Motor driver boards, LCD/keypad/keyboard
interface & prototyping cards available
Teahnclogiaal
Ai-is
Many other modules & accessories available.
Visit our website at:
www.technologicaiarts.com
sales@.achnotogicalarts,com
TOLL-FREE: 1-877-963-8996
Phone; (416) 963-8996
Fax: (416) 963-9179
Visa - uiasterCarg Discover ■ \me^

IC.fftll.l '.I Ytll .g..|,.
Tans oi
Electronics
Get yout FREE catalog today and discover
some of the best deals in electronics. We
have thousands of items ranging from
unique hard-to-find parts to standard
i■ m components. Call, write or
fan today to start your subscription to
one of the most unique catalogs in the
industry, filled with super values on
surplus electronic and hobbyist
I items.
m
m
mm
M
Checkout our 10,000 item on-line

fmk
:/fwww.meci.com

CIRCLE 323 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
BP 4 84—$12.99
Easy PC troubleshooting
If you have some
'.iiow'edge af PCs
iiBI
and take a logical
approach, then with
the help of this
book, many faults
can be identified
and then rectrijet
quickly and easi.y.
This book shows you
how to: test various
parts of the system,
G
diagnose a wide range of faults, check
cables and connections, led with the BIOS,
and more.
Please circle the products you would like to buy in
the ad above, calculate the total cost, include
shipping charges, (NYS residents add sales tax)
using the table below and send it to: Electronic
Technology Today, Inc., P0 Box 240,
Iviassapequa Park, NY 11762-0240. Please
allow 4-6 weeks for standard delivery. Sorry, NO
orders accepted outside the US and Canada. All
pa"ments must be payable through US funds. Pay
by Check, MasterCard, Visa, or Discover. The shipping address and the credit card billing address
must be the same.
SHIPPING CHARGES IN USA. (ADD SS.H IN CANADA)
$0,01 to$5,00 ..$2.00 $20,01 to$30.00 .$5.00
$5.01 to $10,00 ,$3,00 $30.01 to $40.00 .$6.00
$10.01 to $20.00 STOO $40.011) $50.00 .$7.00
$50.01 and above $3,50
El 16

We Can Think Of 9
Good Reasons To
nmma" On Time.

Ail
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Incredible Price! 12 Vdc
120mm Cooling Fan w/ Screen
JMC# 1225-12HBA
120 mm (4.72")
square x 25 mm
(1") wide cooling fan.
Dual ball bearing fan
provides reliable
output of 88 CFM @
2600 RPM. 12 Vdc®
0.6 Amps. 45 Dba max @ 1M. Des'gned
for 50,000 hours @ 25 deg. C.
Thermoplastic housing and 7 blade
impeller. Three 7" pigtail leads with 3-pin
connector (0.1" cntrs). Third lead is for
sensing rotation. Prepped with metal finger
guard. UL, CSA.CUL, CE. Large
quantity available.
90 for 53.00 each
CAT# CF-153
450 for $2.25 each
990 for $1.50 each
00
1980 for $1.00 each
$4 each
www.allelectronics.com
Sum Ultra-Vlolet LED
Emits blue 395nm UV light.
Water-clear lens. 3.7 Vdc, 20 mA.
15 degree beam pattern. CAT# ULED-1
$-2Z5
;i>
I each

100 for $1.15 each
1000 for 950 each

Tiny Vibrating Motor
Low voltage, low current miniature
vibrating motor. Operates on 1.5-3 Vdc
<e 62 mA. Tiny motor with offset
weighted shaft is used in cell phones
and pagers for vibrating alert signal.
A removable black rubber boot surrounds the motor and provides a flat
mounting surface. Without the rubber boot the motor measures 0.24"
dia. x 0.5" long. The shaft and weight add
an extra 0.21" to the overall length.
Prepped with 0,42" long metal tabs.
CAT # DCM-204
10 for $15.00
100 for $100.00
SlScl.

TS'
Spinal Msninsitis
Pertussis
Polb
But You Only
Need One.

Circuit Specialists, Inc
Providing Electronic Equipment & Supplies
Since 1971
Details about these products
& many others canoe viewed
@ www.WEB-TRONICS.com
(over 9,000 items available! great deals too!)

-Iv

Immunize On Time.
Your Baby's Counting On You
Call 1-800-232-2522
Islnal US DepsSt^o!HPa^iarxfHxraaSe»«s.

7S

Triple Output Bench Power
Supply (0-30VDC @3A x 2 ,
5 V fixed xl)
Only S169.00

Software
only S44.50

0-18VDC Variable
Power Supply @2A
onlv S59.95

rtw
Thanks to you. all sortsS »
f:
g of everyday products are
i
I being made from the paper.
* plastic, metai and glass that
«p you've been recycling-

BAG O'LEDs
only $1.25 per bag!
100 leds, standard brightness
diffused, Red & Cheep, 3mm & 5mm
(ea bag contains 100 ea. of the same led)
800-528-1417/ Fax: 480-454-5824

i■ But to keep recycling

SVMcroprocessor

R working to help protect the

Hands-On Training

| envirormteni, you need to
R buy those products.
S BUY RECYCLED

AND SAVE

So look for products made jg
ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-826-5432
CHARGE ORDERS to Visa. Mastercard,
American Express or Discover
TERMS.: NO MINIMUM ORDER. Shipping and handling
for the 48 continental U.S.A. $6.00 per order. All others
For a free brochure, write pj
including AK, HI, PR or Canada must pay full shipping.
All orders delivered in CALIFORNIA must include local
, state sales tax. Quantities
Bay Recycled. Emdromnental f
NO COD. Prices
CALL, WRITE II Limited.
subject to change without
-Defense FUnd, 257 Park Ave.
FAX or E-l.'AlL I notice,
for our FREE MAIL ORDERS TO:
' South, New York. NY 10010,
ALL ELECTRONICS
96 Pai
or call 1-800-CAIX-EDE
CORPORATION
CATAL
Box 567
Outside the U.S.A. Van P.O.
!
Nuys. CA 91408
send $3.00 postage,
FAX (818)781-2653 P
SERA
e-mail allcorp@allcorp.com
PmimmaeuBkM

The PRIMER Trainer is a flexible instructional
tool featured in Prentice Hail textbooks and
used by colleges and universities
around the world. Ruggedly designed
to resist wear, the PRIMER supports
several different programming
languages including Assembler,
Machine Language, C, BASIC,
H
and FORTH. A compi anensive
instruction manual contains , m
over 25 lessons with several
Primer
examples of program design and
Training
hardware control. The Applications
Manual provides theory and sample
Kit starting
code for a number of hands-on lab projects
at $120.00 usd
■ Scan Xeypad Input & Write to a Display
- Detect Light Levels with a Photocell
. Control Motor Speed using Back EMF
- Design a Waveform Generator
Application - Measure Temperature
- Program EPRT>Ms
Projects
- Bus Interface an S255 PPI
Include;
- Construct a Capacitance Meter
- Interface and Control Stepper Motors
• Design a DTMF Autodialer I Remote Controller
New! - Programming a Reaction Time Tester
Since 1985
OVER
17
YE ARS OF
SINGLE BOARD
SOLUTIONS

EmAC inc.
Phone 618-529-4525
Fax 618-457-0110
2390 EMAC Way, Carbondale, Illinois 62901
World Wide Web: http;y/www.emacinc.com

t>ovAjnjoad -the
'SO-P-tware.
"DesitiA -the
ciroui-t soard
^ou vjao-t.
*

Giet realtiivie pricinG, as
^ou desifsn.

We'jl produce vfour small
Quan-ti-b/ circui-t &oard order at
ao uo&elieva&l^ lovo price,
aod VAje'll have it sack
to ^ou io ao time.
"

DETECTION
MAY SAVE
YOURLFE,
or..':

SO CALL

t**

ISCET

1-800-

2345.

O
8
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I
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Eel; 309-382--816
Fax; 309-382-1254
sales@lynxmotion.com
Visit out website or ask for our free catalog! tech@lynxmotion.oom

r

'VR

This 172-paye reference contains
both model and part-number crossreferences updated as of Feb, 1997.
VCR's are made in a few factories
from which hundreds of different
brand names and model numbers
identify cosmetically-changed identical and near-identical manuiauured
units. Interchangeable parts are very
common. An exact replacement part
may Lie available only a few minutes
away from you e"en though the
manufacturer supplier is out-of-stock.
You may be able to cannibalize scrap
units at no cost!

ACS

Lynxmotion, When you're tired of playing with toys!

i

With the

m

EZ-EP DEVICE PROGRAMMER - $169.95
Available Adapters
www.m2l.com
Check Web!!
EP-P1C (16e5x.61.62x,71,84) $49.95
rast - Programs 27C010 in 23 seconds EP-Pie64 (62-5,72-4)
539.95
EP-PIC12 (12e50x)
$39.95
Portable - Connects to PC Parallel Port EP-PlC17(17C4x)
$49.95
$39.95 EZ-EP
Uersaf/Ze - Programs 27" 6-080 plus EE EP-5K8751.C51)
EP-11E (68.HC11 E/A)
$59.95
and Flash (28F,29C) to 32 pins EP-1 ID (58HC711D3)
$39.95 Art. ELBCTKOMC?
EP-16(16b.it 40pin EPROMS) 549.95
Inexpensive - Best for less than $200
E P-Z8(Z86 £02,3.4.6.7.8) $39.95
EP-SEE2 (93x.24x.25x.85x) $39.95
| Correct implementation of manufacturer
EP-750 (87C750,1.2)
$59.95
algorithms for fast, reliable programming.
EP-PEEL(iCT22v1Q.18v8) $59.95
1
EP-1051(59C1051.2051)
Easy to use menu based software has binary
(PLCC EPROMs) 549.95
1
editor, read, verify, copy, etc. Free updates via IEP-PLCC
EP-SOIC fSOIC EPROMs) 549.95
bbs or web page.
Many Other Adapters Available
1
Full over current detection on all device power
M2L Electronics
supplies protects against bad chips and
970/259-0555
Fax: 970/259-0777
reverse Insertion.
.250 CR 218. Durangp; GO 81301;
' Broad support for additional devices using
CO orders add 7% sales tax.
h ttp://Www.m2l. com
adapters listed below.

74
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AND EARLY

Visit us online today at
www.pcb123.com—we make
doing what you want
as easy as 1,2,3.
the complete circuit board sGiution, design through order.

Lynxmotion, Inc.
P0
D
8kin, IL 61555-0818
www.lynxmotion.com

NOW Find the right Part
for your VCR

YOU TO FEEL

ID

Q.
O
□_

VCR
Cras«i Referenre

BREAST
CANCERTHAN
BEGINS
EVEN" SMALLER
THIS.
THAT'S
WHY YOU
NEED A YEARLY
MAMMOGRAM,
ESPECIALLY AS
YOU GET OLDER.
MAMMOGRAMS
CAN DETECT
LUMPS TOO
SMALL FOR

The ISCET VCR Cross Reference
is pre-punched for standard looseleaf binding.. .$29.95 includes shipping in the United States for each
Reference.
.
«
i
|
|
I
I
I
I
I
|
I
|
I
I
|

Claggk Inc.
VCR CROSS REFERENCE OFFER
P.O. BOX 12162
HAUPPAUGE, NY 11778
Name
Business
^
Address
City
State _
.Zip_
Phone _
Enclose 29.9S for the Eighth Edition of the ISCET
VCR Cross Reference including shipping for each
Ref a 'nee in the U .uti. J States. Ail other countries
add $5.00 (surface mail).
The total amount of my order is $ _
Check enclosed—do not send cash.
or please charge my credit card.
DVisa □MasterCard Exp.Date /_
Card No. „
I Signature _
I New York State residents must add applicable local
| sales tax to total US funds only. Use US bank check
or International Money Order.
CB02
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Electronics
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Computer

*
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Training

■

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
«%

A Wide Range of Electronics & Computer Training Available!

m
f
m
m
L
m

No matter what your career goals may be, most employers still insist on an
educational background. Cleveland Institute of Electronics (CIE) offers educational
training in Electronics and Computer Technology that lead to Diplomas and
Degrees.
Even if you have no experience in the high-tech workplace, CIE can give you the
hands-on education you need to maximize your career potential. Experience a stepby-step program designed specifically for the independent study student.
Our patented teaching method allows you to complete each lesson at your own pace
so you can study at times that are most convenient for you!

m
m
i j

...

You'll find many different CIE Career Courses ranging from our Computer
Programming course to our Electronics Technology with Laboratory course to
our most advanced program, CIE's Associate in Applied Science in Electronics
Engineering "'echnology.
Every program includes all the tools, lab equipment and instructor support
necessary to compete in the 21st centmy job market.
After successful completion of a Career Course, you'll receive a diploma. Continue
in your studies and you can earn an Associate in Applied Science in Electronics
Engineering Technology.
There are many other courses to choose from
CIE 1776 E. 17th
tevelanu, OH 44114
so you can get the exact job-training
course that's right for you!
Name
Build on what you already know!
1 iddress .
You may be eligible to apply for advanced
standing in CIE's A. A .S. Degree Program
based on your previous military training or
academic history.

1
| Apt.
CHy _
State _

Zip _
Phone_
e-maiL
Check box for G.I. Sill Details:
m
□ Active Duty □ Veteran
PT30 ,
*
i- —
Call 1-800-243-6446 for a FREE catalog or visit www.cie-wc.edu today!
Send for a FREE Course Catalog Today!
Fill out the form on this page or call CIE toll-free
at (800) 243-6446 or visit us at www.cie-wc.edn
and we'll send you a complete information
package with our course catalog & tuition prices.

CIRCLE 320 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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8900 Viscount, #235
1 Paso, TX 79925
915-474-0334
Descripfions, Prices, Policies:
www.lonestartek.net
SPECiAE ^.i&JgCTs HARDWARE
Unique ■ IriaiM!- MacJe-to-Crder-Sl'.ecjal Needs
Z. jcironic- Computer-Phone-Ensrgy-Eetum/-Da!aCard;
Cars-RF-EM-MUdio-Radionics- Psychic"-Plans-/iKife:
Power Meters "-lucation?1 Modules vletai Petectoi
-emola Controls ♦ KX Radar Emitter ♦ Audio Assistors
Lineman's Test Sits ' BupTro Detectors /Blasters
iVaii '
"Signature" Detectors Security Systems ♦ Data Cato
Reader/Writers ♦ Unseen Presence Detectors t Super
Conduct. Detectors ♦ Subliminal Devices ♦ Control
Signal Replicators ♦ L.trared Detecto s ♦ Secret
Conmunicatori * Vortex Generator Levitators ,
Flash Blasters ♦ muct. mo. weird, wild & wad, stag.
Scrambling News
915 NW First A ve.. Suite 2902,
Miami FL, 33136, 305-372-9427
Pay TV and Satellite Descrambling 2002 - New! - satellite and cable.
Includes the latest information. $19.95
plus $1.75 shipping.
Hacking Digital Satellite Systems
Video 2002 - New! - This 90 minute
video focuses on the satellite television
piracy business. $29.95 plus $ 3.50
shipping.
Scrambling News Online - Online
service ror those interested in satellite
television news. $59.95/year.
Pay . v rnrf s?
•Jescrami?ling Series CD-ROM - all 13 volumes
over 300 pages, $59.95 plus $3.50
shipping.
Best Deal - Everything listed above for
only $99.95 plus $3.50 shipping.
www.rcrambSir.gnr-vs.crm

Theremin.
3505K
The PAiA Thsremax uses
the same heterodya prin
ciples as the original turn of
the century instrument tor classic's®
tone and adds features made possible
by modern iCs. Shown with optional lectern case.
IFatP.lan Analog MIDI Synth
muse
ynthesizer
S154.0C fa-g A complete
Mtp a|| the
big bottom
and
&gSh£
sound20"nat
makes
-'oTfr'
analogphat
famous.
knobs
and
fSiv
controls for real-time sound
Desktop case or rack panel available.
Check out u.f.^lA'Paia.coin for schematics,
tech details, firmware source files and more,,.
Synthesizer Modules, Guitar Effects, Mixers,
EQs, Tube PreAmps, and dozens of kits for
ELECTRONIC MUSICIANS
info@paia.com
PAiA Electronics
405.340.6300
3200 Teakwood lane
fax
405.340.6378
Edmond, OK 73013

PICmicro MCU Development Tools
EPIC Plus
; PICmicro Programmer
P
$59.95
Program PICmicro MCUs in BASIC!
DOS or Windows operation (includes Windows IDE softwarte),
PicBasic Compiler - $99.95
PicBasic Pro Compiler - $249.95
Experimenter Boards
LAB-X1 for 40-pin MCUs (shewn) - $199.95
LAB-X2 for 28 or 4(>pin MGUs - $69.95 Hi 1
LAB-X3 for 18-pin MCUs - $119.95
PICProto Prototyping Boards
$8.95 to $19.95
High-quality blank prototyping boards
for PICmicro MCUs.
I1
mior^GLncjimerincj slabs, ^nc.
g3| www.melabs.com 'jpfj
ran
Phone; (719) 520-5323
gg
Fax; (719) 520-1867
Box 60039, Colorado Springs, CO 80960
SMT Prototyping Adapters
Snap-Apart™ Series
♦

SOIC SOT- TSOP D_PAK QSOP QFP
TSSOPTQFP MSOP PLCC and more.
Your design concepts become reality, fast.
5"x7.6" smooth grooved, green RGB's snap apart
providing SMT adapters, .100" pin strips included.
Ho pcb layout, no waiting, no adapter hunt for most
patterns with these on hand. Details on these and
more on website.
IBellin Dynamic Systems, Inc.
[www.beldynsys.com] (714) 630-8024
- Rap/d Development Solutions for the. Technical Professional PIC Programmer Kits
^uper vaiue;
\Tbe P16PRO: can
SIO- g5*\program up to 40
. c&H
P'Cs including
—the popular 16F84 &
12C508o Needs software (extra
$20) •Available assembled or starting from $16.95 for the kit
See www.electronics123.com for more info!
The PICALL programmer can also progam Atmel AVRs
I in addition to the PICs it can program • Free software • PICALL programmer kit at $69.95
See www.electronics123.com for more info!
Video Camera module Code:BB004
CMOS Camera Module, Black &
White, Size: 0.63"x0.63"x0.59"H.
Lens: f4.9, F2.8. EIA 320Hx240V.
0.6" DIL Package. 5 pins. Pin 3 is IV p-p composite video (75 ohm) to monitor. $36 + $5 S&H
$6 for 8 triacs
Running Lights kit to drive
light bulbs
8 LEDs with 10 push button selectable patterns.
8 speed levels! 80 combinations! $16 + $5 S&H
i|j Toll Free: 1-888-549-3749 (USA&Canacfe)
f Tel: (330) 549-3726. Request a FREE catalog or visit us
at: WWW.electroniCSl 23.COiil for more products.
Amazon Etectnonics, Box 21 Columbiana OH 44408

Press-n-Peel
Transfer Film
PC Boards in Minutes
8.5" x 11" Shts.
* Or Photocopy
**Use standard
household iron

1. LaserPrint*
2. Press On**
3. Peel Off
4. Etch

Use Standard Copper Clad Board
20 Shts $30/ 40 Shts $50/ 100 Shts $100
Visa/MC/PO/Ck/MO $4 S&H/Foreign Add $7
Techniks Inc.
P.O. Box 463, Ringoes NJ 08551
ph. 908.788.8249 fax 908.788.8837
www.techniks.com
Vist Our E-Store On-Line!
ELECTRONIC
SECURITY DEVICES
A great book for project
builders, it is quite common to
assocate the term Security
Devices" with burglar alarms of i %
various types. However in fact it
can refe' to any piece of equipment that helpsTto protect peo- t
ple or properly. he text is divido
ed into three basic sections:
Chapter 1 covers switch-activated burglar alarms and includes
exit and entry delays. Chapter 2
discusses other types o' burglar
alarms ano includes Infra-Red, Ultrasonic and DopolerShift Systems, Chapter 3 covers other tyoes of security
devices such as Smoke and Gas Detectors Wafer,
Temperature and Baby Alarms; Doorphones, etc. Most
circuits are simple, and stripboard layouts are provided.
To order Book BP55 and send $5.99 includes shipping
and handling in the U.S. and Canada only to
fclectromcs Technology Today inc., P.O. Box 240,
Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240. Payment in U.S.
funds by U.S. Bank check or international Money Order,
Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
ET09

Introducing Robotics with
Lego® Mindstorms™
For Robot Lovers. Shows how to build a
variety of increasii.gly sophisticated computer-controlled robots using the brilliant
Lego mindstorms Robotic Invention System
(RIS). Covers the funoamental building techliques needed to construct strong and efficient robots. Explains to ths reader how robot
control programs may be simply constructed
on their PC screens.
Detailed building instructions are provided
for all the robots feaBM
tured. 270 pages,
71/2x105/7 in. $19.99.
Plus $2.45 shipping
in U.S. Order from
CLAGGK Inc.. P.O.
Box 12162, hauppauge
NY 11788
CLX1

WjTSA
JUST PUBLISHED! The EXTREME Covert Catalog
details virtually every surveillance system on the World
Market today. From the FBI (and their superiors) atest
anti-terrorist phone/computer/and video taps, to
bargain basement devices no one knows about.
Complete specs and ordering information on hundreds
of surveillance and investigative hardware a rd software
(jfoducts from 14 countries. Many, many new entries
for covert audio and video supplies, computer busters,
thru-wall viewers, night vision gear, fax interceptors,
CIA designed lock defeaters etc.
"Absolutely fantastic! A Techie's dream cone true. No
fluff, no filler, just raw spy meat. Whata meal" - Kevin
Murray, probably the top counter surveillance expert
in the U.S. ECC, 81/2" x 11", ISBN 1-880-231-20-4,
437 pages, index. $49.95
Intelligence Here
—.
404 N.'ivl' SbV,.) Blvd.
1?
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067
^ 15
Order by < bane: 866-885-0855
wm.intelligencehere.com.
Sufi m DO fdfflwnipnBlft CA resjiffinr!, a u. 3^ to

Mobile Robotics
Sonar
Vision Systems
Micro Controllers
Motor Drivers
Neural Networks

Zagros Robotics
PO Box460342
St. Louis. MO 63 W6-7342
(314)768-1323
http: /7www. zaaro3robod.cs .com
' ts.com

Electronic Projects 1.0
By Max Horsey
A series of ten projects to build along with
.udiovisual information to support hobbiests
during construction. Each project is complete
with schematic diagrams, circuit and PCB
layout files, component lists and comprehensive text to guide the hobbyist through the
project. A shareware version of CADPACK—schematic capture and PCB design
software is also provided. Projects include a
reaction timer, logic probe, egg timer and
seven more. Get
your own copy of
this CD-ROM today.
$75 including shipling in the U.S.
Onfci fiom CLAGGK
Inc., P.O. Box 12162,
Hauppauge, NY
11788. Visa, MC,
Discover OK.
CLX2

spyoutlet.com
Security • Surveillance • Loss Prevention
Purchase your viaeo cameras from
one of the targes importers
in the U.S.
•NEW weatherproof Bullet Cameras
•Spy Pinhole Cameras "Wireless Video
• PC Cards •Voice Changer
• Micro Recorders* Shotgun Mic
• Locksmithing 'Bug Detectors
' NEW Phone Sentry Plus—defeats
telephone tapping and taping
•UV Pens & Powder 'Realtime 12 hr
Telephone Recording System
GPS Vehicle Tracking System
And much more • Quantity discounts
www.spyou.let.com
Printec Catalog send $5°°
Spy Outlet 2468 Niaj Falls Blvh
Tonawanda NY 14150 (716) 695-8660

Book
Easy Step'n
• For the experimenter.
Determine surplus stepper motor specs using
simple easy to buiid test equipment.
• Build micucontroller-based control systems
(flow charts ai d code examples).
■ Build stepper motor drive circuits.
• Mechanical design considerations.
• 8.5x11 format. 205 pages. $34 95
Table or Co. itei its: htlp://www.steppersluff.oom
+ $5 s/h in US. VISA, MC, AM, DS, MO, Check
CA residents please add 7.25% CA sales tax
Uj electronics
P.O. Box 601, Kelseyvilte. CA 95451
Voice (707) 279-8881 Fax (707) 279-8883
httpL//www.stef»p6rstuff.cc»m

RELD-STRENGTH
RECEIVER-MERER A Handheld Counter-Surveifance Meier
So Sensitive It's Like a Wideband Receiver!

DUAL SODE : lira-fofMfii|»'83feslsipls
DETICTIOS; lOfflfflltt-MjilpahljffllraiijS
SESSiTiTY COMl: iMuimMKleifaa
AU HEk and LED DmiE
SIIENI ViSSATE WE; MicfaiH

made easy

(CA. residents add 8% Sales Tax) '89
(+$7 S&H)
Alan Broatai' Csmpany
|)i,ane. jjjjj 359,9527
93 Atch SM
Nwood City, Ca, 94052 FaxJPhoilffi l6i0l36M527
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PCB
Production

jPCBexpre
wv/w.pcbexpTP'ss.dom

Double side—120 per in2
Four layers—200 in2
Six layers—320 in2
UL approved
(with solder mask, Silkscreen
Three weeks)
www.mylydia.com

INSTANT
IN-LINE QUOTES!

MYLYDIA INC.
Call 1-300-MYLYD1A
E-mail: PCBsd!os@mylydia.com

| www.pcbpro.com
I •Quick Price Comparisons
| •More options anil added features
lePreiotrpB & id'totnn "uantHies

AMAZING DEVICES
liine
Tcsla Lightning
•2 to 3" Spark Discharges
• 12 VDC/115 VAC/battery
• Safe High Frequencies
• Adjustable Output and Optional Timer
TUTE Plans...?6.00 TUTElK-Kit/Plans..,$39.95
TUTEIO-Assembied andTested
$54.95
Ion ^ay Guns
Star Wars Teen alogy Directs Energy
ss?

Shocker Trigger Ignitor
Variable 20,000 voit puiserused for
laser flash tube, spark gap and pyro
ignitor. garden pest shocker, electric
fence, snake venom removal ete.
12 voit battery operation.
TRJG1K- Kit/Pians
..$29.95
TRIG 10 - Lab Assemb!ed..„ ..§49.85
New Health Con^ r ;
Pulssd rragnefic oreakairoi., rn
provides miraajlous healing 1 M
and rejuvenating properties, s
THMAG10 Magnetic Pulser..Z..$24.9i
A

See In Action video on our web
site at www.aiTiazmg1.com
Body Heat Telescope
Detecfs living bodies over
300* Heat leaks etc. Built in
chopper and sens control
BHT6 Pians..$10.00 BHT6K Kit....$99.95
BHT60 Ready to use.,.., .,.......$149.95

Mass Dnver

Ultra Bright Green

-rS30 to 50x brighter than most red poif
Futl 5 mw range in excess of 6000 feet H
Includes x7 range extenderplans and lenses
Above photo shows burst
LAPNGRS Pointer.. 6C«li fo'r Price!!
Impact of Mass Driver
dri
Star Wars Technology Demonstrates Weapons Mini TESLA Coil
Low Cost 100,000 Vplt
Can
Crusher
Potential. Force Fields, ionMotors, Antigravity etc Lights up a 4* fluorescent
a can is crushfcu into the shape of an hour
DC Supply
/ *
Prefects electric shocks without contact!I
glass
demonstrating
the awesome power ol
tube-all
without
any
Amateu, experimenters sot ./»
Conduct many weird and bizarre experiments.
magnetics. Very ponulrr demo in science
of ,;vDC for mam' applications
Yet only 3" tall!
Handheld battery operated and easy to operate. contact!!
museums
as
users
get
to crush and keep
Kit/Plans
J$24.95 • 100,000 volts at .2ma
thsir own can. Kids love ihisi'
tOG9 Plans.
$10.00 MTC1K
MTC10
Assembled
$34.95
• Built In dry filled multiplier.
IOG9K Kit/Plans,.
..........$129.95
Wire Exploding
■ Operates on 1?vdc or116vac
IOG90 AssembiedTested
.$199.95 Ultrasonic Painfiald
Meneraion ™.,nical explosive blasts or
HVOLT1 - Plans
$8,®
many applications. Create a new anistic
- Ganarators
HVOLT1K - Kit/Plans $149r
concept. Uses1 our unique high energy
Mind&Brain Controllers
For property ano
HVOLTIO - Asser, Jed..,.$249,95
pulsershielder explosion cha.nber.
personal protection.
tncreditable device Turbo charges memory,
transducer
Boost mental powers, Controls stress. Speeds Four
HEP9
High Energy Pulser...$20.00
matri:* Intensifies
Combo Tesla Coil, Jacobs
up healing processes and Uncover hidden
concenlralor
Pirns pec!'. Includes above MASS1 Mass
potentials. High quality unit with many features. and
effect on target area.
Ladder, Plasma ToilMSjl
driver, CANCRU1 Can caisherand
1 "".EPLODI Wire exple Jer/Blast art
PPF4 Plans...
$20.00 Amazing and bizarre
plans, Westockall larts.kitsandcompleted
PPF4K Kit
$19-.rE effects turn a normal light
units
for the above items.
PPF40 Ready to use
$299.95, bulb into a spectacular
plasma display! I With
Above
HEP9 pulser is used for:
'• Ti Voica Transmitter
adjustable frequency
BMP/ HERF Generation, Build a Rail or
Crystal e'ear, iiany
control. Safe 12vdc input
PROTEUS Readytt use $199.95 applications. Easy to bullo
TCL5 Plans..$8.00 TCL5K Kit/PferreLS59.95 Coll Gun, Electrothermal Gun, High Po'ver
TCL50 Assembled and Tested
$99.95 Pulsed Laser, Mass Warping etc etc
ORION Lower cost unit $129.95 FiriVl Kit and Plans..$39.9S
Intormation Unlimited PO Box 716 Amherst N.H. U.S.A. 03031 E-mail <mfol(g)xtdi.com>
1 800 221 1705 Orders/Catalogs Only!
Fax 1 603 672 5406 Information 1 603 673 4730 Free Catalog on Request
Pay by WJC. VISA, Gash, Check, MO. Add $5.00 S&H . Overseas Contact for Proforma
CIRCLE 220 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
■ ALL YOU NEED to know about
electronics from transistor packaging
to substitution and replacement
FACTCARDS guides. FACTCARDS numbers 34
through 66 are now available. These
beautifully-printed cards measure a
SI
full three-by-five inches and are
printed in two colors. They cover a
.
wide range of subjects from Triac circuit/replacement guides to flip-flops,
/
Schmitt triggers, Thyristor circuits,
Jf
Opto-lsolator Coupler selection and
replacement. All are clearly explained
with typical circuit applications.
■•■t f s
# II

■ WANT TO EXPAND your knowledge of electronics? Do it the easy way

by studying the Electronics Fact
Cards. Do you travel to and from your
job each day? Drop a handful of cards
in your pocket before you leave, and
the bus becomes a schoolrooml At
home, you can build some of the projects and not only have fun building and
using them, but learn how they work at
the same time.
■ YOU'LL BE AMAZED both at how
rapidly you learn with these cards, and
how easy it is to understand. These
new cards are available right now.
Don't miss out. Send your check or
money order today.

FACTCARDS—Facts at your tingertlps tor
Experimenters and Project Builders!
Cf

CO
o
o
CM

Please ■'end one copy of FACTCARDS $1.99. Shipping $2.00 (U.S. and Canada only).
Please send .
. copies of FACTCARDS. Total cost is sum of copy price and First Class
postage and handling cost multiplied by number of card sets ordered.
New York residents add sales tax to total cost of each order.
Please print
Allow 6-8 weeks for the material to arrive.

W
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OQ.
0.
78

JampacKed with
information at your
fingertips

Detach and mail today:
' CLAGGK Inc.
P.O. Box 12162
Hauppauge, NY 11788

i
(Street Address)
(City)

(State)

All Payment must be in U.S.
(Zip) Funds!
BS168

Do You Repair
Repair Databases for i
TV, VCR, Monitor, UL
Audio, FCC, and more, i

Gernsback Publications, Inc.
275-G Marcus Blvd. Hauppauge NY 11788
POPTRONICS®

Electronics?
- Over 76,000 reoo.ds
- Private user forums
- Live or-line chat rooms

ReDairWorld.com
.11.VVjUIhito pll i'3'4

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
Advertiser Information
Name __
Company^

Payment Information
Charge my:
□ MasterCard ['Visa □Discover
Account No,
Exp. Date

Street Address
City/State/Zip
Telephone (_J _

Full payment enciosea. Prepayment discounts offeree
- for multiple insertions (except on credit card orders).
Payment for first insertion enclose; additional payments
Q will be made prior to closing dates, Prepayment
discounts not available.

Get your copy of the
CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK
Go back to antiquity and buiid :th9
radios that your grandfather built
Build the "Quaker Oats" type rig.
wind coiis thai work
and make it
look like the 1920,s! Oniy $10,95
pfus S4.00 for shipping and handling. Claggk Inc., PO Box 12162,
Hauppauge, NY 11788, USA
Funds ONLY! USA and Canada-^
no foreign orders. Ailow 6-8 weeks
for delivery.
MA01

l i

Signature (requireo on all orders)

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
$400
WEEKLY
ASSEMBLING
Elec'ronic Circuit Boards/Products
From Home. For Free Information
Send SASE: Home Assembly-PT Box
216 New Britain, CT 06050-0216

Do yo" want any special options? (where available)
0 Boidface Type* Add 25% for entire ad
Screened Background - Add 30%
□Special Heading - Add $35,00
The first word of your ad and your name will be printed in boidface cap? at no additional charge.
For indiv'aual boidface words, add ,50P each.

In what month(3) would you like your ad to run?
0 Entire year for publications selected aoove.
□Jan. [jfeb. □Mar.. OApr. QMay, QJunepJuly QAug. QSep. QDct. {jNov. DDec.

Here's how to calculate the cost of your Regular or Expanded-Ad Classified:
Rate X Numbers of Words+Rate for Boldface+Rate for Screened Background=Cost per k«ertion X Number of Months=
Cost
Number
of Words
Screened
Cost Per
Number
Magazine Rate x (min.15) + Boldface
+ Bc^kground = Insertion x of Months - Cost
(add 25%)
(add 30%)

CABLE TV
DISCOVER CABLE'S NEWEST
BOXES! "DESCRAMBLES WHERE
OTHERS FAIL" LOWEST DEALER
PRICES GUARANTEED. 1-888-7779123 ■■■ ■ 1-888-675-3687
CLEArtmAX OR VIEW,FASTER UNIVERSAL BOXES from $78 1-800-8209024 OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT
WWW.RFT PLUS.NE"
MISC. ELECTRONICS
FOR SALE
T&M ELECTRONICS. Large varety of
electronic parts since 1966. Visit our
Web site at www.tandmelectronics.com
SMART Battery Chargers - GPS
Based Frequency Standard - Digital
Frequency Synthesizer - surplus parts
and more, www.a-aengineering.com
WAf TED
WANTED: I 'rgently need timer chip
ICIvi 72051 PG 7643 or equivalent. Will
pay premium. 949-494-0072. E-mail:
starlit@compuserve.com.

Rates;
$3.00 per word (New rate for renewals. New advertisers wetcome.)
Minimum 15 Words
Here's how to calculate the total cost of your advertising;
frtWitafiscesiti:
Sitotal
(Full payment must accompany order, not applicable on credit card orders)
Less Preppent Ofsccitt
Prepay fprfj 6 insertions in one magazine, 5% [ '12 insertions in one magazine, 10%
TOM COST $
Please use a separate piece of paper to write your copy, or for any special instructions you may have,
HAVE A OUESTION? CALL: 1-631-592-6720 ext. 206
Fax signed orders with credit card information to: (631) 592-6723

CLASSIFIFCTS

gpisss

SATELLITE
FREE Satellite TV Buyer's Guide, BIG
Dishes - BIG Deals! Get the MOST
free and subscription channels with Cband digital upgrade! SKYVISION. 800543-3025. Inter-national 218-739-5231.
www.skvvision.com
FREE DIGITAL SATELLITE TV
with your old C-BAND DISH, Free
information. 574-233-3053.
www.rcdistributing.com

ADVERTISING :NDEX
Poptronics does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear in the
index below.
Free Information Mumber
Page
Free 'nformation Number
-

Abacom

70

-

Alan Broadband Co

77

All Electronics

73

-

Amazon Electronics

-

Bellin Dynamic Systems

159 C&S Sales, Inc
Circuit Specialists

-

150 Linx Technologies

S3

Lone Star Consulting

76

Lynxmotion

74

76

M2L Electronics

74

76

Marrick Ltd

16

-

49

323 Mendelsons

72

73

326 Merrimack Valley

71

-

76

CLAGGK, Inc

CV3, 22,78

Classified Ads

79

325 Mouser Electronics

69

Classified Order Form

79

MyLydia, Inc

77

microEngineering Labs

320 Cleveland InsL of Electronics .CV3,75

-

North Country Radio

67

158 Command Productions

-

PAiA Electronics

76

-

42

Conitec Data Systems

53

PCB 123

74

Designtech Enginee'-ing

68

PCB Express

77

EDE Spy Outlet

77

240 Ramsey Electronics

CV4

-

Electronic Tech. Today ... .10, 23,40

Scott Edwards Electronics

69

-

Electronic Design Specialists

51

Scrambling News

76

-

Electronic Goldmine

44

Square 1 Electronics

69,77

Electronix

79

Sun Equipment Corp

72

EMAC, Inc

73

-

Techniks

76

Express PCB

70

-

Technological Arts

72

Fair Radio Sales

69

322 Test Equipment Depot

68

220 Information Unlimited

.78

UCANDO Videos

68

Intec Automation

77

Intelligence Here

77

-

224 Visitect Inc
Zagros Robotics

When you buy products from
these advertisers, please tell
them you saw their ads in
Poptronics® magazine.

ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES
Gernsback Publications, Inc.
275-G Marcus Blvd.
Hauppauge, NY 11788
Tel. 631-592-6720
'ax: 631-592-6723
Larry Steckler
Publisher (ext. 201)
e-mail: advertising ©gernsback.com
Adria Coren
Vice-President (ext. 208)
Ken Coren
Vice-President (ext. 267)
Marie Falcon
Advertising Director (ext. 206)
Adria Coren
Credit Manager (ext. 208)
For Advertising ONLY
EAST/SOUTHEAST/PACIFIC
Marie Falcon
275-G Marcus Blvd.
Hauppauge, NY 11788
Tel. 631-592-6720 x206
Fax; 631-592-6723
e-mail: mfalconOgernsback.com
MI D A E si /Texr r /Arka ,sasl
Oklahoma
Ralph Bergen
One Northfield Plaza, Suite 300
Northfield, IL 60093-1214
Tel. 847-559-0555
Fax: 847-559-0562
e-mail: bergenrj@aol.co
Subscription/
Customer Service/
Order Entry
Tel. 800-827-0383
7:30 AM - 8:30 PM COT

Poptronics
Interactive Edition
www.poptronics.com/interactive

70
77

WWW. pOpTROJM ICS.COM

PICmicro programming

Electronics CD ROMs

fools and CD ROMs

TKis great range of CD ROM learning resoaroes will teach
you ail about electronic circuits and systems and how to
design them.
ilcitroRlc CfttipoMnts
c<r<«ih V2.0
tHr Mlfc*AT**I«T
m.

-

p

' ?

Electronic Circuits and Components V2
provides an introduction to the principles and application of
the most common types of electronic components and bow
they are used to form complete circuits. Sections on the disc
include; fundamental eiectronio theory, active components,
passive components, analogue circuits, dioita! circuits, fault
finding and the Parts Gallery.
Digital Electronics V2 details the principles and
practice of digital eiectranics, including logic gates,
combinational and sequential logic circuits, docks, counters,
shift registers fault finding and displays. The CD ROM also
provides an introduction to microprocessor based systems.
Analog Electronics Is a complete learning 'esource
for this most difficult subject. The CO ROM includes the usual
wealth ofvirtuai laboratories aswell as an electronic circuit
simulator with over 50 pre-designed analog circuits which
gives you the ultimate teaming tool. The CD provides
comprehensive coverage of analog fundamentals, transistor
circuit design, op-amps, fitters, Gscillators, and other analog
systems.
Electronic Projects is just that: a series often projects
for students to build with ail support information. The CD is
designed to provide a set of projects which will complement
students' work on the other 3 CDs in the Electronics
Education Series. Each project on the CD is supplied with
schematic diagrams, circuit and PCB layout Sies, component
lists and comprehensive circuit explanations.
Robotics and ntechatronics is designed to enable
those with little previous experience of electronics to build
electromechanical systems. The CO ROM deals with all
aspects of robotics from the control systems used, the
transducers available, motors/actuators and the circuits to
drive them. Full case study material (include the NASA Mars
Rover, the Milford spider and the Furby) is used to show
students how practical robotic systems are designed.
Digital V'orks is a highly interactive scalable digital
logic simulator designed to allow electronics and
computer science students to build complex digital
logic circuits incorporating circuit macros, 4000 and
74 series logic.
CADPACK includes software for schematic
capture, circuit simulation, and PCB design and is
capable of producing industrial quality schematics
and circuit board layouts. CADPACK includes unique
circuit design and animation/simulation that wiii help
your students understand the basic operation of
many circuits.
Analog Filters is a complete course in filter design
and synthesis and contains expert systems to assist
In designing active and passive filters.

Order Form Please aliow 6 weeks •delivery.
Student 1 home tnstitytion
version
version
$99
Eiectronic Gets. & Comps. 2 $50
$99
,Digital Sectronics 2 $50
$99
Analog Hectronics $50
$159
Electronic Projects $75
$39
Rohotics and Mechatronics. $50
$99
Digital Works $50
CADPACK $75
$169
$159
Analog Fitters $76
$159
Assembly for P lCmicfos $50
$159
G for PlGmieros $50
Flowcode for PlCmicros $50
$99
PtGrrticro development board
1159
Postage - USA $10
$10
Postage - Canada $15
$15

3

iir rm- v
A m m • -m
s * ■ is* i ipi ii i # i p ii
This flexible development board allows you to program 8,18,28,40 pin PICmicro
microcontrollers as well as test/develop code. Ali programming software is included
and several resources which allow students to team and program PICmicro
microcontrollers are available - F'owcode Cfor PICmicro microcontrollers and
Assembly for PICmicro microcontrollers. A board is needed for the CD's below:
Flowcode is a very high level language
programming system for PICmicro®
microcontrollers based on flowcharts. Flowcode
is a powerful language that use? macros to
facilitate the control of complex devices like 7sement displays,
motor controllers, and 1CD
displays, The use of macros allows students to
control highly complex electrcnic devices without
getting bogged down in understanding the
programming involved. Board not included.
The Assembly for PiCmicro microcontrollers
CD ROM (previously known as PlCtutor) contains
a complete course in programming the PIC16F84
microcontroller from Arizona Microchip, The CD
includes a full suite of tutorials starting at basic
concepts and progressing complex techniques
Including interrupts. An IDE and all programming
tools are included, Board not included.

< for PKnVu imowcSiwlws
hi Rob Miles

The C for PICmicro® microcontrollers CD
ROM is designed for students and professionals
who need to team how to program embedded
microcontfolters in C. C for PICmicro MGUs also
pro- ides all the tools needed actually program a
virtually any PiCmicro - including a full C compiler
and device programmer (via printer port).
Although the course focuses on the use of the
PICmicro® series of microcontrollers this CD
ROM will provide a relevant background in C
programming for any microcontroller. Board not
included.
Phone your order to us on:.
631-592-6721

Name:
Address:
Zip:.
Card Type;

CLAGGKJna*
PO Box 12162,
Hauppage, NY 11788

Phone:

IslasterCare Visa, or Discover only

Card -lumber
\ have enclosed my check for $:

Expire date:

rrrn
Signature:

eTp-sf&ooIsahd.oDnJoraboi

Order online NOW from: www.poptronics.com
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GET THE NEW CATALOG TODAY!
Neat New Kits, And A Lot Of Cool Stuff!
www.ramseykits.com

SEY
35 WATT LPFM STEREO TRANSMITTER
/ 35W RF output, VSWR protected
I / Automatic audio & power controls
/ Digital synthesized PLL
/ Full front panel control
/110/220VAC, 12VDC operation
Whether your application is export or LPFM, the PX1 has you covered. From the
over-rated continuous duty power supply & power amplifier to the 2 line vacuum
fluorescent display, your station will be the easiest to setup and the most reliable
for continuous operation. Full microprocessor controls provide a "virtual engineer". Check out www.highpowerfm for full details.
PX1
35W Professional FM Stereo Transmitter $1,795.00
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM HEART MONITOR
/ Visible and audible display of your heart rhythm
1 / Re-usable sensors included; just like visitingthe hospital!
/ Bright LED "beat" indicater
/ Monitor output for oscilloscope display
Enjoy learning about the inner workings of the heart while covering the stage by stage electronic circuit theory of ECG/EKG
systems. Be heart smart and learn at the same time! Simple
and safe 9V Battery operation.
ECG1
Electrocardiogram Heart Monitor Kit
$39.95
CECG
Matching Case & Knob Set
$14.95
ECGP10
Replacement Reusable Probe Patches (10-Pack) $7.95

PG13
PS12

IG7
AC125

PLASMA GENERATOR
f / Generate 2" sparks to a hand held screwdriver!
/ Build your own plasma balls!
S 25KV at 20 KHz from a solid state source!
Generate really impressive sparks build your own plasma
I
ball, light fluorescent tubes without wires! From a solid
state source, generate over 25KV at 20KHz forthe most
dazzling display^!
Plasma Generator Kit
$64.95
14VAC Output Power Supply
$19.95
ION GENERATOR
/ Generates negative ions with a blast of fresh air!
" / 7.5KV DC negative, 400uA - that's a lot of ions!
iySI / Steady state DC voltage, constant current, not pulsed!
Learn the basics of ion repulsion by building this ion generator!
Creates a continuous blast of fresh air charged with a ton of
„>■ ions. Perfect for pollution and air freshening, jufl smell those
ions! Solid state wind generation; you'll be amazed!
Ion Generator Kit
$64.95
110 VAC Power Adapter
$9.95

HAND HELD SPEED RADAR GUN
/ Measures speed from 10 to 110 MPH!
/ Swilchable US or Metric!
Now YOU can clock that cop car! Uses the same dopplcr radar
technology as their radar guns use. We took it out on the road
and set
off a 1.01 of radar delactois'and the traffic slowed t ight
dowr1 Requires six AAA baitsries not included.
SRG20
Hand Held Speed Radar Gun, Assembled!
589.95
AND...OUR FAMOUS MINI-KITS!
These are easy to build kits that can be used either standalone or as building blocks for more complex projects.
sii
TS4 Tickle-Stick Shocker
$12.95
BN9 Super Snoop Amplifier Kit
$9.95
BL1
LED Blinky Kit
$7.95
TD1 Tone Encoder/Decoder Kit
$9.95
TT7 Touch Tone Decoder Kit
$24.95
CP03 Code Practice Oscillator Kit
$14.95
UTS Universal Timer Kit
$9.95
BN9

EASY-LEARN HOBBY KITS

im
■
mm
?«

SL

T30

,7^
V'"V ■•!•'
%•/:

A48.

SR3
CS2
/ Build It!
/ Learn It!
/ Achieve It!
/ Enjoy It!

Learn how AM, FM, and Shortwave radios work: G- t kJc m dme, and learn the
theory how to use a crystal diode to convert AM racic to a^dio you can hear!
Learn the basics of bells and motors, and actually watch them work! Start a great
hobby in electronics with our 130 in 1 Electronic Lab, a build a radio, radio
broadcaster, electronic organ, kitchen timer, logic c t . ad much, much
more! All kits are solderless, using spring-coil conrecr't i making it safe and
easy for anyone to build. Detailed step-by-step instrccfens are included to guide
you through the entire project. Learn about electr 3 a study the wonders of
science today!
AM2
AM Radio Kit
$14.95
AMFM7
AM/FM Radio Kit
$19.95
SR3
Shortwave AM Radio Kit
$19.95
CS2
Crystal Radio Kit
$9.95
BA1
Bell Action Kit
$8.95
MAI
Motor Action Kit
$8.95
PL130
130 In One Electronic Lab Kit
$39.55
PROFESSIONAL FM STEREO RADIO STATION
/ Synthesized S8 to 108 MHz with no drift!
/ Built-in mixer-! 2 ne 'nputs, one microphone input, ! ne .eve' monitor output!
/ High power modLle avrailable for export use
/All newdesigr ' ir2uu2!
Introducing the FM100B, the all new design of
our very popular FM 30! Designed new from
the ground up, includng SMT technology (or
the Sest performance ever! Frequency synthesized PEL assures drift-free operation
with simple front panel frequency selection. Built-in audio mixer features LED fcargraph meters to make setting audio a breeze. The kit 'ndudes .tietal case, whip
antenna and built-in 110 volt AC power supply.
FM100B
Super-Pro FM Stereo Radio Station Kit
$269.95
FM100BEX 1 Watt, Export Version, Kit
$349.95
FM100BWT 1 Watt, Export Version, Wired & Tested
$429.95
SYNTHESIZED FM STEREO TRANSMITTER
/ All new design & features for 20021 w4|
7:1
/ Fully adjustable RF output
■
,.7 Afcv
Our #1 kit for years has just gotten better for
2002! Totally redesigned, the FM25B has all the
features you've asked for. Emm variable RF output, F connector RF output rack, line input, loop
output, and more. Includes case, power supply, whip artenna, audio cables.
FM25B
Synthesized FM Stereo Transmitter Kit
$139.95

FIVil OA
CFM

FM RADIO STATION BROADCASTER
/ Get on the air for less than $40!
'
/ Operates on 5 to 15 VDC
You'll be amazed at the exceptional audio quality
of the FM10A! Tunable from 88MHz to 108
MHz, the FM1 OA features line level stereo inputs
with RCA phono jacks for easy operation. Order
yours today, and get on the air!
Tunable FM Stereo Transmitter Kit
$39.95
Matching Case & Knob Set for FM1 OA
$14.95

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS. INC.
793 Canning Parkway
Order Today! 800-446-2295
Victor, NY T4564
385-924 '560
www.ramseykits.com
sales@ramseykits.c6m
CIRCLE 240 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

